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CONSPIRACY
Fayette Gets
Help, More
Coming
ALM A DISON TIME — Cle m en -
Burnside, 17-year-old high
school senior does one of the
unique steps from the new
dance craze under the close
scrutiny of Jeb Stuart, rising
young recording star. To the
lovely Miss Burnside, the
dance comes easy as (lane-
log happens to be one of
her hobbies. (Photo by With-
ers)
Urge 'Don't Buy'
From Oil Companies
Members of the National As-
sociation for the Advancement
of colored People thrcewhout
the country hive been late+
treion to withhold patronage from
national oil companies whose
eel dealers in Fayette County.
no., have been "cooperating
In the present scheme which'
has deprived colored , farmers
from obtaining needed s u p-
plies, and which has revealed
a flagrant defiance of law by
those who are determined to
prevent colored citizens from
voting."
In a memorandum dispatched
to all local units of the Associ-
[Lion on July 6, NAACP Execu-
tive Secretary Roy Wilkins cites
an NAACP convention resolution
calling for such action in de-
fense of Negro citizens in the
West Tennessee county who have
been denied gasoline and other
supplies because they have in-
nsted on exercising their right
to register and vote.
"In accordance with the spirit
of this resolution," Mr. Wilkins'
emorandum asserts, "we wish
to advise our membership that
the national companies thus far
identified with refusal of local
outlets to sell to Negroes in Fay-
ette County are the following:
Texaco, Inc., (TEXACO); Gulf
Oil Co. (GULF); American Oil
Co., (AMOCO); Standard Oil
Co. of N. J., (ESSO); a n d
Delta Refining Co., (DELTA),
Lion Gas, and Southern Oil Re-
fining Co., which are regional
concerns."
The NAACP, the memoran-
dum points out, "has vigorously
urged the national managements
of the companies involved to do
something about the acts .. . of
their locally franchised agen-
cies. The companies reply that
there is nothing they can do,
since the local outlets are inde-
pendent contractors over whom
they have no control. We re-
ject this excuse. We are fully
convinced that the companies'
have it in their power in one
way or another to see to it that
the Negro farmers of Fayette
County get the supplies they so
badly need."
y NAT D WILLIAMS
"RED-DISHED" & READY
Back not so long ago folks
used to laugh at the way ordi-
nary colored folks pronounced
the world "register". Eight out
of ten would say, "red-dish",
on the rare occasion when they
had cause to use the term.
But times have changed.
Eig,'nt out of ten local Negroes
not only pronounce the word
correctly, but they have cor-
Sully done what the word sug-sts. They have registered. .
or they have had the need for
registering put definitely on
their minds.
And that suggests that some-
hce:y's been doing some yeo-
man work For one doesn't
ha -e tc g( too far back in his-
tory to remember when most
local Negroes took a pretty ne-
gat.ve view on suet' matters as
registering and being qualified
to vote So many figured it
was just a waste of their time.
So many would say out loud,
"Aw-w-w. my vote ain't gon'
count nottein' . . . Ah ain't gon'
waste my time."
It took a long, intensive, up-
hill bit oi battling to change
the attitude to a positive one.
And a great deal of the credit
for the job must go to certain
dedicate° individuals among
ir Neer-, populace . . . andse.7eral important organize-
tit nit among them. The dangers
o: omission are too great to
a' n nPt te name the individu-
als who are responsible for this
revival of interest in registra-
tion so noticeable among Ne-
groes in Memphis and Shelby
County today.
However, there are some
whose names loom above all
others. For instance such nam-
es as Frank Kilpatrick, Willa
McWilliems Walker, Lt. George
W. Lee. Jimmy Walker, Rever-
end Gladney, Will Gray, and
many more are symbolic of
these persons who have work-
ed singly and collectively to
rot the mass of Memphis
Negroes to take an interest in
their civic duty and opportu-
nity to register and qualify to
vote . . and then to vote.
IMPRESSIVE LIST
In a WDIA forum a couple
of Sundays ago . . (the pane-
Ur were: Mrs. Callie Stevens,
Frank Kilpatrick, Mrs. Willa
M. Walker and Frank Scott)
. . . it was 'in-ought out that
the registration of colored peo-
ple in Memphis is really im-
pressive Made so by the ef-
forts of folk like Mr. Kilpatrick,
who spearheads registration
efforts among Memphis Ne-
groes this year.
Mr. Kilpatrack revealed that
as of June 15 of this year
th es were more than 60,000
Negroes registered in the city,
and more than 9,000 registered
In the county. He disclosed
that the Negroes in West Ten-
neseee witnumber colored folk
(See SHADOWS, Page 2)
The Memphis Branch of NA-
ACP, after sending a truck load
of food and clothes to the Ne-
gro farmers in Fayette County,1
is recommending that other
branches throughout the countryl
get together and channel their
clothing - food - money drive
through the Memphis Branch.
Last week the Memphis chap-
ter sent over 100 basketsnf groc-
eries to Fayette County. A
spokesman in the movement by
the agency said that an on the
spot check of conditions in Fay•
ette County drove the f a c t•
home that over 350 families are
caught up in an economic
squeeze by whites, in retaliation
for the Negro's fight to register
and vote.
The NAACP spokesman said
that the local branch is making
an appeal to churches and other
organizations to channel food
stuffs, etc. through its agency.
He said that the economic
crisis in Fayette County does
not seem to be one of short du-
ration. And the Negroes are
just as adamant in their fight
to register and vote, he said.
He reported that the situation
could become more tense and
critical at harvest time
property settlements are
made.
when
to be
FIRE HOSES symbolically
emanate from Fire Commis-
sioner Claude A. Armour (in-
set) as he observes the dam-
aging fire that swept through
the Kroger food store in the
Lamar-Ariways shopping cen-
BENJAMIN WARD, JR.
31900 Grant
To NM School
Benjamin Ward, Jr., 730 Walk
er ave., who was graduated
with distinction from LeMoyne
college in May, has been grant-
ed a $1,900 assistantship to New
Mexico State university in Uni-
versity Park, New Mexico.
Mr. Ward will study for the
master's degree in mathematics
and will do his assistantship in
the physical science laboratory
of the university. He will leave
for New Mexico early in Au-
gust.
Mr. Ward, who was a mem-
ber of the summer school
faculty at LeMovne teaching
mathematics to pre-college stu-
dents, had received a grant to
North Carolina college at Dur-
ham before being offered the
assistantship by New Mexico
State university.
He was a popular and studi-
ous student at LeMoyne and
served as president of three
campus organizations during
his senior year.
MRS. K. P. THOMAS
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BURIED ALIVE
TWO DITCH diggers, James
Fisher, 37, of 706 Austin Mail
and Samuel Gadd, 32, of 1107
Tully were trapped when
dirt walls of a manhole they
were digging near Perkins and
Scottsdale collapsed early this
week. Fisher was almost com-
pletely buried with one foot
of dirt over his head. Gadd was
trapped in dirt up to his knees.
Both men were taken to John
Gaston hospital for treatment
and dismissed.
EVERS OUSTED
0. Z. EVERS was informed
by a registered special delivery
letter that he had been d i s-
qualified as a candidate for con-
stable for the First Civil Dis-
trict in the August 4 election.
(See story on this page)
CANDIDATES INTERVIEWED
THE SHELBY COUNTY Dem-
ocratic Club has interviewed
nine candidates running in the
election August 4. The inter-
viewing is done by a "screening
committee" of 10 members
headed by Frank R. Kilpatrick.
The private interviews are held
in the library cf the offices of
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon and
his associates at 588 Vance. Mr.
Sugarmon is executive director
and A. Maceo Walker is presi-
dent of the club.
FOOD AND CLOTHING
RESIDENTS OF Fayette
County, Term., received 75 bags
Mrs. Thomas
To NY For
Spanish Study
ter last Sunday afternoon.
The three-alarm fire brought
the Negro fire fighting depart-
ment (above) to the scene to
work side by side with the
rest of Memphis' firefight-
ers. Two firemen were over-
come by smoke from the
blaze, which a Kroger vice
president said did $50,000
worth of damage. Other stores
In the shopping center receiv-
ed slight damage. (Staff
photo Ly Billy Duncan)
.•••••••••••.•.......,
Memphis-This Week•
••••••.••••.
of food and a limited amount of
clothing this week. The ffieil
and clothing were paid for by
funds from the NAACP treas-
ury. Jesse Turner, NAACP of-
ficer said the Fayette County
Negroes were suffering from
an economic boycott by white
businessmen because of Ne-
groes registering to vote.
YOUTH MEETING
Owen College has been the
center of activities for the Ten-
nessee Baptist Mission and Ed-
ucation Convention this week
for young men and women be-
tween the ages of 12 and 25.
The meeting started Sunday and
is scheduled to run until Fri-
day. Convention President. Rev.
S. A. Owen delivered an ad-
dress in the college chapel Mon-
day morning.
GUNMAN FLEES
Police this week were still
searching for a man who rob-
bed an Arkansas grocery store
of $800 late Wednesday night
and fled to Memphis in a stolen
car. Police think he may have
been injured when the car hit
a utility pole on Latham near
Crump blvd. Blood was found
in the car.
HAMMER USED
WAYNE STEWART told po-
lice when a Negro gave him a
$1 bill and asked for change so
he could get a package of cig-
arets after he evened the cash
register the Negro said, "Leave
the cash register open. I'm go-
ing to take the money. If you
shut it. I'll crack you on the
skull." He said the man got $130
in bills. Stewart works at a
service station on Summer.
Mrs Katherine Perry Thomas
of 1320 Smith at., left Memphis
on July 4, via American Air-
lines to attend school at Hofstra
College at Hempstead, Long Is-
land, N. V. She will study
Spanish for eight weeks on a
foreign language scholarship
granted under the National De-
tens Education Act.
She is a member of the facul-
ty of Manassas High School,
where she is head of the for-
eign language department. A
graduate of LeMoyne college
where she received the Bache-
lor of Arts degree, she is active
in social, religious and civic
circles and holds membership
in Alpha Kappa Alpha Soro-
rity.
Mrs. Thomas is the daughter
of Mrs Rena Perry and the
late Andrew Perry, prominent
Mernphians.
While in New York she will
visit points of interest, attend
Broadway sh(e.us, aside from
her studies and cultural activi-
ties at the college.
FBI Hits
Sinister
Ark. Plot
By LLOYD HOLBECK
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — (UPI)
— The FBI smashed what it
called a "sinister plot" to blow
up a Negro college dormitory
with 40 sticks of dynamite early
Tuesday, two hours before a
bomb blasted a hole in the side
of a public school warehouse.
A spokesman for the FBI in
Washington said quick action by
FBI aeents "may have saved
some lives." But Dr. R. E. Ar-
nold, dean of instruction at
Philander Smith College, which
owned the dormitory, said no
students were in the building.
(See F. B. I., Page 2)
Youth GO?
Club Plans,
Mass Meet
e
The Young Republican club is
sponsoring a mammoth Mass
Meeting July 14, 8 o'clock at
Mount Olive Cathedral. Linden
and Lauderdale sts. Everyone
is invited to come out a n d
hear Rev. Kelly Miller Smith of
Nashville, Tenn., the man who
lead the community of Nash-
ville in their successful fight for
Human Dignity.
Here also, will be Owen W.
Pickett, candidate for State
Legislature and Atty. A. W.
I Willis, candidate for County
I Court.
YWCA Exec Attends
Seminar In Ohio
Mrs. Addle Griffin Owen, 1247
S. Parkway, East, Branch Ex-
ecutive Director of the Vance
Avenue Branch Women's Chris-
tian Association will participate
In a Seminar for Executive Di-
rectors on Staff
Development at
Lake Erie _Col-
lege, Painesville.
Ohio. July 4-15
T h e Seminar
will be focus
ed on curren
concepts, study
and practice in
adminia•
tration. It will
L limited to twenty experienc-
ed administrative staff m e m-
hers who will deal with specific
concerns of administrators in
complex situations in which
leadership is a crucial factor.
The Seminar is sponsored by
the National Board of the Young
Women's Christian Association
of the U.S.A. Mrs. Owen has
been granted a scholarship by
the National Board YWCA to
Mrs. Owen
attend this important project.
She has been affiliated with the
Memphis YWCA in her present
position for fourteen years. She
is the wife of William F. Owen,
Superintendent of Lee Post
Office.
Miss Esther Test, Professor
of Social Work, Western Re-
serve University, will carry the
major faculty responsibility with
members from the National
YWCA Staff and Community
Planning Agencies. Study will
resolve around present-day con-
cerns in YWCA purpose, leader-
ship, program development, and
cooperative relations.
CALLS ON COMMITTEE
MARION S. BARRY, JR.. 25,
called on the Democratic Plat-
form Committee in Los Angeles
to adopt four strong proposals
for civil rights. After Barry's
presentation. Sen. Spessard
(D Fla ) urged the committee
to take a moderate stand on civ-
il rights.
•
Blames Three
For His Ouster
By MARKHUM STANSBURY
Former postal employee 0.
Z. Evers, in a telephone inter-
view, told the Tri-State Defend-
er, in reference to his disquali-
fication for running for a con-
stable seat for the First Civil
District in the August 4 elec-
tion, "There are three persons
to blame."
The first person blamed by
Mr. Evers was his lawyer,
Atty. C. H. Hor-
ton. Evers said
he had his attor-
ney prepare the
proper papers
and also to talk
with the Shelby
County Election
Commission
about the geo-
graphical loca-
tion of District
One.
Second person °.
blamed w a a
Shelby County Election Com-
mission secretary, Lester Bren-
ner. After the qualifying pa-
pers had been properly filed
he gave them to Brenner as
he was leaving a meeting.
Evers asked Brenner if he
should stay with him until he
had checked the papers. Bren-
ner said there would be no use
he would take Evers' telephone
number and call him if any-
thing was wrong so it could
be corrected.
Z. Even
Evers went home and stay- ,
ed, waiting for a phone call,1
until midnight, he said. He did
no: receive a call, so he thought
everything was in order.
'Bus Suit
my lawyer." A technical point
was pulled by the commission
in the qualifying papers that
could have been changed, giv-
ing him the opportunity to run
for District Two, if he had
been notified in time, he said.
"There seems to be a gen-
eral conspiracy to keep me out
of elections, he said. Both
times I was ruled out was on
qualifications. (He had refer-
ence to the last City Election
when he attempted to run for
Police Commissioner.) Soon or
later they (Election Commis-
sions) would have used all of
their secrets and I will get on
a ballot and when I do I will
win," said Evers.
Speaking further, he said,
"One lawyer told me if I had
gone to court about last sum-
mer's disqualification they
would have ruled in my favor.
If and when I file for another
office to court I will go. If
they think they are going to
disqualify me, they have a bad
mistake coming"
Before the conversation end-
ed, Evers said, "I think Hor-
ton was sincere in his doings.
He just made a mistake. I
think he is still one of the best
lawyers in town.
Still No
Friday night, July 8, a reg-
istered special delivery letter
was sent to his home at 3018
Crystal, informing him of his
disqualification. The cause of
the disqualification was that he
ha( qualified for District One
but lives in District Two. An-
other reason was, 34 of the
cidzens who signed his 40-sig-
nature petition also live in Dis-
trict Two. A minimum of 25
qualified voters are required on
a petition.
The third, and last person
to be blamed was Evers him-
self for "not checking behind
FINAL MEET
Citizens non-partisan registra-
tion committee of which Frank
R. Kilpatrick is coordinator, an-
nounces the final meeting for
ward leaders and workers Tues-
day, July 19, 7:59 p.m. in the
Universal Life Insurance build-
ing. The meeting had p r e-
viously been scheduled for July
15, but was postponed in order
that all workers may prepare
their final reports. All workers
are urged to please be present.
Registration books close July
15.
ord On
In the July 27 bus integra-
tion suit hearing the pnoof
was "the same as it was two
years ago when the suit was
first taken to court," said Atty.
H. T. Lockard.
After three Federal Court
Judges had heard the arguments
presented by each side, they
gave 10 days for them to sub-
mit briefs. The plantiff's side
did not file briefs because they
thought it was not necessary.
The City has filed and said
that the Federal Court should
not rule on the decision until
the 1905 State Statute of wheth-
er "streetcars and buses are
the same" is cleared.
The Supreme Court ruled that
the State Court should rule
on the bus integration issue
In the City's side of the argu-
ment they think the three
judges should follow the court's
ruling.
The case has been taken
under advisement and won't
anyone take a guess as to when
the judges will give their
decision.
To Place Your Want Ad.
Cell "Miss Results" — JA. 6-113111/
tiring Howard university weak,
dent Mordecai W. Johnson last
week described incoming presi.
dent James Madison Nabrit,
jr. as a man with an "unusually
able mind" who will inaugurate
a program of development
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Re- which will bring about greater
progress „in the next 20 years
that the university has experi-
enced since its founding
years ago.
Dr. Johnson's remarks came
during an informal address to
some 500 members of the
Howard community who gath-
ered to pay tribute to the 70-
DEFENDER year-aoldpreetdceantotrofonthehislast univer-
sity. He had headed the Wash-
Sot., July 16, 1960 ington, D. C. school for 34 years.
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• Self Storing
• Z-Bar Frame
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36x84 (No Extras to Buy)
Save $20.00 On Our 1 1-4 inches
Storm Door - BEST On The Market
AWNINGS $12.00
Wall Height - 18" • Projection - 14"
Point of Drop - 18" • Both Size
Dr. Nabrit, a member of the
Howard faculty since 1938 and
dean of the School of Law for
the past two years, 'assumed the
presidency of the nation's larg-
est predominantly Negro institu-
tion July 1st.
Dr. Johnson, who has known
the new president since the
latter's student days at More-
house college. appointed Dr.
Nabrit to the law faculty, and
later to such posts as executive
secretary to the president,
secretary of the university, di-
rector of public relations and
law school dean.
(Continued From Page 1)
in all the rest of Tennessee in
the number who are registered.
It was implied that there are
more Negroes registered and
qualified to vote in Memphis
and Shelby County than in vir-
tually all the rest of the Mid.
South. . . . thinking primarily
of Arkansas, Mississippi, and
Tennessee , . . and adjacent
areas.
The question was raised as to
whether or not "the offer of
groceries and free rides to re-
gistration offices should be con-
sidered as proper techniques
for getting citizens to qualify
to vote?".
The answer was that a suf-
ficient number of responsible-
minded persons now reside in
the community to make it un-
necessary to continue such tac-
tics.
It was also observed that
Negroes are not alone in their
need for prodding, thru special
meetings, rallies, and other ex-
traordinary steps to get them
to register. Somebody remem-
bered that public note was tak-
en of the fact that there were
members of the Memphis
Chamber of Commerce who
needed to be urged to do their
civic duty and register. The
blow to the Chamber members
was softened somewhat with
th, implication that they were
busy people.
One of the most effective
arguments which Kilpatrick
says can be used to get unre-
gistered citizens to do their
duty and reeister is to remind
him that it is a 'privilege which
so many people . . . even
in tb_i United States do not
have. It is a first step towards
having an effective voice in the
government A registration
card is as valuable as a check
book backed by money in the
bank. In fact, a registration
caru is a "checkbook" on the
' "ban'- of citizenship".
It establishes one as a re-
sponsible, intelligent, partici-
pating member of local Ameri-
can society It is a badge of
first class citizenship. It im-
presses all who see it. Police-
me a look at a registration card
respect . . . because it repre-
sents their "ultimate boss". . .
the voting citizen.. Top offcials,
from the Mayor .. . all around,
down, and up . . . have an
abiding respect for the holder
of a regietration card. The
President of the United States
recognizt.s it as a badge of
(authority. It's a powerful piece
of pasteboard. . . a thousand
!times more valuable than a
ticket to the World Series.
Mr. Kilpatrick is effectively
carrying the message of the re-
gistration card . . July 15,
:is this year's deadline. Mean
anything to you?
HELP WANTED
JOURNEYMAN
COMPOSITORS
GOOD SALARY
HOLIDAYS WITH PAY
AND
PAID VACATION
CHICAGO DAILY DEFENDER
2400 MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO 16, ILL.
S PER $100 PER YEAR • FREE P ARKING • CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Accounts Insured Up to $70,000
• Courteous • CInfidential Banking Services
Member of federal Dep. Int. Corp.
close to me and one of my most
trusted advisers in all major
matters affecting the develop-
ment of the univversity," Dr.
Johnson said. -His unusually
able mind is aware of every
element in our program of
development, of every step we
have taken to carry each
element forward, of the degree
to which we have succeeded,
the degree to which we are
(Continued From Page 1)
The FBI arrested three men.
The bomb at the warehouse
blew a 15-by-8 foot hole in a
wall J. J. Casper, special agent
in charge of the Little Rock
FBI office, wouldn't speculate
as to whether the dormitory and
warehouse incidents were con-
nected.
The warehouse is 10 blocks
from Central High school, the
best known integration battle-
ground in the country.
The FBI arrested Emmett E.
Miller, 44, and Robert Lloyd
Parks, 39. whom, Casper said,
they catieht touching a match
to a candle that would have
touched off a fuse leading to 40
sticks of dynamite in a black
box.
FBI agents arrested Hugh
L. Smith, 33, of Bassett, Ark.,
at his home. Miller and Parks
were arrested just after mid.
night. The bomb blew the hole
in the warehouse wall at 2:17
a.m. (CST).
Miller, Parks and Smith were
the first persons arrested under
anti-hate bombing provisions of
the new civil rights law.
RAINBOW WEDDING — Mrs.
J. L. Peppers, wife of Pastor
L. F. Peppers of St. Jude
Baptist church, sponsored a
Rainbow Wedding consisting
eentlia
ROYAL TEA — National Roy-
al Tea and Community Day
musicale and fashionetta was
held last week at the Atlanta
life Insurance company. The
program, directed by Rev. W.
Herbert Brewster, pastor of
East Trigg Baptist church,
still short of our goals, and_qi
every pathwey'of- advance
which we have had under con.
sideration as to how we may
move from our present limited
achievement toward the high
goals which we seek to attain."
Dr. Johnson, who now as-
sumes the title of President
Emeritus, declared that the
presidency offers Dr. Nabrit a
great opportunity for service
and leadership. He said that be
hoped and prayed that the new
president will achieve success
J-U-Gs, Inc., send children
off with good cheer. Two
members of the J-U-Gs, Inc.
are shown presenting a check
to Rev. J A. McDaniel, Di-
rector of the Easter Seal
Summer Camp for Handi-
capped Children and Mrs.
of the younger set of the
church. The program was
part of activities leading up
to the Women's Day celebra-
tion to be held Sunday, July
was a big success. M r s.
Joan Golden was mistress of
ceremonies. Included in t h e
afternoon's fun Was a motor-
cade, devotional period and
songs of inspiration. Miss V.
Hughey of Rust college was
tit every fundamental way.
Dr. Nabrit will have my full
support from the very beginning
of his administration, Dr.
Johnso nstated. "I believe he
will have, from the beginning,
the most hearty support of the
faculties, student and alumni;
and that the most eminent men
in Congress and in the Execu-
tive Branch of Government will
know that the work which he is
called upon to do deserves their
support, and I believe that they
will continue to give and en-
large that support.'
Philip Booth, Coordinator.
Members of the J-U-Gs mak-
ing the presentation are Miss
Erma Laws, president and
Mrs. Josephine Bridges, vice
president. Children in the pic-
ture who are anxiously antici-
pating the two weeks session
of summer camp are Eddie
17 at the church. The groom
was Jackie Wayne Grafton,
the bride, Treneal Steinberg
and performing the ceremony
was "Rev." Willie Sharp.
the guest soloist. Remarks
were heard from Rev. J. A.
McDaniel, Rev. A. E. Camp-
bell, Rev. H. C. Bunton and
Frank Seott. Miss Juanita
Brewster was the director of
the Faehionetta a n d It.
George W. Lee, director of the
Insurance company, gave a
closing word. (P hate by
George E. Hardin)
WALLS — Suddenly aboard S. S. Independence enroute
to Italy. Mr. Robert Walls, Jr. Merchant Seaman, son
of the late Robert and Mrs. Sally Walls, Sr., brother of
John Walls. Mrs. Fannie McGill, Mrs. Elma Bee Harris
of Memphis, Tenn., Isaac, Charles, Willie end Francis
Walls, Mrs. Lubertha Green and Miss Maggie Walls, all
of Chicago, Ill. The remains will Ile in state at the N. .1.
Ford and Sons Funeral home, 215 Joubert ave., Satur-day, July 11. Funeral Sunday, July 17, from Pisgah MB
church at Weaver rd. Telephone 14'H 5.7755.
Allen, Mary Todd, Natalie
Cobb (with braces on legs).
Funds for the camp $700.00
were raised by the J-U-Gs at
their Sixth Annual (parity
Ball last February. Mr. Paul
Regan is the Executive Di-
rector of the Easter Seal
Fund,
"Groom" Is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Grafton and
the "Bride" is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Stein-
berg. (Staff Photo by Billy
Duncan)
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VETERAN screen actor Gregg
Martell is starred as a
Neanderthal Man, returned to
We with two prehistoric mon-
sters during a strange island
storm in "Dinosaurus!" eine-
maScope and Color adventure
shocker. He co-stars with Ward
Ramsey and Kristine Hanson
In the Jack H. Harris produc-
tion, released by Universal
International.
New Director
takes Over
WDIA League
Hosea Alexander, director of
municipal sports for Negroes,
has taken over the reins of the
WDIA Little League for the
Memphis Park Commission.
The announcement was macie
by E. T. Hunt, supervisor of
Negro recreational activities.
Head football coach at Booker
T. Washington high school,
Alexander is a former all-city
halfback from Hamilton high
He is a graduate of Lane col-
lege, Jackson, Tenn.
Hunt, who has piloted the
WDIA baseball program for
several years. is a graduate of
litanassas high and LeMoyneliege. He is a former semi-
pr n baseball star. Both men
joined the Park Commiceinn's
Becreation Department in 1955.
John Johnson, head football
coach at Manassas. will assist
Alexander. Phil Moss is com-
missioner for 'WDIA.
BEACH-GROVE
'Stage Shows
Return To
dandy Theatre
William C. Handy's Theatre,
353 Park ave., "The Pride ad'
Joy" of suburban entertain-
ment circles during the mid-
thirties and forties, is expect-
ing to riss to the occasion again
with footlights and flickers
when Reuben Washington brings
his Guys and Dolls on Revue
to the popular show house Fri-
day evening, July 15.
The performance will mark
the first stage show at the W.
C. Handy theater in almost four
years and the ambitious Reu-
ben with calculated precision
of an experienced showman is
developing a formula for a top.
ranking performance made up
of some of the most popular
entertainers between Chicago
and New Orleans.
Jeb Stuart, sensational re-
cording artist, will highlight
the attraction with the singing
of many of his latest hits. in-
cluding "Take A Chance With
Me." Other featured artists will
be Gene "Bow Lees" Miller and
his- band: the Vel-Tones. Al-
berta Clark, the marvelous
Harper brothers, tap dancers;
Tyrone Smith and the exotic
LaVeta.
Stage show time will be 9
a. m. but a double feature pic-
ture on the screen will open at
7 p. m.
CHURCH
Children's day was observed
at the Beach-Grove church with
I'kt,-5 Ruth Simpson in charge
Lonch was served at 1 p. m.
and the songs by the !VOW,'
choir was enjoyed by all. Check
this column next week for the
iii-v of the Homecoming.r rie
A newly organized social clut,
gronsored by Mrs. Maggie Ball
h^ld a supper last Friday night
Prizes were won by a few and
a very tasty menu Was served.
The club's name is the Jubilee
elob and the manager is Mrs
Ball.
St rx
Mrs. Daisy Arnold is improv.
In" rapidly.
Give your news to the carrier
and please send in your news
every Tuesday or Wednesday.
See you next week with a nice
long newsy column.
City Tennis
Tournament
On July 25
AUTO OWNERS, here's more
news for you. Mr. Claiborne
Taylor, operating Taylor's
Gulf Service Station at 1731
Castalia Heights, likes to do
business in a big way. Here
Is Taylor with two of his
many satisfied customers.
Selling Gulf tires is his ape-
chitty and if you're having
tire frustrations, Mr. Claiborne
Taylor invites you to call or
visit Taylor's Gulf Service
Station. For Easy-Easy
Terms, 10 months budget
Supers Say Cheats Not Increasing
CHICAGO — Despite adult
examples of payola, rigged TV
shows and doctored income tax
forms, educators believe chil-
dren are as honest as ever in
school.
Sixty-eight per cent of the
superintendents questioned in a
poll by the Nation's Schools
magazine said they believe
cheating and other forms of
dishonesty among children are
not increasing in school.
Away from the classrooms,
however, the school administra-
tors aren't so sure. Only 56
per cent said dishonesty is not
increasing outside of school.
Many of the educators who
believe there has been an in-
crease in dishonesty put the
blame mainly on the parents
Others indicted society as a
whole.
Some of the school officials,
however, feel that dishonestyH
GS Troop 208
Fetes Parents
The recreation department is
sponsoring the city's Tennis
Tournament, July 25 at Lincoln
Park courts. There will be a
junior tourney this year for
teenagers 18 and under. In the
adult division there will be
singles for men and women
both in beginners class and
open (or experienced class).
and mixed doubles (man and
woman playing together).
Trophies will be awarded in
the junior singles for first, sec-
ond and third place winners,
boys and girls: adults, first and
second, noviece- men and wom-
en; adult open, first, second
and third, men and women; and
adult mixed doubles first and
second place winners.
Anyone wishing to sign up for
the tennis classes that are
being conducted at the Lincoln
park courts Monday through
Friday, 6-10 p. m. may do so
by coming by the Recreation
Department, 37 No. McNeil st.
and registering. Joseph Trotter
is the instructor. Hosea 'Alex.
ander is director of municipal
sports.
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD DEALERS
New And Used
Cars And Trucks
Hull - Dobbs
Third at Gayoso
Phone JA 6-887'
To Teach
Water Safety
Girl Scout Troop 208 (Ford
Road school) entertained their
parents and guest at the Beauti-
ful and spacious Lakeview
Country club. This was made
possible by Mrs. C. W. Hence
for the girls to entertain at the
Club House.
Parents and guests present—
Mesdames Hence, Flowers, Mc-
Ferrin, Millbrook, Armstead,
Earls; Mr. and Mrs. W. Hayes,
Prof. Isaiah Goodrich, jr..
nrincipal of Ford Road school.
Mrs. Agnes Gibson, assistant
troop leader, Mrs. Mary Ann
Wrushen, Committee Member
and the Troop Leader, Mrs.
J. M. Peters.
Little Miss Oarnlyn Earls,
introduced the principal. Mr.
Goodrich. Little Miss Sylvia
Hence, said the Welcome
Address to the parents, and her
troop members and their
guests.
The Water Safety Instructor
Course at LeMoyne college,
taught by Coach Jerry C. John-
son, has been passed success-
fully by six young men out of
a class of nine.
The successful six are now
qualified to teach and issue
safety certificates. They were
given their final tests by a
representative of the American
Red Cross.-
Passing the tests were:
Reuben Doggett. 1089 Whit-
field; Isson Jackson. 1901
Carver; Ernie Mayes, 1525 Wil-
son: Curtis Mitchell, 1491 Brit-
ton; Robert McGhee, 588
Stephens, and Steve Taylor, 696
Marchalneil.
Starts SATURDAY!
One Big Week!
"WHAT I DO AND WHOM I SEE IS MY AFFAIR"
!CINEMASCCIPE COLOR by Of LOX E
EUA KAZAN ueere w PAR 0S8ORN
TNT INTENNADONAI SCIENIRIC
"WC" ERIS
FOUNDATION roma* LIND(' n-IIE
USFICES OF MAJOSTY 5P0 
Øp!
COM JUNGLE 
CINEMASCOPE
COLOR by Of LUXE
is actually decreasing. Others
contend it has remained con-
stant.
A Montana educator cited
"better teaching methods along
with guidance and counseling"
as reasons for a decrease in
dishonesty. An Arkansas
*ASH N(,
‘.*•,4V, 4
•••••••••••••
plan, bank rates and always
friendly and courteous service
fur your tires. (Staff photo
by Billy Duncan)
superintendent attributed a de-
crease to "increased interest in
learning end more apprecia-
tion for the value of an educa-
tion."
A Kentucky schoolman saw a
more practical reason —
"more flexible school furniture
SURPRISE PARTY
Mrs. J. M. Peters and Mrs.
Mattie Williams (Aunt), gave
a surprise birthday party for
Master Ira Peters, of 3286 Nor-
ton Rd. Treats and games were
eojoyed by 11. Guests present:
Dorothy L. Hoof. Sharon D.
Jones, Rose Mary Wherry,
Chester Wrushen, Evan, De-
borah and Juanita Crittenden,
Peegy and Edward Jackson,
Kathy Peters. Marie Green,
Nathaniel Wherry, Pamela.
Billy and Michelle Thompson,
Joseph Wherry and Patricia
Henderson.
41111111111111111111111111111k.
MALCO
NOW SHOWING!
TODAY'S MOST
ASTOUNDING
ADVENTURE!
IT STARTED
A MILLION
YEARS AGO
DINOSAURUS
The Terrible
He's A Mean
Motor Scooter
And A Bad
Go-Getter!
Man's He's Hip!
MALCO
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that is less conducive to cheat-ing."
"Youngsters have always tri-
ed to get away with something,"
said one of the administrators
who believe cheating has re.
mained constant. "I don't be-
lieve a greater percentage
cheat, but there may be more
in number," remarked an Iowa
superintendent.
DEFENDER
Sat., July 16, 1960
New Aid For Vets
With Injuries Now
A new law providiel, fel addi- disability. Phillips said.
tional compensation to veterans
with severe service
-connected
disabilities, who have more than
Up until now, a veteran with
a service-connected disability
of 50 per cent or greater couldthree children, has been signed get additional eompensationby President Eisenhower. payments for a wife, dependent
parents and a child, up to a
total of three children. The new
Law, PL 86-499, adds the above
payments for additional chil-
dren.
Veterans with less than 50 per
cent of rated disability receive
no additional compensation for
a wife, parents or children.
Phillips pointed out.
The term "children" includes
all sons and daughters, real or
legally adopted, under age 18
and unmarried Children who
become incapable of self-sup-
port, through mental or phys-
ical causes, before reaching the
age of 18 will still be consider-
ed children under provisions of
this law until they marry, Phil.
The prior law did not
authorize payment for more
than three children, Harry G.
Phillips, Officer-in-Charge of
the VA office in Memphis, said.
The additional compensation
will range from $12 monthly for
each child after the first three,
where the veteran's service
connected disability is evaluat
ed at 100 per cent, down to $6
monthly where the veteran's
disability is evaluated at 50 per
cent. Between the two extremes,
proportionate amounts will be
payable for percentages of dis-
ability.
Where the disability was dueto peacetime service, the rates
would be 80 per cent of the
amount payable for wartime lips said.
LIST PRICE
$1525plus tax
Plus Tax and
Recappable
Trade-In
EVERY GULF TIRE AT BIG SAVINGS
SEE YOUR NEAREST GULF DEALER LISTED BELOW
TAYLOR'S LULF CAIN BROS. McCLANDON PRESLEYService Station Gulf Service Gulf Service Gulf Service1731 Castalia 1252 Breedlove 3241 Chelsea 8 So. ParkwayCastalia Heights Avenue East
Telephone Telephone Telephone Telephone
WH 8-7390 JA 6-9988 FA 3-1600 WH 8-9203
NEW SALEM
Friends' Day at the- New
Salem Baptist church of 95S S.
kourth it. was "quite a
success" as the congregation
fatted out in full attendance
for the observation. It was
sponsored by the Ushers.
An interesting program
made up the main part of the
celebration. Prizes were
awarded Frisby Murphy and
Little Miss Linda Brown for
reporting the highest amount
over $10.00. James Booth was
the general chairman.
"The day also marked the
close of monthly financial
drive. The Improvement club
was in charge. Congratulations
are in order for Mrs. Lucille
Spearman who raised $124.30
and Mrs. Dinola Farley, who
raised $100.05. The total report
was $982.70.
The regular order of services
will be held at the house of
worship, Sunday.
Rev. Willie Williams is the
pastor.
BAPTIST
The Department of Leader-
ship Education of the Tennes-
see Baptist Mission and Edu-
cation Convention sponsored a
two-day retreat at the Owen
college, July 10-11. The theme
of the retreat was, "Christian
Women Witness In These Trou.
ble.Some Time Through the
Christian Evangelism."
The group leader for the
adult department was Mrs. B
J. Baskin. Mrs. Alta Lemons
wu,. the group leader for the
yougg people department and
Mrs. B. D. Robinson was the
group leader for the children'
department.
The retreat officers were
Mrs K. M. Terrell, president;
Mrs. B. L. Estee, vice-presi-
dent: Mrs. J. B. Webb, vice-
president of women; Mrs. Pearl
Clark, secretary; Mrs. N. M.
Watson, treasurer; Mrs. J. D.
Lewis, song leader; Mrs. S. 0.
Ragsdale, pianist; Mrs. B. D.
Robinson, assistant pianist;
Mrs. Leatha Young, program
chairman; Mrs. M. J. Owen.
co-chairman. Mrs. Ada Nelson,
promotional secretary and Mrs
M. M. Dulaney, devotional
leader.
Owen college president, Rev
C. L. Dinkins. was the featured
speaker at the service to be
held at Metropolitan Baptist
church that Sunday. Rev. S. A.
Owen, president of the Tennes-
see B. M. & E. Convention also
addressed the session the fol-
lowing Sunday.
A panel discussion on "Worn•
en Work in the Church and
their Present Day Problems"
was held, also. Panelists were
Mrs G. M. Burnous, Mrs
Mildred Polk and Mrs. B. M
Now you can end your constipa-
tion worries once and or all. Put
aside chemical laxatives, oils or bran.
like roughage that may upset your
system. Instead, take Suture+ in a
glass of water every day.
Sea trrari is an all-vegetable laxa-
tive aid that provides the proper
moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimu-
lation you may need to promote daily
regularity. This is entirely different
from chemical laxatives. Prove it!
Take SF-AVIAN daily to end your con-
stipation worries. Introductory Offer!
Send this ad plus 10c with name and
address for $1.00 size to Seatrrat,
Box 740, New York 19, N. Y.
'Williams.
Rev. A. Mckwen Williams is
president of the department oi
leadership education and Rev.
Kelly M. Smith of Nashville is
the dean.
The Tennessee Baptist Lead-
ership Education Congress of
the Tennessee Baptist Mission
and Education Convention is
sponsoring a youth encamp-
ment for young men and wom-
en of ages 12-25 as well as adult
leaders at Owen college. It is
presently in session.
Swimming and workshops in
music, drama, arts, crafts, hob-
bies and newspaper work are
being held. Courses are being
offered in: "The Bible Speaks
to Youth," "Stewardship for
Young People," "Preparing for
Marriage and Home Life," The
Young Christian and Society,"
"Choosing a Life's Work," "The
Place of Youth in the Church."
"Developing a Philosophy of
Life," "Developing Christian
Beliefs" and "The Church
Working With Young People."
Rev. Kelly M. Smith is the
dean-director of the encamp-
ment and Rev. C. H. Fitz-
gerald is the assistant director.
CHRIST TEMPLE
The ladies of Christ Temple
will present their Annual Pre-
Women's Day Tea and tot-
fashionette, Sunday, July 17. It
will be held at the home of Me
and Mrs. B. N. Pernell of 1163
S. Parkway E. from 4 to 6 p. m
This past Tuesday night,
The New Salem Baptist church
was guest at the house of
reverence. Rev. Willie G. Wil-
liams, pastor of New Salem.
officiated.
All these services are leading
up to the Annual Women's Day
which will be held Sunday,
July 24. Mrs. Anna Willis is
chairman of finance and Mrs
Alvera Crockett is program
chairman. Mrs. Anna Morels
Is the general chairman.
Mrs. Ruth Scott is the public-
ity chairman.
Rev. C. L. Carhee is the pas-
tor.
NEW TYLER AME
Dedication services marking
the completion of payments on
a lot will be held at the New
Tyler AME church, Sunday,
July 24.
At 3 p. m., the Rev. E. M.
Martin of St. Andrew AME
church will be guest speaker.
Rev. R. L. McRae is the pas-
tor.
C'eSTALIA MB
Women's Day was held last
Sunday at Castslia MB church.
Guest speaker was the dynamic
Mrs. Viola Ware, of New Tyler
AME church.
The theme was "A Woman
With Her Mind Fully Made
Up," (Ruth 1-8). Music was
furnished by the New Hope
choir. Mrs. Gracie Jackson.
chairman; Mrs. Mary Barnes.
co-chairman. Rev. Calvin Mims
is the pastor and Mrs. Gladys
Shannon is the church reporter
CHOIR ROBES
High fashion styling
superbly tailoreo
- at an economy pricel
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
uNilow.• C DIMPANY
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Radio 148, It's -Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M. BOB
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A M.-6:00 A. M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
7*1 week part of the list of Mark Baptist, $100, $100; St.
Matthew Baptist, $300, $44.55,
$255.45; St. Paul AME, $50, $50;
St. Paul, $20, $13.50, $6.50; St.
Paul Baptist, $100, 0, $100; St.
Peters Baptist, $150, 9150; St.
Stephens Baptist, $500, $500;
Summerfield Baptist, $100, $10,
$80; Smothers Chapel CME,
$100, $100; Tabernacle Baptist,
$30, $30; Temple Church of God
In Christ, $500, 0, WO.
Thomas Chapel Baptist, $50,
$30, $20; Trinity Methodist, $500,
I/46.50, $353.50; Union Baptist.
$300, 0, $300; Union Grove Bap-
tist, $500. 0, $500; Walker Me-
morial Christian, $100, 0, $100;Nonconnah Baptist, $100, $82.85,1Ward Chapel AME, $100, $25,$17.15; Oak Grove Baptist, $250, $75: Warner Temple AME, $100,$100.25, $149.75; Oak Hill Bap- 0, $100; Waymin Chapel AME,tist , $50, $15, $35. $25, 0, $25
Oak Spring Baptist, $150, $150; West Cannan Baptist, $200; 0.
Oakville Baptist, $50, $50; Payne $200; West Tenn. Church of God
Chapel Methodist, $50, $29.50, In Christ, $1,000, 0, $1,000;
Chapel Methodist, $50,
Zion H1I1 Baptist, $200,1
contributors to the Goodwill
Homes for children was printed
in the Tri-State Defender. The
following is the completed list
of churches, amounts pledged.
paid and due.
New Nonconnah Baptist
church, $50, $50; New Mt. Zion
Baptist, $500, $227.13, $272.87;
New Philadelphia Baptist, $130,
$111.76, $38.24; New Salem Bap-
tist, $100, $103; New Tyler AME,
$150, $110, $40; New Zion Bap-
tist, $60, $60; Noah's Chapel
Methodist, $25, $10, $15; Old
$20.50; Pearson Avenue Baptist, Wright
$26, $26; Pentecostal Temple, 0, $50;
$500, $2.50, $250; Pilgrim Rest $200.
Baptist (Rev. Lindsey). $150,
$150; Pilgrim Rest Baptist of
Me Kennedy. $500, 0, $500;
Pleasant Green Baptist of 330
St. Paul. $100. $100: Pleasant
Green Baptist of 125 Nichols,
$100, $100; Princeton Avenue
Baptist, $200, $202.
Progressive Baptis t, $500,
$150, $350; Promised Land Bap-
tist. $100, $100: Providence
AME, $100, $100; Riverside Bap-
tist, $100. $100; Seventh St
Baptist. $75. 0, 115; Shiloh Bap-
tist $50 $50: Shiloh Baptist of•
207 Utah, $150, $150; Spring Hill
Bantist, *100, 0, $100; St. John
AME, $150. 0, $150; St. John
Baptist, $100. $100; St. John
Baptist of 2506 Deadrick. $100,
$100; St. Jude Baptist of 1378
Emmerson. too. Von: St. Luke
Bantist. $150, $2. $14R.
St. Mark AME $50, $50; St
BRISTOL - (UPI) - At least
seven persons died Sunday when
a general alarm fire raged
through a three-story hotel
building.
Four bodies were recovered,
at least three more were known
dead, and several morewere
unaccounted for.
Flames were discovered
shortly after 6 a.m. in the Co-
lonial Inn, formerly the Bris-
tol Hotel. The brick building
was an "inferno of flame" by
the time firemen arrived.
Police said the bodies of four
of the dead had been recov-
ered from the ruins.
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Jail Man On 50c
Gas Buy: Learn
Cadillac Is Stolen
KEOKUK, Iowa (UPI)-
A 13-year-old Chicagoan was
arrester here Friday when
authorities became suspicions
of his 50-cent gas purchase.
Paul Sansone was driving a
spanking new 1960 ( adillac at
the time
Their suspicions were well-
founded, police said. S a o-
vine had no money, drivers
license or registration papers
for the auto. A check dire
closer it was stolen two days
agc fro:a the Cadillac Motor
Car Division, Chicago, police
said.
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"And he
John 3:2
The sun had passed the noon-
day mark, the pastor was
preaching on the theme "Pray-
er". socei after a dramatic and
emphatic conclusion the invita-
tion was extended to non-mem-
bers to join the church. A veil
of silence struck the church
as many examined themselves
to ask if this is the day. Soon
the silence was broken with a
little girl coming out of her
pew and winding herself to the
front of the church. The invita-
tional hymn was still filling the
church when a boy came out
of his seat and moved to the
front of the church to take his
place beside the girl. These
young people cause great re-
joining in the church.
This happened in churches
throughout this country but as
it happens time and time again
it places great responsibility
upon each of us. Whether we
acknowledge it or not the fact
remains that these young peo-
ple will be taking our places
someday and in many cases
sooner than we think. It tit
therefore madatory to all of us
that we make of these young
converts in our churches the
best material possible.
What we make today to a
large degree will determine
what kind of world we will
have tomorrow. In this day and
time the indoctrination of the
next generation with moral and
spiritual values that will enable
them to stand up to every or-
deal. Never before has it be-
come so imperative that such
consentration be placed upon
giving our youth the anchoage
in this life. These young peo-
ple in our midst will be the tall
giant oaks of tomorrow.
Whether they are solid or hol-
low in their outlooks of life will
be predicated largely upon
what has been placed in their
make up.
No child constantly exposed
to infidelity, immorality, un-
truths, hypocrysy will ever
amount te very much. Some of
this is bound to rub off on him.
This is true whether it is in
the home, the church, or the
11111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P1111111111111111111111111111111111
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BIBLE SCHOOL - Morning
View's vacation Bible school
began at the Baptist church
June 27 with the motto "To
be Great Things For
school. To do anything worthy
of our stay here we must see
that these 'seedlings' be ex-
posed to the best available.
This is not only our duty as a
The children learned to make
many useful objects with the
closing exercises coming
July 1, climaxed with a fun-
filled picnic July 5 at Fuller
group but also as individuals.
We must never allow these
youngsteis who are a part of
our stewardship to be mislead
by us.
This day will always be im-
portant in my life because the
boy who sent up this morning
to surrender his life to Christ
was my boy. His mother and I
have striven hard to expose
the children to the necessity of
living the best lives. Prayers,
graces, and intimate family
talks have been a part of the
household daily. But neither of
us had expected fruition so
soon. This represents the first
step in 'anchorage' for these
Park. Teachers were Misses
Veola Graham, Carrie Moore,
Frances Thomas, Mrs. L.
Knowles, Mrs. M. Williams,
Mn. V. McChriston and Rev.
young people. In proportion
that will come in contact with
the proper forces life to them
will be meaningful but to the
contrary the contrary will hap-
pen.
In this day of trials and tri-
bulations on every hand we
can not waste time in assur-
ing the next generation that
many of the pitfalls in our lives
will not be present in theirs.
Today as never before we
must be bridge-builders. There
is someone coming behind us
whose impatience, lack of for-
titude, physical weaknesses, or
narrow outlook will prevent
him from realizing the fullest
J. J. Reynolds. Secretaries
Misses O'Neil Moore and
Joyce Livingstone. Rev. J. I.
Reynolels is the pastor.
out of life. The only way he wi
ever be able to do it is for
us to build a bridge for him.
This we must do!!
These young people who to-
day are making efforts to ,be
the best must be the best
through seeing the best in us.
We must be their lamp posts.
If they can not see sources
of inspiration and illumination
in us they will never see it.
Today we must stand up as
never before. Those who come
behind us are knocking on our
doors for explanations. We
must have answers to their
questions or they and we will
perish.
Check Your Quality
Stamp Book and
Your Catalogue. This
Wonderful `Bar-B-Q'
iMay Be Within Your -
Reach. See It Today at
Your Convenient Quality
Stamp Redemption Center
Yes Madame,
Nothing adds more zest and appetite
appeal to a meal than the bread of the
day. Bread made from Jack Sprat en-
riched wheat flour is full of vitamins
and chuck full of food value.
The taste of bread can be changed to
suit your menu by the addition of jelly,
cheese, raisins, nut meats or by the
dash of spices. So, as versatile as bread
is it need never lose its appetite ap-
peal.
Buy a sack of Jack Sprat for today
and have fun too - pleasing Dad and
the small fry. Some Jack Sprat Biscuit
variations using the basic recipe for
Jack Sprat Biscuits:
I. CHEESE BISCUITS
Add 1/2 cup of grated cheese to dry
TOP TALENT is always the fare on the Big Star Tan
Town Talent Time show heard each and every Saturday
at 11:30 a.m., emceed by your genial host. A. C. Williams.
Big Star Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South are always
glad to bring to the listeners of powerful 50.000 watt
WDIA the terrific tan talent of this area. Big Star realizes
ingredientS.
H. Orange Biscuits
Before baking put If's teaspoon orange
marmalade on each.
III. PEANUT BUTTER BISCUITS
Work in 2 tablespoons peanut butter
leaving in graining bits so it will show
when cooked.
IV. Poppy Seed Biscuits
Before baking put a few poppy seeds
on top of each.
The variation of the breakfast biscuits
creates much excitement when there
are small-fry in the house. There is
bustle to hurry, get dressed to see what
treat mom has in store for them. Good
with Jack Sprat!
VW
that this Is the way future talent is discovered. Someone
has to take the time to promote show of this type so
that hidden talents can be uncovered, and Big Star has
taken it upon itself to do it, with amazing success. Ap-
pearing recent/y were Martha Jones, John R. Buntyn,
Evelyn, Ayers. Percy Wiggins, Willis Jean Blevens, Mar.
veil Thomas and Payola Green.
Review
U.S.-British ProtestLooms Over Cuba
HAVANA — (UPI) — The U. S. and Britain may make allstrong joint protest ***Mat Premier Fidel Castre'e seizure ofAnglo-American oil refineries in Cuba, diplomatic enuresis saidTuesday.
The step was reported under consideration la Washington
and London amid a rapidly deteriorating political 'Rustles thatincluded these developments:
—The chief of Cuba's National Federation of Sugar Work-
ers, C,onrado Becquer, warned his followers to be ready forthe possible "nationalisation' of all U. S.-owned sugar mills and
plantations.
—Castro's 28th of July movement newspaper, Revolucion
leading the nation's press in sarcastic and vitriolic observance
of the U. S. Fourth of July holiday, predicted "tote elimination
of Yankee imperielism" from Cuba in the near future.
Addison's Disease Cast Into. Politics
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Addison's Disease, which hasbeen introduced into the current political campaign, is an
afflicition of the adrenal glands which is usually fatal.
The disease is characterized by a brownish discoloration of
the skim emaciation, progressive anemia, low blood pressure,
0 gastrointestinal disturbance and extreme debilitation.It usually is tubercular in origin, attacking and disturbinghe production of the internal secretions of the suprarenal, or
adrenal, glands. It is commoner to males than to females.
Kennedy Won't Quit Race
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy told the
nation in general and former President Truman in particular
Monday he would not quit the race as a Presidential candidatebecause youthful strength, health and vigor is needed in the
white house.
The 43-year-old Massachusetts Democrat, front runner for
his party's Presidential nomination, replied point by point in
a televised news conference to the challenge thrown at him
Saturday by Truman.
To Truman's suggestion that he step aside as a candidate,
Kennedy said, "I do not intend . to step aside at anyone's re-
quest."
The Senator said he was the only candidate to enter all the
primaries and had "encountered and survived every kind of
hazard and opposition."
Thunderstorms and 'Abby' Hit Nation
Thunderstorms and hail beat a tattoo across the nation's
midlands Monday while cloudbursts opened up on the southern
ilL`pantie seaboard.Meanwhile, Hurricane Abby, the season's first hurricane,uilt up in the Atlantic 200 miles south of the Virgin Islands.
Weathermen said Abby, packing winds up to 80 miles an hour,
was moving west-northwest at about 16 miles an hour.
The rains spread from the central Rockies, across the
northern plains, into the Ohio and Tennessee valleys and on
to the Atlantic coast.
Cops jail 5 Convention Pickpockets
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Five Latin American pickpock-
ets, specially schooled to lift women's purse during the Dem•
ecratic convention, were held by police Monday.
U. William Bornhoeft said the pickpockets, all arrested in
the convention's Biltimore Hotel headquarters, came from
"what we understand is a virtual school right below the Mexican
border where these guys actually practice for events like this
and sports contests."
The arrests were made in the jam-packed lobby and caucus
rooms of the Biltimore by two of 32 detectives assigned around
the clock to guard against pickpockets.
iitte Studies Communism In CubaNEWPORT, R. I. — (UPI) — President Eisenhower follow-
ed up his declaration of a new Monroe Doctrine against red in-
fil'ration of the Americas with top-level . consultation Monday
on how to quarantine communism from Cuba.
A two-front counterattack against communist moves in
Latin America was emerging from the President's conferences
at the summer White House with Secretary of State Christian
A Herter sod top experts. Their second session was scheduled
Monday morning.
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev's promise Saturday of
full support for Fidel Castro — with rockets if necessary —
had brought an immediate "hands off Cuba" warning from
Eisenhower.
The President said the U. S. will not be "deterred" by
missile threats. He deelmed this nation will hot "permit the
establishment of a regime dominated by international Com-
munism in the western hemisphere."
Say U. S. Must Arm For Its Survival
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Former President Hoover said
&friday the best way for the U. S. to assure its survival is to
keep well armed.
"Keep armed to the teeth," Hoover said in an interview in
P .LOS Angeles Times. "Renew the offer of open skies to pre-
'it surprise attack. If this offer is refused, then collect any
Los
as to such a possible surprise attack in any way
we can."
Americans Spent $313 Billion Last Year
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Americans spent a record
$3l.8 billion for goods and services last year. Outlays for autos
and recreation rose more than for education and religion.
Consumer !pending in 1959 was 8.9 per cent above 1958. But
allowing for higher prices on many non-food items, the increase
aetually was only 5.8 per cent. This was far above the average
gain of slightly more than 3 per cent for 1,47-195e. The lea
recession year increase was only 0.9 per cent.
"Every major category of family spending shared in the
expansion'' last year, the Commerce Department said in re-
leasing the report last night. Spending for transportation, mostly
new cars, jumped the most — 15.4 per cent to a record $38.9
billion.
Gravel Refuses To Pay Fine
WEST L06 ANGELES — (UPI) — Camille F. Gravel, na-tional Democratic committeeman from Louisan., Tuesday re-fused to pay a $21 fine to settle a drunk charge and insteadpoeted $21 bail and demanded a trial by jury.
"Ini pay the fine would be an admission of guilt and I am
net guilty," declared the 45
-year-old Gravel. He was arrested
as * plain drunk Friday as he stepped frem an airliner at In.tensational.
Police accused the partly leader of sipping toe many Mar-Wits during the flight here from Atlanta.
Discover Midget Japanese Sub
HONOLULU — (UPI) — The fate of the fourth of fiveJapanese midget submarines launched in the attack againstHawaii in 11141 was believed disclosed with the report that an90-feet vessel had been found resting upright on the coral ledge
within a mile of Pearl Harbor entrance.
A navy spokesman confirmed the submarine was discover-
ed by a party of navy divers as they were practicing shallowdiving techniques in about 70 feet of water about one miletoward Diarnon Head on June 13.
The Navy said the submarine was heavily encrusted with
coral but appeared to be ip good condition. There was no signof any rupture te the hull, the Navy said.
Argentina Defers Eichmann Action
BUENOS, Aires — (UPI) — Argentina will defer action ona new Israeli proposal for settling the case of Nazi Col. AdolfEichmann until the return of President Arturo Frondizi fromhis European tour, reliable sources said.
The sources said Israel in a note delivered Monday night
suggested that the case formally be closed with a "good will
visit" to Buenos Aires by Israeli Foreign Minister Mrs. Gold*Meir.
Eichmann, accused of murdering millions of Jews duringWorld War II. was abducted by Israeli agents from Buenos Airestwo months ago.
Argentina Crushes 'Bloodless' Revolt
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina — (UPI) — President ArturoFrondizi crushed a bloodless "pocket revolt" by military forcesin the City of San Luis in western Argentina Monday just sixhours before he was to leave for Europe. Not a shot was fired.Most of the rebels fled, leaving in the hands of the govern-
ment Gen. Mauricio Gomez, self-styled commander of the
"Army of the Andes" and one of the two highest-ranking affi-cers in the uprising.
Gen Fortunato Glovannoni, a 66-year-old retired officer, hadbeen named "Provisional President" by the rebels and the
"capital" of Argentina proclaimed by them as San Luis.
U. S. Spy Planes Moved From japan
TOKYO — (UPI) — Foreign Minister Aiichiro Fujiyama
said Monday that all American U2 "spy" planes stationed in
Jarsn have been withdrawn.
The withdrawal of the so-called "Black Jets" — a contro-
litsial issue here long before Russian rockets downed one ofinsoles over the Soviet Union last May — removed one of
the major thorns in Japanese-American relations.
Fujiyama called a special news conference Monday to tell
of 'he American withdrawal of the planes, based previously
at 'he U. S. Naval Air Station it Atsugi, southwest of here.
'K' Advances Cold War Nearer U. S.
Nikita Khrushehey officially has advanced his cold war
front to within less than 100 miles of the U. S.
When he spread communism's protective blanket over Cuba,
It was formal proclamation of Soviet intent to move massively
on Latin America, with Cuba as both base and showcase.
If such were needed, Khrushchey also supplied final
evidence that world communism now considers Cuba securely
in the communist camp.
"The socialist (Communist) countries will help their
brothers, the Cubans," Khrushchey said.
Ike Holds Confab About Cuba
NEWPORT, R. I. — (UPI) — President Eisenhower con-
ferred Monday with Secretary of State Christian A. Herter and
other high officials on the critical Cuban situation.
The meeting began at a. m. EDT in the President's office
on the second floor of the headquarters building at this Atlantic
*
oast naval base.
The President and his top aides were devising immediate
.plans to block Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchey's efforts to
make a Red puppet out of Cuba.
Probr; $1 Million Warehouse Fire
BOSTON — (UP!) — The arson squad Tuesday investigateda fire that spread from a freighter to a warehouse containing
some 60 million pounds of Cuban-grown unrefined sugar. Loss
may total a million dollars.
The four-alarm blaze broke out aionday night in a hold ofthe Honduras
-registered freighter Cholena which was laden
with 11 million pounds of sugar.
The 3,000-ton vessel arrived Monday from Cuba. A fire of-ficial estimated damage at $100,000 but a spokeeman for theRevere Sugar Refinery, which operated the warehouse, indi-
cated the loss was higher.
Call 8,000 Draftees For September
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Army has issued a call for1,000 draftees in September.
The quota is 1,000 larger than in August and is the largest
monthly call since last December. The Army requested 9,000draftees then.
The new call will bring to 2,547,930 the number of men call-
ed up under the draft since the start of the Korean War in1150.
Ask Indictment Of Musician
BALTIMORE — (UPI) — The government Tuesday asked
a federal grand jury to indict a 31-year-old itinerant saxophoneplayer accused of murdering five persons, including four mem-bers of the Carroll Jackson family in Virginia.
The musician is lanky, handsome Melvin Davis Rees jr.,being held on $100,000 bond in Memphis, Tenn. His arrest Fri-day touthed off police efforts to pin on him a series of unsolv-
murders dating back more than seven years.
A willowy blonde nightclub singer-dancer who said she is
Rees' wife defended him as the innocent scapegoat of a jealousfellow musician. Some friends and his parents described Rees
as a thoughtful, intelligent young man. Other friends said he
was -Waage" With an intense Interest in the supernatural.
Lemmon Sues Over 'Lemon' Car
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Actor Jack Lemon filed a812.000 Superior Court damage suit charging he purchased animported sports car he thought was new, but which turned out
to be used — and a lemon.
Lemon said he bought the $6,800 auto last Sept. 11 andliter learned it was a 1958 model previously owned by a man
In Portland. Ore.
The suit, filed against J. C. Chamberlain Automotive Inc.,
North Hollywood, contended the vehicle required serious me-
chanical repairs only a month after the actor acquired it in
addition to being last year's model.
Crew Abandons Crippled Tanker
MIAMI — (UPI) — An engine room explosion mortally
wounded a 501-foot tanker in the south Atlantic Monday andits 44-man crew was forced to abandon ship, the coast guard
reported.
There apparently were no injuries because the captain of
the sinking S. S. George MacDonald did not request medical
assistant, said the Coast Guard.
The S. S. Elmo Scranton, within 30 miles of the stricken
ship, reached the scene, some 160 miles east of Savannah.Ga., and began taking aboard the MacDonald crew.
Breaks Marathon Bowling Record
KENAI, Alaska — (UPI) — A 45-year-old bar and liquor
store owner from Kenai Claimed the world's marathon bowling
record — 1,008 games in 79 hours and 43 minutes.
Tony Bordinelli, who started bowling at 8:15 p. m. Thurs-
day rolled his last ball, a ttrike, down the alley at the localbowling lanes at 4:05 a. m. Monday.
His thumbs were encased in steel splints after he develop-
ed blisters midway through his record attempt. Bordinelli
claims to have eclipsed the old record of 1,000 games in 110hours set by Steven Karpinski, Plainville, Conn.
Asks Laws On Sale Of Newspapers
Probe Lag On Missile Base
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Defense Secretary Thomas S.Gates has ordered the air force to prepare a report this week
concerning rumors that construction of missile bases is monthsbehind schedule.
In answer to inquires, Gates said he had "known of andbeen concerned" about such rumors. He said he would not
comment further until the air force report is completed.
One location said to be months behind schedule is Freed&E. Warren air force base at Cheyenne, Wye., which was tohave been ready to mount intercontinental missiles by July1 this year. The work there is now expected to take motherthree months.
'No Comment,' Truman Answers
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.,— (UPI) — Former President Har-
ry S. Truman answered "no comment" when asked if he would
accept the Democratic presidential nomination if it were offeredto him by his perty's convention.
Truman said he has not yet decided whether he will attendthe convention In Los Angeles starting next Tuesday. He an-
nounced last week that he had changed his mind about being
a delegate and would stay at home,
FTC Complaint Names 3 Firms
WASHINGTON — (Urn — The Federal Trade Commissionlodged complaints against three record distributors, chargingthem with making "payola" payments to disc Jockeys to broad-cast their records.
The three firms charged by the FTC sere the B & H Dis-tributing co. and the ARC Distributing Co., both of Detroit,
and the General Distributing Co., Inc., of Baltimore,
They were given 30 days to file answers to the complaints.Many of the nearly 100 payola complaints issued by theFTC since last fall have resulted in consent decrees under whichrecord distributors or manufacturers have agreed not to make
undercover payments to radio and television disc jockeys orother employes or broadcast stations.
Churchill's Daughter In Court
LONDON — (UPI) — Sarah Churchill, hot-tempered 45-year-old daughter of Sir Winston Churchill, appeared in courton a drunk charge and promptly was freed on bond.
It was Miss Churchill's third appearance in court In 10months. Last February, she was fined $5.60 for insulting ataxi driver. She was tined the same amount lest Septemberfor being drunk and disorderly in a London snack bar.
Johnson To Discuss Truman Remarks
WASHINGTON—.(UPI)—Senate Democratic Leader Lyn-don B. Johnson has announced he will hold "a major pressconference" Tuesday which will center on the DemocraticPresidential nominating convention.
A spokesman said Johnson will discuss statements madeSaturday by former President Harry S. Truman who chargedthe convention had been rigged to favor the candidacy of Sen.John F. Kennedy.
The Texas Senate Leader has never formally declared hiscandidacy for the nomination, although he is •recognized as
strongly in the running.
Strong Quake Goes Unfelt In Alaska
ANCHORAGE, Alaska—(UPI)—A strong earthquake re-ported Monday off the coast of Alaska apparently went unfelthere even through several small earthquakes have rockedAlaska during the past week.
The earthquake, which was recorded at 12:36 a.m. (EDT)Monday by Weston Observatory of Boston College did not
cause any damage in the 49th state according to all reports.A spokesman for the Alaskan Sea Frontier in Kodiak, toldUnited Press International there were no reports of any tidal
waves. Last Thursday, a light tremor rocked Anchorage and
outlying areas. Other light earthquakes were felt Wednesday
night, Saturday and Sunday.
— (UPI) — Arthur Rosenstock, president of the AmericanNewspaper Guild, Monday proposed federal legislation to deal
with the sales of newspaper properties.
Rosenstock, speaking at the opening general session of the27th annual coovention of the ANG, discussed newspaper
mergers. He called on delegates to urge Congress to institute
a "guardian waiting period" before a newspaper can be sold.
Pravda Raps Soviet Propaganda
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Communist party fails to in-fluence many segments of the Soviet population because it uses
a heavy.hantlfel approach, the Communist party newspaperPravda complained.
-There is still quite a bit of primitivism and simplificationin propaganda work," the party publication said. "Many Im-portant problems, especially problems of concrete economics
and current politics are often studied superficially in circles
and seminars of a party enliehtenrent system."
The newspaper accused many party propagandists Of
"merely listing farts and evente without delving deeply intoUs* significant, and without any theories and conclusions."
Reds Rap Japan Over Security Pact
TOKYO—(UPI)—Moscow radio charged Monday that thepro-Western government of Premier Nobusuke Kishi had sent
an "irresponsible" reply to the Soviet government's protests
against the U. S.-Japan Security Treaty and the stationing
of U-2 planes here.
Japan, in its July 1 note, told the Soviet Government, in
effect, to keep its nose out of affairs of this country.
A Moscow radio commentator, in a broadcast beamed to
Japan, said the note is filled "with Irresponsible, arrogant and
stinging words" against the Soviet notes.
The commentator said "it was foolish" of the Japanese
government "to hide its intention to help the U. 8. Air Force
carry out provocations against the Soviets."
• • •
Predict More U. S. Property Seizures
HAVANA, Cuba—(UP!)--The newspaper Revolucion called
the U.S. Government Monday the "most hypocritical" in the
world and predicted an "accelerated" take over of American
properties and a "total elimination of Yankee imperialism"
In Cuba.
Simultaneously, Alfonso Gutierrez, a Mexican and presi-
dent of the Cuban Oil Institute (ICP), expressed confidence
there will be no oil shortage here in the wake of last week's
seizure of the Esso, Texaco and Shell Refineries.(In London, the foreign office announced that Britain was
sending a strong protest to Havana over the Shell seizure.)
Gutierrez said Russian oil will keep the refineries going,
and there is a prospect of possible private and government-
to-government deals to obtein petroleum from Venezuela. He
said it also is possible oil would be brought in from Indonesia.
Mexico is also reported as a possible Source of crude, but Gu-
tierret said nothing about that prospect.
• • •
Say Reds Launch Dog-Rabbit Rocket
LONDON—(UPD—The Soviet Tee; News Agency said Mon-
day that Russia last month succeseenlv launched a new, 4,406-
pound rncket carrying a rabbit and two dem into "the upper
strata of the atmosphere."
Tees cant the one-stage ballistic rocket reached an alti-
tude of 194,01
The "regular" launching was for fh• roirnose of "study.
Mg the 'inner levers of the atmosphere and outer space," the
Tess account said
• • •
50 Star U. S. Flan Raised la Hawaii
HONOLULL1—(UPT)—The 50-star American flag was raised
over the Anth state Monday in a brief and solemn ceremony
at Ware Palace.
With the ceremony, Hawaii became the last place in the
nation to officially raise the new 50-star flag marking state-
hood of the newest II. S. State.
Among the crowd to witness the historic occasion were
citizens from outlying areas as well as tourists from the main-
land, Asia. Europe and the South Pacific One hundred officers
and men from the visiting Japanese naval training ships in
Honolulu Harbor arrived in a colorful group enmasse.
• • •
Canada To Rule U. S. Nuclear Bases
OTTAWA—(UPI)—Canada will have control over the use
of any nuclear weapons stored on U. S.-leased bases in this
country, Prime Minister John Diefenbaker said Monday.
He told the Commons Such ; requirement was ''of
essence" of any agreement between the two nations 06
use of nuclear weapons by Canadian or Amerieafi forces in
this country.
Diefenbaker said negotiations were in process on possible
Storage of nuclear warheads at the U. S.-leased bases in Goose
Bay, Labrador, and Harmon. He said no agreement had been
reached.
the
the
Israel Apologizes For Eichmann
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — Israel last night presentedArgentina with a formal apology designed to fulfil the "adequate
reparation" demanded for the abduction of Nail Col. AdolfEichmann from Buenos Aires two inoaths ago.
The new note of apology followed regrets previously ex-pressed by Prime Minister David lien•Gurion MA Foreign Min-ister Mrs. Golda Weir of Isreel.
It reiterated Israel's refusal to return Eichmann, accused
murderer of millions of Jews during World War Il, to Argentinajurisdiction and instead asked that the ease formally be clos-
ed.
30 Ousted ,Korea Officials On Trial
SEOUL. Korea — (UPI) — Thirty top officials of oustedPresident Syngman Rhee's government went on trial in DistrictCourt Tuesday for a list of charges that ranged from electiottfraud to bribery.
The trial opened a new phase of the cleanup campaign
conducted by the revolutionary gevernment which took over
after Rhee's powerful regime was toppled by student riots
earlier this year.
On trial were 10 former Cabinet ministers, 13 members ofRhee's former ruling Liberal Party's braintruse four bankers,
a former nationtl police director and two Home Affairs min-istry officials.
Cross-Country Hiker's On Last Lap
SWEDESBORO, N. J. — (UPI) — British hiker Dr. BarbaraMoore, unruffled despite a restriction which kept her off theNew Jersey Turnpike because of the heavy holiday traffic,
trudged northward Tuesday toward New York and the end ofher cross-country trek from San Francisco
The Russian-born Vegetarian set out early Tuesday from
this tiny South Jersey community after spending the night tothe Old Ford Hotel. She appeared in good physical shape and Inhigh spirit on the 84th day of her long journey.
Dr. Moore said she probably would reach Times SquareWednesday. She entered New Jersey from Delaware across theDelaware Memorial Bridge without paying the 50-cent tall.
Dog-Rabbit Rocket Back: Reds Happy
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Soviet scientists were Jubilant Tues-day over the disclosure that a rabbit and two dogs were safely
returned to Earth from a rocket fired 125 miles into the upper
atmosphere.
The nigh altitude rocket shot was closely linked to theforthcoming Pacific rocket tests which have been announcedfor the period July 5-31.
On America's Independence Day, Soviet officials announcedthey successfuly fired a 4,400-pound rocket last month with the
animals abroad.
Query Israel On U.N.'s Decision
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — Argentina has asked Israelhow soon it plans to make the "adequate reparation" requiredby the U. N. Security Council for the kidnaning of SS Col,Adolf Eiehmann from this country.
Acting foreign minister Luis R. Mickey called in Israel's
ambassador Arier Levavi to ask when his government will com-ply with the council decision.
Argentina demanded before taking the case to the Security •Council that Isreal return Eichmann and punish the "Jewish
volunteers" who spirited him out of this count-Ts.
Elder Statesman Backs Kishi's Man
TOKYO — (UPI) — Japan's elder statesman, ShigeruYoshida, Wednesday threw his political weight behind HayateIkeda to succeed Nobusuke Kishi as prime minister.
Kishi, under fire from leftists for pushing the U. S.-Japan
mutual security treaty through the National Parliament, prom- rised last Thursday he would resign once his successor had been
named.
Yoshida revealed for the first time publicly that frightbacks Ikeda, Japan's minister of international trade and indus-
try. It had been reported but never publicly announced thatKishi favored Ikeda.
Strikers Reject Lockheed Proposal
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Striking machinists Tuesday
night voted overwhelmingly to reject the latest Lockheed space
and missile contract proposal to end the two-week-old strike.
An International Asseciation of Machinist spokesman atSunnyvale — where the secret votes were tabulated — said 93per cent of workers throughout the eystem voted to reject the
contract. Union workers voting included those at the com-pany's two largest plants — Van Nuys and Sunnyvale — in ad-dition to machinifits at Vandenberg Air Force base.
Earlier, two thirds of 9500 machinists at Douglas Aircraft'sSanta Monica, Calif., plant ratified a two-year contract despite
opposition from members at four of five missile test bases.
Reunion Ends British Kidnap Probe
FRANKFURT, Germany — (UPI) a-- Mrs. Francis Stephens
and her 12-year-old son Tony were expected to return to Lon-don Wednesday from a reunion in Germany which apparently
ended Britain's first major "kidnap" investigation in 22 years
The mother and son, who had not seen one another for 15
months, were brought together in a West German hotel by
representatives of a London newspaper who flew her to Frank-
furt in a chartered plane.
A photographer who watched the reunion said Tony told ,his mother he left home voluntarily with schoolteacher Kevin ••
Tracey after his father, then a provincial milkman, refused to'let them vacation in Spahr
Win Or Die In. U.S. Dispute--Castro'
HAVANA — (UPI) — Premier Fidel Castro, stung by Me,
prospect of losing part of Cuba's share of the U. S. sugar
market, declared in effect Wednesday that Cubans will "win.
or die" in their dispute with the U. S.
In a 2 1-4-hour anti-American speech broadcast from a
usugarworkers' convention in the eastern town of Artemisa,
Castro revivest the charge that an armed U. S. attack on Cuba
might come at any time.
The bearded premier repeated last week's threat that he
will retaliate for any reduction in Cuba's sugar quota by seiz-ing U. S. assets in Cuba.
Predict 2nd Ballot Win For Adlai 1;1'
4WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Supporters claimed Wednes-;7 •day Adlai E. Stevensdn would have a "considerable beach-
head" of support on the first two ballots at the Democratic
convention and would go on to win the presidential nominationfor a third time.
James E. Doyle, chairman of the Stevenson-for-president
campaign, said a canvass of delegates showed the 1952 and
1956 nominee would poll first-ballot votes from Colorado,
Hawaii, Illinois, Kentucky. Michigan, Nevada, New York, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, Washington arid West Virginia.
Doyle said that on the second ballot Stevenson would re-
ceive additional support from California, Minnesota, New
Jersey, Ohio, Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa, and District of Colum-
bia and other states.
China Stresses Need For Red Might
TOKYO — (UPI) — Communist China today whittled ita
Ideological differences with the Soviet Union down to a matt*,
.„
of emphasis.
The party publication Peiping People's Daily agreed with
Khrushchey's thesis that "peaceful co-existence" with the weld
was possible but it stressed that this could be achieved only
through the threat of Communist might.
"Experiences show that the imperalists, unless driven to
the wall, are never willing -to conduct serious negotiationiewith
the Socialist countries." the New China news agency voted
the party organ as saying.
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Serious doubts are being raised in
some European and American quarters
as to the ability of the Republic of Congo,
the former Belgian territory, to govern
itself. Inter-tribal disorders more or less
of a local character are being blown up
all out of proportion by a hostile press.
Much of the trouble has been insti-
gated by remnants of dissatisfied Bel-
gian military officers who are yet in
the service of the new government, hold-
ing key army posts.
The tension which now grips the new
independent nation was predicted even
before complete autonomy was granted
the Congolese. It was long felt that the
transition from colonialism to nation-
hood was bound to be explosive.
Critics of African sovereignty have
pointed out that Africans lack nearly all
the essentals for self-government: edu-
cation, trained leaders, a sense of na-
tional coherence, the economic infra-
structure on which to build a decent life.
They ignore the fact that there is a
hard core of educated natives trained
eiLher in the 'United States, England or
France whose primary and eternal con-
cern is redemption of their country from
colonial exploitation.
Today, there are enough Western
trained Africans in the countries-which
have gained their freedom as well as
the ones which are striving for it, to
rule their countries with intelligence
and dignity. And more are being edu-
cated at Oxford, Cambridge Universi-
ties in England, and at Harvard, Yale,
Northwestern and the University of Chi-
cago.
The United Nations, though far
short of the resources necessary to give
The acute sutkering and persecution
that militant Negroes are experiencing
in Fayette and Haywood counties in
Tennessee, must be conceived by any ex-
acting standard of reasoning as a litmus
test for American democracy.
Simply because they had the good
sense and courage to exercise their right
to register as a preliminary requirement
for voting, Negro residents of those
rural communities are under an economic
emeeze which is creating undue hard-
ships.
Deputy sheriffs assisted by other
law officers are preventing food, fuel,
clothing and other items of necessity
f,szrm reaching the beleaguered Negro
'families.
The NAACP's message to the Gov-
ernor of the state urging immediate re-
medial action seems to be without avail.
Though FBI agents are on the scene
questioning Negro residents, hope for
immediate relief is waning.
Bitter criticism was voiced by Negro
The Democratic convention is on its
third day, and one of its consequential
tasks before the nomination fire-works
explode is to vote on the planks of the
party's platform. This time-worn ritual,
if it can be called that, is to take place
today.
Cynics are saying, with some justifi-
cation, this is a useless rite, a sort of
mumbo jumbo impressive only to the
uninitiated. This is based on the assumn-
tion that no one pays any attention to
the platform, least of all the candidates
who are supposed to stand on it as their
campaign point of reference.
The observation is true, but only par-
tially so. Some planks are observed in as
much as they represent the basic philos-
ophy of the party. Others are swept
under the rug or conveniently forgotten.
A survey made last year by that
non-partisan publication the Congres-
sional Quarterly shows that, "accomp-
lishment fell far short of promised ac-
tion." some planks in the 1956 platforms
•
of the two parties actually have been
About People, Pleat
And forabh/easa
Sy FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — All the
world loves men of courage,
men who seemingly lost in de-
spair and hopelessly forced to
fight against great odds, but
men who somehow, through
sheer courage, r i s.e again to
great heights.
Carl Sandburg pictures Amer-
icans as people „ . "so peculiar
in renewal and comeback, you
can't laugh off their capacity
to take it." And on such power
to roll with the punch, he re-
sists his conviction. . . "T h e
learning and blundering people
will live on." He places h i
faith in such people's power to
mend their mistakes and grow.
Such a man was World Heavy-
weight Champion Floyd Patter-
son on the evening of June 20.
He did not surrender to despair
and fear when all of the experts
counted him out before he even
climbed into thc ring. He dis-
regarded the historical fact that
no heavyweight champion h a d
ever regained his crown. Al-
though morbidly preoccupied for
almost a year with sad recollec-
tions of knockdowns and utter
defeat, at the hands of the man
he was to meet again, Patterson
sowehow believed he could.
Thus he was able to plan an
aggressive attack more intelli-
gently and confidently than ever.
He knew that he carried not only
the entire hopes of his race into
this fight, but those of America
which stood to lose the most
coveted prize of all fistiana —
the Heavyweight Champion of
the World.
But Patterson's faith in him-
self and his deep sense of re-
sponsibility produced a devastat-
ing power and ring aggressive-
ness that all but annihilated the
white hope from Sweden—Inge-
mar Johansson. A lesser man
than Patterson would have taken
an early ride to the canvas and
been satisfied with the fat purse 1
that was his to collect.
Few times in history have
boxers fought so gallantly or
for a nobler purpose. For Pat-
tenon, a known but not fully ac-
cepted champion, bad to achieve
greatness or forever be lost in
the basement of courageless has-
beens.
By nature, a shy and quiet
man, Patterson, while possess-
ing great natural fighting abili-
ty, had risen to the champion-
ship over a sorry lot of contend-
ers. After gaining the crown he
suffered by poor matchmaking
with mostly set-ups. Such pro-
duced an apathetic public which
shed few tears when Johansson
took the crown. The prejudiced
were pleased that another white
champion had risen again a n d
Negroes who have become too
used to a long reign by the one
and only Joe Louis, looked down
their noses at Patterson.
Thus it was no easy task for
the deposed Champion to develop
the right frame of mind—the
belief that he could rise to the
level of greatness and vindicate
the faith of a hopeful, but most-
ly doubtful public. But he had
the capacity for "renewal and
comeback" and thus was able
to do the seemingly impossible.
Patterson did more than re-
deem himself on June 20. He
demonstrated once again that a
Negro too can possess all of the
qualities of a champion when
provided the opportunity. He
contradicted also what people of
hate propagandized that Ne-
groes are cowards who choke
up because of heredity. But like
all men of great faith, courage,
and determination, Negroes, too,
can and do measure up in the
supreme hours.
Because of Patterson's historic
example, the first ever to regain
the crown, we should forever
find inspiration to strive end-
lessly to mend our mistakes,
strengthen our courage, a n d
grow to great heights regard-
less of endeavor or station in
if e.
Patterson's is a noble exam-
ple that should never be forgot-
ten, regardless of the outcome
of future contests.
Islam Rivals
Christianity
By LOUIS CASSELS
(United Press International)
For more than 100 years, ever
since Dr. Livingstone blazed a
missionary trail into the jungle,
it haz been confidently assumed
in the West that Africa would
some day become a Christian
continent..
That assumption is now being
rutiely shaken. Another major
religice, is making an all-out
bid for the allegiance of the
teeming millions who are
emerging from primitivism in
Afnca. And it appears at pre-
sent to hold a decided lead over
Christianity.
The rival faith is Islam.
Founded by the Prophet Mo-
hammed in the 7th century A.
D., Islam has always been,
liku Christianity, an intensely
evangelical religion. But until
a few year? ago, its penetration
of Africa was largely confined
to the Arab countries.
Today Moslems missionaries
are moving energetically into
the vast "Black Belt."
Evangelist Billy Graham, who
conducted an eight-week cru-
sade in Africa earlier this year,
came home deeply concerned
about the vigorous Moslem
challenge to Christianity.
He says Islam is winning 7
cnnv,rts for every three won
by Christianity.
Other American church lead-
adequate technical aid to the under-de-
veloped countries, appears to be doing
what it can.
Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, one of Secre-
tary-General Dag Hammarskjold's top
aides, has gone to Leopoldville, capital
of the new Congo Republic. Officially
Dr. Bunche is there to plan programs of
assistance. No doubt his advice will be
sought on a wide range of political, eco-
nomic and administrative matters.
Politically, the UN is taking new
African countries under its wing as soon
as they become independent. On June 28,
the Security Council recommended that
the new Federation of Mali be admitted
to membership.
Earlier this year, Togo and Camer-
oun also obtained Council endorsement.
Both the Republic of Madagascar, and
independent Congo are expected to have
their application approved into the UN
membership.
The suggestion that the present tur-
moil is an ill omen pointing to the in-
ability of the newly organized native
government to rule its people, must be
rejected as being more of a wish than
a fact. Even if a tribal revolt should suc-
ceed in overthrowing this Administra-
tion, it would still be no test of the cap-
ability of the Congolese to govern them-
selves.
After all, nations like England and
France with thousands of years of self-
rule have gone through terrible internal
ordeals in which Kings and Queens were
either assassinated or sent to the gal-
lows. Is it possible that the critics cf the
New Congo have never heard of the
Arnerican Civil War or of the French
Revolution?
lawyers who see in this explosive situa-
tion the usual pattern of official indif-
ference. There is always a tendency, one
of them was heard to remark, on the
part of Federal agencies in this area to
drag their feet when immediate action
is needed to protect the rights of Negro
It is beyond question that the Justice
Department has a stake in this conflict.
Because it was as a result of the consent
decree that Fayette County officials
were forced to sign that the Negroes
there finally registered. Since the state
of Tennessee has not seen fit to inter-
vene, the Federal government should ex-
tend its protective arms to the Negro
families who are being penalized for car-
rying out the voting provision of the
new Civil Rights Act.
This is a test of moral as well as
legal responsibility that America cannot
afford to fail and dismiss as inconsequen-
tial. To do so is tantamount to saying
that democracy is nothing but a sham
carried out in whole or in part.
Commitments on importint domestic
and foreign issues are pretty faithfully
adhered to in their general outline. But
civil rights, as a rule, fall among the
questions on which there has been the
greatest lapse of memory.
Most candidates forget their plat-
form pledges on the Negro question, the
moment they are induced in office. They
i'eel no moral compunction to carry out
their pledges to America's 17 million
segregated and half-free citizens.
If the Democratic convention adopts
without reservations the civil rights
plank that has been hammered out by
the platform committee, it will be the
first time that a major political party
has dealt with the issue uncompromis-
ingly. And if the Sit-in demonstrators
are lauded for their stand on equality, a
mighty blow will have been struck at
Dixie's apartheid. Today's convention
action will tell what the future holds for
us under the Stars and Stripes.
ers in close touch with African
missions say Graham's figures
are optimistic. They estimate
that Islam is gaining 10 times
as many converts as Christiani-
ty.
Several factors have combin-
ed to give Islam a big advan-
tage.
Christianity is seriously han-
dicapped because many race-
conscious Africans look upon it
as a "white man's religion."
Islam, on the other hand, is
being presented as "an African
religion" which has never had
a color line.
Islam makes far easier de-
mands on its African converts
thaii does Christianity. For ex-
ample, an African who becomes
a Christian is restricted to one
wife But if he becomes a Mos-
lem, he can continue to have
severe  wives.
Islam has also been willing
to let its new converts continue
to practice many of the rituals
of their old tribal religions, in-
cluding black magic. So long as
a ne, covvert is ready to em-
brace the one-line Moslem
creed ("There is no God but
Allah and Mohammed is his pro.
phet") Islamic missionaries do
not press him to obey all of
thk, detailed precepts of the Ko-
rar about almsgiving, prayer,
fasting and pilgrimage to Mec-
ca.
"HEY WILBUR( LOOK A' THERE . . . A
DOUBLE. BARRELED SLING SHOT!'
By LOUIS MARTIN
I have been reading Leon
Uris' "Exodus," a novel which
presents the whole panorama of
Jewish history, with absorption
and awe. Jnlike many books
which sandwich great hunks of
history between the episodes of
the story with little success,
"Exodus" races from history
to narrative and back again
without shifting gears so to
speak,
This ability to make history
come alive, as well as t h e
heroic quality of the events
makes this a moving memor-
able book. For, beyond the fa-
cility of style and the massive
research is the ability to bring
to throbbing life the tribulations
and glory of Jewish life through
the ages in Europe and in Pales-
tine.
The book, "Exodus," tells the
story of a ship, the Exodus, car-
rying hundreds of Jewish chil-
dren out of Europe and the at-
tempts of the British to halt it
before it reaches Palestine. The
copy of the book that I am read-
ing was published in England,
and it is obvious from the fol-
lowing explanation on the dust
cover that the publisher felt
it necessary to justify himself:
"It is written with passion,
knowledge, cunning, and a flam-
ing patriotism for the Jews. It
is detailed, understanding, and
fair; horribly fair. Some of the
descriptions of the British ac-
tivities in the early days of the
new State have been convenient-
ly forgotten. Their re-emerg-
ence, in passages of great pow-
er, is going to make many peo-
ple very angry—or very asham-
ed."
The fact that not only t h e
British, but the world have
forgotten in large measure, not
only the events of the book, but
the attempts of the Nazis to
exterminate a people was high-
lighted only recently with t h e
kidnap-arrest of Adolph Eich-
mann in Argentina. However
one may regard the method
Israeli agents used in seizing
Eichmann the fact that Israel
plans a trial during which the
whole record of his butchery of
the Jews in Germany will be set
forth seems to me a salutary
thing.
It would appear from my scant
knowledge of Freud that we
tend to forget those things which
we wish to forget, so that the
peoples of the world would be
eager to put behind them the
record of atrocities and mass
murder perpretrated under Hit-
ler.
But I would say that we can-
not afford to become complacent
about suffering whether.great or
• small. We cannot turn our backs
on humanity in distress wheth-
er it be in Germany, in South
Africa or in Mississippi. John
Donne phrased it well when he
wrote, "Do not ask for whom
the bell tolls, it tolls for thee."
I was reminded of this again
when I read the article "Sit-
Downs, the South's New Time
Bomb" by George E. McMillan
in the July 5 issue of Look. He
points up the fact that t h e
North too long has turned its
"We call upon all Southern-
ers, while and black alike, to
put aside the traditional fears
and bitterness which have led
to so much conflict and suffer-
ing. It is time now to work to-
gether ir mutual understanding
and respect for the continued
progress of ail people of the
South. Christians and Metho-
dists can well be leaders in
this effort."
This recommendation is one
of several in the Report of the
Board of Social and Economic
Relations of the Central Ala-
bama Conference of the Metho-
dist Church, meeting ".ia annual
isess‘on at Tuskegee Institute.
Dr Harry V. Richardson,
Presiden. of the Interdenomina-
tional Theological Center, At-
lanta, was chairman of the
Board which submitted the four-
page report.
5N1TH G R ATITUDE
The Report is initiated with
gratitude tn God for the rich
blessings of thc South, growth
of' population, expansion of in-
dustry "high level of employ-
meni for some of our people."
In lifting out "persistent prob-
lems" the Report points out,
howevet. that "many are not
sharing in this prosperity. This
is especially true of Negroes,
one-thiro of the South's popula-
tion There is also the continu-
ing effort on the part of some
Southerners citizens and politi-
cians alike to maintain an out
wurt. caste system of segrega-
tion a hang-over from the dark
day. oi human slavery, which
cuts directly across the path
of Southern progress, linking
the South with Ma backward
areas of the world and desroy-
mg the American symbol of
gcs,d-wili to all people."
The Report observes that "the
practice of segregation disturbs
the Southern mind. It burdens
all our people, old and young
with fear, anxieties and pains
of conscience that lead to psy-
pioneer physician in Monroe, N.
C., who made his first calls by
horse and buggy was cited / as
"Doctor of the Year" by the
Old North State Medical Society
at its 73rd annual convention
held here recently.
Dr. H. H. Creft, 75, who has
Practiced in Monroe for 48 years
was cited for meritorious serv-
ice to the profession of medicine
and to the professional organi-
zations of which be is a mem-
ber.
The citation, an engraved
plaque, was presented to him
at the joint banquet for the
medical group and the Old
North State Dental Society,
meeting here at the same time.
Dr. Creft began practice in
1912 immediately following his
graduation from the Leonard
Medical college at Raleigh. One
of his sons and a nephew, he
reared, are also practicing
medicine in the State.
The award was presented by
Dr. J. S. Simmons, Sanford,
chairman of the Awards Com-
mittee.
back on the South leaving it to
Southerners to grant Negroes
first-class citizenship. Mr. Mc-
Millan has put his finger on the
key fact of the South's dilem-
ma, it seems to me:
"If there is a lesson in t
current racial crisis, it is tile
the Southern climate is n o t
democratic, and that gradulasim
will not work there because the
essentials of gradualism—a
flexible society in which com-
peting claims are freely heard
and fairly adjusted—do not ex-
ist.
Mr. McMillan states in unequi-
vocal terms that time is running
out and that the North's long
period of self-divorcement from
the problems of the South must
end:
"From my own observations
on my recent trip, three rea
ties must be faced: that raci
discrimination is the number-o
social problem of this decade
American life; that the situati
is now in a deadly and dange
ous stalmate and that the o
agency that can do anyth
meaningful at this juncture
the Federal Government."
Man's inhumanity to m a
encompasses the history of t
Jew throughout the ages a n
that of the Negro in this co
try. In the world of today it
no longer a question of t h
world's conscience but of wonl
survival. A world in which Afri
ca and Asia loom large will n
longer look with favor on a d
mocracy which looks away whil
one tenth of its people are vi
timized.
choiogica sickness and a wide
disrespect for law and order."
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Ali Methodists, Negro and
white, are reminded that "the
Church is affested by these per-
sistent social problems. Today,
misunderstanding and tensions
exist between the two Jurisdic-
tions of Methodists in Alabama.
One group seeks to restrict and
exclude the other from full par-
ticipation in the Church and in
Christian brotherhood.
"This unfortunate conflict
can only result in the weaketti
ing of Methodism in Alabama
and throughout the world.-
Methodists of both Jurisdictions
are urged to do everything po
sible to re-establish comm
cation seek opportunity
cooperation, that we ma
achieve that unity of purpo
and spirit that ought to prey
among churchmen."
The report commends a
gives its support "to young
pie as they seek in lawful a
orderly ways, to protest again
social practices that deny the
an opportunity to learn and
Live on equal terms with th
felliw Americans.
"No fair minded notion
continue to impose upon a lar
part of its young people
stigma of inferiority. This is —
nations; self-destruction. 14
seeking to remove the undem-
ocratic ptactices. the young
people are acting in the fineft
Ameri, at. tranition."
ATTU LOCATION
Although geographically p
of North America, Attu is act-
ually lacated in the eastern hen.
isphe re.
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'City Hermit' Built Own
kmie With 3 Fingers
By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER
We visited Frank Williams
Tuesday afternoon at the home
he built for himself in a debris.
strewn vacant area, and he was
embarrassed. He said, "If I had
known you were coming, I
would have put on something
else and wouldn't be looking so
dirty."
Leathery, weather-beaten and
unshaven, 51-year-old Williams
w as looking very dirty. It was
perhaps the way this trafic old
pereaps the way this triable old
man of the open space has been
looking for more than 'two years,
for in his "home," there are no
FROM A LEAN-TO which has
been the only home 51.year-
old Frank Williams has known
since 1958, located in a huge
- .1.4116-1
lights, no water, no furniture—
and only one room three feet
above the ground.
Only Frank can enter this
wood, brick and cellulose lean-
to whose Internal dimensions
are approximately eight by six
feet.
LICK-LADEN
Nestled in a brick-laden prai-
rie, at 14th place and Union ave.
where homes have been demol-
ished in the wake of Chicago'sclamation and "dream city"come, Frank's companions
are the million little things that
crawl at night and the horse-
Steed rats which eternally scam•
•••
per, to and fro, looking for the
homes which were once their
abode.
Of ten fingers which once
adorned Frank's grimy hands,
only three are left — two
thumbs and a partially chewed-
up index finger on the right
hand.
All the rest, Frank 1 roke off
himself when they froze beyond
repair during the deadly winter
of 1958. Lifeless and stiff, they
got in his way, Frank said.
WILL TO LIVE
Frank knows of the human
body's capacity to endure and
survive and of the mind's will
dear's-covered at
pl. ane Union ave.. Williams
demonstrates to Maxwell dis-
trict police officers his agility
at crawling in and out of his
to live. With the third grade ed-
ucation that he got ''on the
run," Frank declares he is the
living embodiment of both.
"It was in 1958 when I was
living In empty houses some-
where on Taylor street. I want-
ed a drink of water and I came
across a fire plug that had been'
opened,
"lost of the water around it
was frozen. It was about 10 be.
low zero. I stooped over to get
a drink. I passed out. I awaken-
ed in Cook County hospital
where I stayed for 2,3 days.
That's where I came back to
life.
area 14th
Urge Crackdown
Against Polio
Albert B. Sabin. developer of
the live polio-virus vaccine that,
bears his name, has urged that
an attempt be made to eliminate
folio in the U. S. before next
summer.
In an editorial In the current
(July) Archives of Internal Med-
icine, published by the Amen- and physicians of the United,
an Medical Association, Dr
ibin said: 
, States are ready to take the0
necessary steps for an attempt-
- "The laboratory and field ex- ed elimination of poliomyelitis
periences with the oral polio.
virus vaccine strains that I se-
lected are now available for de-
elefee indemont and bee ameri.
can pharmaceutical companies
expect to have the required
number of successive lets of
vaccine produced under the safe
guards specified by the Nation-
al Institutes of Health by au-
tumn of 1980.
whether the health authorities.
from the country beford the sum-
mer of 1961 or whether the
country will continue to pay the
hien doeo•to nrio• fro- maw war.
''My fingers were all right,
I thought, until April when it
got cold again. I was over by
the market where I get old po-
tatoes and onions andIwas
picking up a water melon, Two
of my fingers cracked off.
DIDN'T BLEED
"When I saw it didn't hurt,
I just snapped the rest of them
off. They didn't bleed: they were'
all dried up."
But the spring thaw brought
summer pain for Frank. He said
It took 18 months after that for
his hands to heal, but he made
it. "And God knows I'm thank-
ful."
home. Looking on are officers
John Bully, Henry Brown,
Herbert Lewis and James
Baldwin
The patio of Frank's "insult
to the weather" is filled with
broken lampshades, iron pipes,
twisted wire and other things
indescribable which he attempts
to sell to itinerant junk
dealers. What they won't take,
he carries to other dealers
blocks away.
"That's how I get money to
buy bread and cigarettes," the
venerable but humble isolation-
ist said. But Frank is friendly
and would even talk to t h e
neighboring children w h o con-
tinually pelt him and his home
with stones.
Even work is not anathema to
this curious city hermit w h o
has a growth on his lower gum
which should he looked after by
a doctor. Williams said he has
worked on two or three rail
"MY FINGERS LOOKED like
Williams in describing the con-
dition of hie fingers when he
snapped them off In April, 1958.
The venerable old scavenger
has survived two winters in a
put-together-lean-to made of
wood, brick, stone and whacha-
macallits, in a vacant area at
14th pl. and Union ave. Williams
said his fingers were dried up
SNAPPED THEM OFF"
explainen Frank Williams who
W alp referring to the fingers
on his hands which froze in
February and April of 1958.
They took 18 months to heal,
but Williams who did not go
back to Cook County hospital
roads as a laborer for a total of
about seven years, however,
those years must be stretched
over "a long period of time."
Frank was certain there were
other things he could do "since
I've made it out here for two
years" but he just didn't know
what these things were. He said
he had engaged in this sort of
laissez-faire existence 1 o r
some 14 years, most of it spent
in and around haunts of the
lower Westside.
Somewhere in Georgia, on a
farm between Rome and Atlan-
ta, is "home." too, to Frank,
but he left there when he was
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
love to meet a nice setUed
church-going man between 46
and 65 who is real Christian.
I am 49, 5 feet tall, 145 !ha,
brown complexion. My interests
are traveling, sports, TV shows,
some parties. Would like a man
who can take care of a wife in
comfort. I came from the hills
of Tennessee, 21 years ago. I
am in the best of health and
willing to send a full picture of
myself. The most important
thing of all is I do not want a
man who doesn't know what he
wants to do. Grade Allen,
2761B N. Teutania, Milwuakee,
Wis.
• • 0;
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
use to meet a young lady be-
tween the ages of 20 and 30. She
can be between 5 feet and 5 feet
II Inches tall and weighing no
more than 150 lbs Race or color
doesn't matter but she must
be neat and clean, want com-
panionship and future security
as I do. I am 6 feet, 11/4 inches
tall, 180 lbs, medium brown
complexion and have my o w n
apartment. If not sincere please
do not write. Sidney Brown, 5727
S. Indiana ave., Apt. 4, 1st floor,
Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
very lonely lady. Read your col-
umn quite regular. You are help-
ing so many people find happi-
ness. Would appreciate it if ou
would be so kind as to help me
find a Christian man of good
character who needs a g ood
woman for a wife. Please send
picture and description in first
letter. i am a middle aged
Christian lady, 5 feet, 3 inches
tall, 139 lb.. brownskin. Will
exchange photos and answer all
mall. Mrs. B. L. Wilson, 418 E.
Kentucky st., Louisville 3, Ky
Dear Mme. Chante: I know
that you have helped make many
people happy. I am looking for
friendship as I am very lone-
ly. I am 43, 5 feet, 6 inches tall,
weigh 146 lbs. I am an artist
and have no bad habits. Hoping
to hear from all ages and will
answer all letters. Chester
Vaught, jr., K.C.W.H. Route 12,
Knoxville, Tenn,
• 5 5
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
terested in meeting a nice
Christian man between 35 and
40 who would like to make
something out of life. Please
send photo with letter. Do not
write if not sincere. Ruby
Houston, 1105 Atcheson, Colum-
bus, Ohio.
• •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am look-
ing for a husband who is honest
and true and loves children be-
cause I have four. He must
be a Christian. I am a Chris-
tian lady, honest and truthful,
32 years old, 130 lbs, brown
eyes, black hair, brown c o m-
plexion. I believe in treating
people right, so if the gentle-
men are interested please write
at once. Martha Mae B a r-
bout, RR 2, Box 430A, Jeffer-
sonville, Ind.
Se'
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young settled man, 3 feet, 7
Inches tall, weigh 189 lbs, light
brownskin, self employed in a
good trade. Have clean habits.
Desire to meet a young settled
1114 with no children or not over
one, who is interested in c o r-
responding and marriage. Pre-
fer one who is willing to work
along with me and we will both
accomplish something in life.
VVL. answer all letters. Mr. Pet-
tigrew, 339 W. 65th st., Apt. 924,
Chicago 21, Ill.
Guayaki Indians
•CiviI•zat iion
By GERMAN CHAVES
ASUNCION, Paraguay—(UPI)
— Twenty pale-faced Guayaki
Indians have returned to the
trackless jungles of eastern
Paraguay after a six-month
taste of civilization. Their stay
where he was taken when he
was found unconscious and
frozen "somewhere on Tay-
lor street." said his finger.
les, and painful hands did not
prevent him from taking care
of himself and surviving two
winters in the out-of-doors.
17.
EVICTION NOTICE
Soon the city, or somebody, is
going to serve Frank with an
eviction notice because the land
on which he built his "home"
Cannot remain vacant long.
The police who found him
there Tuesday morning said they
can't find a place for him be-
cause he refused medical aid.
But Frank has got to go some-
where. Unperturbed, hejust
sat on his wooden crate a n d
wondered aloud with me—
where?
gave scientists a rare oppor-
tunity to study the little-known
tribe whose own culture has
not moved beyond the Stone
Age.
The Guayakis appeared early
this year at the Village of Tor-
in, 200 miles eaet of Asuncion,
with a request for shelter and
supplies They were cordially
received by the official Indian
Protective Association, but ap-
pear to have decided they pre-
fer their own primitive ways to
modern civilization.
A long history of mistreat-
ment by the white man has
made the Guayaki extremely
wary and members of the tribe
seldom venture outside their
forest strongholds. The tribe is
dwindling and is now believed
to number no more than 1,000.
NOMADIC NATURE
The little that is known of
them indicates they are nomad-
ic hunters who roam the jun-
gles in small parties, subsist-
ing on the game they can kill
and on the highly-prized honey
of various species of bees.
They do no farming, nor do
they domesticate animals ex-
cept for an occasional parrot
or coati (South American rac-
coon) which serves as a watch-
dog for their hunting camps.
They build no permanent
sheLers, although they occa-
sionally interlace branches to
form a protection against heavy
rain.The art of pottery, character-
istic of the most ancient cul-
tures of the new world, is un-
wn to the Guayaki. They
have mastered ropemaking,
and fashion cords of palm fi-
bers anti monkey hair to use in
transportinr heavy kills like
tapirs or wild boars.
Some tribal chieftains wear
corocal caps if jaguar skin
trimmed with monkey tails, but
for the most part the Guayakis
roam the forests nude.
SMALL RACE
Paraguayan ethnologist Oscar
Ferreirc describes the Guayakis
las "short (averaging about 5
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Pastors Don't
Always Preach
By CLAIRE COX
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
usual image of a minister is
that of i. pastor preaching from
the pulpit or tending to his flock
but many of the nation's 350,000
clergymer have no church as-
signments and no congregations.
More than half the 400-mem-
ber administrative staff of the
National Council of Churches is
made up of clergymen. The of-
fices of every denomination are
manned by many ministers.
Rabbis tit at desks in offices of
Jewish organizations. Priests
tend to the administrative tasks
in the Roman Catholic Church.
The Rev. J. Arthur Lazell is
one of the clergymen whose
pulpit is a desk. He is a member
of the information staff of the
National Council of Churches.
He also is a Presbyterian min-
ister who has had a church of
his own, worked as a newspap-
er reporter, and served in gov-
Cuba Dropped
By Louis Firm
lernment information services
during World War II.
HELPED REFUGEES
Lazell helped resettle Hun-
garian refugees during the
height of the cold war. He has
broadcast on radio and tele-
vision and performed church
promotional tasks.
As a man schooled in journ-
alism and theology, Lazell has
brought to his job a mixture of
understanding of purely church
problems and a knowledge of
how to work with the informa•
tion media
His most important assign-
ment : .) far have been to defend
the National Council against
fundamentalist attacks on the
new revised standard version
of the Bible and against charg-
es that Communist have infil-
trated the Council's ranks.
Both of these have required
equal plats of theology and pub-
lic relaVons know-how, he said.
Lazell'. job is one of contrasts
but he hastily points out the con-
trasts are nothing like those or
the clergyman of the 19th Cen-
tury who sometimes had to
fight hie way to his goals while
at the same time preaching
peace.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
public relations firm of which
former Heavyweight Boxing
Champion Joe Louis is a part-
ner has announced that it has
dropped the accout of the Cub-
an Tourist commission because
of the growing political crisis
between the United States and
Cuba.
A letter sent to Dr. Daudilio
Castellanos, director of the
commission. Said the firm of
Louis • Rowe - Fisher • Lockhart
could not continue to promote
tourism to Cuba because of the
political climate.
The letter said members of
the firm hoped that the two
governments would solve their'
differences.
The firm signed a contract
with the Cuban commission last
February, calling for an annu-
al budget of $287,000. Louis per-
sonally severed all relations
with the account last month.
feet in height) but extraordin-`
arily strung. happy, with attrac-
tive faces and peculiarly white
skin, probably accentuated by
their life in the sunless depths
of the jungle."
"The men go about nude,
witn no adornment other than
blue-tinted tattoos on their
shoulders and arms . . ." Per.
retro says. "The women paint
themselves blue, and commonly
wear necklaces of monkeys'
teeth, strung by the hundreds
on palm fibers."
Experts Say
!!ow Students
Should Quit
Students who will not or can-
not learn should be allowed to
drop out of school, many edu-
cators believe.
A poll of school superintend-
ents by. The Nation's Schools
showed 73 per cent of them to
be against compulsory attend-
ance at school until the age of
18 or the completion of 12 full
grades of school. Sixty-one per
cent of the administrators poll-
ed would permit stodents to
drop out of school after their
16th birthday.
A Michigan superintendent
who would permit students to
drop out at 14 sueeested plac-
me them in a type of wo k
camn. "T visualize sonnet
on the order of the old C
(Civilian Conservation Corps)
ramns," he said.
Fdlicators se•einst comnulsorll
echo& attendance up to the
age of IA called it a weste of
time both for the schools and
the students.
"Forcing students with no in-
terest in sehool to remain there
does not arouire their making
cowl use of the onooromities."
a simerietendent from Pennsyl-
vents said
An Illinois administrator
termed comoulsorv attendance
*or these atooeota A waste of
the arhonhe efforts and a hind-
rpn AO to t nrrtruhr I r tiOn
of +sante who want to learn
A Vermont arTroinattatnr awn-
mnd no the }Wines of Mut-n-
ow% In favor of remit/ono 12
full grades -of schooling for
everyone "We must ernvole
ii fol.”.•troo Pe, tl youth "
‘,10 "vs.+ raoi.# ghniti4 i-om•
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Hail Chicago's Return To Flesh, Band Kick
8 DEFENDER
Sat., July 16, 1960
CLAUDETTE FOUCHARD
who participated in the tele-
vised "Miss Universe" c o n-
test Saturday night is shown
with her father, Haitian hotel
baron, Gene Fouchard. in
other photo Miss Fouchard
goes on stroll over dad's plan.
tattoo. Miss Fouchard entered
the "Miss Universe" race as
"Miss Haiti."
Agents Predict
Revival Of The
Big Ork Parade
Agents Predict No 11 .
Chicago may well be enter-
tainment center of the nation
starting this fall and running
through next spring.
What with Regal and Tivoli
theatres already lined up f o r
A, presentation of "live" talentshows and bands and the new
policy of top names only at Rob-
erts and the newly revised Brass
Rail setup things are certain to
jump. Add to this the various
other small clubs using talent
and the situation is even more
promising.
Roberts Cafe, under manage-
ment of C. B. Atkins, manager-
husband of Sarah Vaughn, is
bringing in some of the greats
I of music and song circles for
fall and winter spotlighting. The
Brass Rail will be mostly on
combo kick as will McKie Fitz-
hugh's Disc Jockey Lounge and
Killer Johnson's Archway Sup-
per Club but only "names" will
be booked.
As to the theatres, Regal and
Tivoli "full length" shows and
bands will be featured w e e
after week with some of t h e
top attractions appearing. Such
attractions as Pearl Bailey, Sa-
rah Vaughan, Ella Fitzgerald,
Lionel Hampton, Louis A r m-
strong, Duke Ellington, N a t
King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Sam-
'Mulatto' Roles Sans Critic Hails
Blood,
Latest In Hollywood
By HILDA SEE
To save us we cannot grasp
what Hollywood insists on put-
ting out in these to-be or not-
to-be half-breed film roles of
late.
They are asking us to pay for,
and perhaps rave over, pic-
tures where the half-breed is
attempting through first o n e
ruse and another, to deny the
dark pigmentation in their
"veins" a n d without rhyme or
reason. That is they tell us the
actress in the role is a half
breed but fail miserably to prove
the point by securing ahig h-
ly publicized Hollywood blonde
s.ar for the part.
Frankly we have tried hard
to go along wiith the substitution
but without appreciable success.
All the time we are viewing the
picture we find ourselves won-
dering why some of the real
mulattoes with talents on stage
and even in movies are not chos-
en for the particular role. We
can understand why Benny
Goodman was not signed to por-
tray himself; why Lindbergh
wasn't used as star in "Spirit
Of St. Louis" but those things
present a different picture.
Neither of the principals could
act and for that reason the films
would not have been commer-
cially successful vetures. H o w-
ever, many of the "mulatto"
actresses would be available for
half breed roles in films where
whites are used instead.
BEGAN WAY BACK
Pictures featuring half breed
roles have been hitting nation's
screens for long time, Such
films as the Original Imitation
of Life that employed the tal-
ented Negro star Freddi Wash-
ington; ''Pinkie" where Jeanne
CraM was starred as the "mu-
latto;" "Band Of Angels" with
Yvonne de Carlo as ahal f-
breed and now "I Passed For
White" starring Sonya Wilde as
the half-breed.
Chances are the authors in-
cluding Chicagoan Mary Hast-
ings who wrote "I Passed For
White" had in mind actual half-
breeds. Perhaps that is why one
gets a more realistic picture
when reading the book than
comes from seeing the picture
with white stars dubbed in for
convenience and boxoffice.
It is our non-professional sug-
gestion that much is lost when
whites are substituted for Ne-
groes in the "Peola" and "Sa-
rah Jane" roles. Only the Ne-
grecs. most of whom have had
actual experience at being snub-
bed because of their race, can
be expected to give such a story
the real-life touch. This means
what happens in cases of snub-
bings that happen to whites
playing the part is artificiai and
not nearly as real as the authors
picture them in the original
books. That is why old timers
are agreed that modernization of
"Imitation Of Life" for the Lana
Turner-Susan Kohner release of
last year took something away
from the film and story. Certain-
ly Freddi Washington as "Peo-
la" was much Pore convincing
than Susan Kohner was in the
same role that was changed in
name to ''Susan Jane" but was
the same character.
Pigmentation I The Coasters
nique Style
Whenever you think of T h e
Coasters, you have to think of
a tag line of a record they once
made ''There's a Riot Going
On." On stage or on records,
The Coasters really are a
"riot," one of the most amus-
ing acts in the business. They
are good entertainers and good
musicians who have proved to
be one of the brightest spots in
the popular music picture in the
last two years.
Lester $111, the„group's man-
ager, formed the Coasters in
October 1955. The members of
the quartet were the same
four who make it up today: Carl
Gardner, Billy Guy, Bobby Nunn
and Leon Hughes. Their guitar-
ist. Adolph Jacobs, was added
a little later. Sill baptized t h e
four-some The Coasters to give
them some identification with
the West Coast, where all of
them had their homes then—
and still do today.
TJP REPEATERS
Audiences at the Apollo The-
atre, New York; Regal Theatre,
Chicago; Uptown Theatre, Phil-
adelphia: Howard Theatre,
Washington and other top talent
showcases have come to appreci-
ate the Coasters' amusing antics
and smart choreography — and
the quartet has been re-engaged
three and four times inless
than a year after their first ap-
pearance in many of these plac-
es. The Coasters have an un-
usually loyal following and this
has been reflected in record
sales, for on none of their re-
leases has volume been less than
100,000.
TV Critic Has Idea To
Put Campaign Speaches
Over With All Viewers
By FRED DANZIG
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
two political conventions will
knock at least 162 night-time
TV shows off the air in the
weeks ahead.
While this is all right with me,
experience has shown that such
wholesale pre-emptions invaria-
bly anger a portion of the else-
torate.
Therefore, I advise the suc-
cessful nominees to put together
an acceptance speech that reg-
isters, above all, a deep aware-
ness of the hardships created
by the TV schedule change3 for
some dial-twisters.
These speeches might soun
like this:
Friends Rally To Aid
Of Fired Disc Jockey
The busy corner of 125th Street
and 7th Avenue, which has been
the scene of civic, political, civil
rights and nationalist meetings,
became the rallyi.ig point for a
community's defense of a disk
jockey who figures in the cur-
rent payola investigation.
Congressman Adam C I a y-
ton Powell and his potent Har-
lem Leadership Team, Rev. 0.
D. Dempsey, unIficial Mayor of
Harlem and Dr Anna Arnold
Hedgeman. forme • assistant to
Mayor Wagner. were among the
prominent sponsors of meeting
Saturday to "urge" Radio
,Aation WLIB to re
-instate ra-
w
die personality Hal Jackson.
Along with four disk jockeys,
Jackson was recently arrested
on information charging illegal
acceptance of financial favors
from record companies.
The Rev. Dempsey, who is
also assistant to Abyssinia Bap-
tist Church pastor Dr. Adam
Powell said the Committee of
Fiends of Hal Jackson's July
9th meeting was "a friendly
demonstration of thousands of
people in the community." The
rally was coordinated by h e
Harlem Transit Committee, of
which James Harper ii Presi-
dent.
"My fellow viewers.
'To tell the truth, as I Face
The Nation tonight and prepare
to Meet The Press tomorrow, I
am humbled by the thought that
the Man and The Challenge are
now cast together for some fate-
ful adventures in Paradise.
'As I embark on this political
Ttightrope, I promise that my
campaign Wagon Train will
visit every Video Village, from
77 Sunset Strip to 21 Beacon
Street, from The Boulbon Street
Beat to the Alaskans. We'll
travel the station breaks full
circle, by Rivermoat or Whirly-
bird, and be seen by Hawiian
Eyes and other Americans of
all ages, be they December
brides or the Romper Room
set. My Person-To-Person Bold
Journey Travels the High R oad
and we are Ruff and Reddy to
give all issues an open hearing.
"While it is true that People
are Funny, Maverick-like voters,
I am confident that in Novem-
ber, after my Day In Court, you
will Play Your Hunch when ask-
ed, 'Who Do You Trust?' Your
ballot Bonanza will make me
The Triumphant, happy candi-
tate.
"What's My Line? Simply
this. I will not lead this nation
into the Twilight Zone. We will
not tremble in A Moment of
Fear. Ar we Search For To-
morrow. we can he sure ails
our 20th Century Progress re-
mains Untouchable, and charac-
terized by open end Opportuni-
ties For All.
"When you step Behind Clos-
ed Doors next November, re•
my Davis, jr., and many others.
Incidentally Chicago becomes
more inviting to name stars
coming this way from New York
with the sc.,tting up of t w o ma-
jor places in Milwaukee. This
means attractions playing Chi-
cago can also find a week's work
at nearby Wisconsin city.
In this way attractions includ-
ing shows and bands en route
from East Coast to California
can spend few weeks in a n d
around Chicago; one week in
Milwaukee to break the long
jump.
In the past attractions leaving
New York for California have
been able to get occasional work
in Chicago a little in Kansas
City but little_ of consequence.
With the Tivoli and Regal as
well as Roberts offering outlets
the situation is greatly improved
today.
As one manager of talent puts
it "Chicago's opening up so
many avenues for talent employ-
ment means more than it ap-
pears on surface at a glance."
Then with another encouraging
note he added: "it could well
mean the return of the big band
parade as well as formation of
other shows like only Pearl Bai-
ley, Larry Steele and a very,
very few dared to attempt over
past few seasons.
i$LNDI WILLIAMS
e? *ndMoms Has
Talent, Voice For A
Name" Vocalist Role
Persistently urging by friends
who refused to allow Wendy
Willi .ms to forget about a ca-
reer in singing may well net
Chicago nightery circles one of
the finds of last ,few seasons
it becomes evident day by day.
Wendy, who has appeared for
brie sessions as vocalist with
LeRoy Moore's band and in a
few Southside hot spots has
suddenly decided to branch out
with singing on a major scale.
She is listening to offers from
several managements and as
a result is slowly slipping into
the local soptlight with a bang.
Wendy, born in Lake Charles,
La., daughter of that town's
dance hall operator, William
Green, came to Chicago in her
early 'teens. Before coming
here she had sung a little in
Lake Charles but had not gotten
far One of hitches" as she
puts it is her father ran the
town's major dance hall and
refusec, to allow his daughter
to appear in his place. Thus
most of her early singing was
at special social affairs and in
productions staged at her high
sch
Shortly after coming to Chi-
cago Wend) went on a visit to
Los Angeles. While out there
she sang at a tew club affairs
where agerts heard her and
suggested that she make singing
her career. With this suggestion
as main argument in favor of
the move, Wendy accepted an
engagement at the Club Ala-
bam There followed other night
club appearances in Los Ange-
Ls before she returned to Chi-
cago.
Since home lreturning
Windy, still undecided lbout
a career as singer has accepted
a few offers, but turned down
many more than she accepted.
In meantime, friends and
patrons of clubs where she has
beet heard are putting on the
pressure and hope to have
the girl who cannot make up
her mind take entertaining
seriously
Nat King Cole, who heard
Wendy sing while she was on
West 'Coast; Duke Ellington,
Lionel Hampton and many
()that. "names" have comment-
ed about Wendy having as much
on the ball as many of the
artists who are earning big pay
through their singing today.
Ellington heard Wendy when
she made a special ,guest ap-
perance at Tam 0 Shanter
Country club last season and
it was at that time that the
great composer-bandleader ex-
pressed high appreciation for
her voice and singing style.
Congresswoman From
Alaska On
Mrs. Blanche McSmith, mem-
ber of the House of Represen-
tatives, State of Alaska will be
seen on "About Faces" with
B e n Alexander of Dragnet
f a m e, July 8th, American
Broadcasting System Channel 7,
1:00 p.m. from Hollywood.
Mrs. McSmith flew to Holly-
member that it is your Reckon-
ing that can make me the Peo-
ple's Choice. Am I to be Ameri-
ca a Mr Lucky? Is The Life of
Riley to be ours? or is your
Sween Music For a Summer
Night merely a dirge-filled
Dance Party that sends me,
politically, into Tombsstone ter-
ritory next fall. The verdict is
yours "
TV July 8
LAJEUNE RUNDLE Y,
Ophelia DeVore and Helen
Williams are shown as they
arrived in New York from
Europe where success was
all theirs in modeling and en-
tertainment fields.
Trio Of Beauties Back
From Conquests Abroad
NEW YORK — Ophelia De
Vore after an eventful four
weeks in Paris and Cannes,
France returns to the USA with
her tw. proteges, Miss La-
Jeune Hundley who captured
the "Miss Festival" title and
Miss Helen Williams who as a
model captivated the hearts of
Parisian designers and couturi-
ers.
e
LaJeune Hundley won her "Miss Festival." She will star
trip to France as a prize after in French film "Mise en caisse"
being chosen "Miss American produced by Ciriez Daubigny
Beauty" 1960 an annual Beauty
an, Talent contest sponsored
by the Ophelia De Voce Associ-
ates, Inc., of New York City.
and supervision of Ophelia De
Vore Miss Hundley ecame the
secom: American Negro in two
successive years to be chosen
Sinatra, Sammy Davis'
Picture To Chicago
"Ocean's Eleven," the sen-
sational picture starring Frank
Sinatra, Sammy Davis, in., Joey
Bishop, Dean Martin and Peter
Lawford will reach the loop via
Chicago Theatre screen early
next month it was announced
this week.
The film, made in Las Vegas
and based on story dealing with
robbery and murder in a gam-
bling city, is one of the most
awaited for releases of many
seasons.
Picture is particularly im-
portant to those who have visit-
ed Las Vegas and witnessed the
almost public manner in which
large sums of money is dis-
played before the eyes of cus-
tomers. In real life no one at-
tempts to rob or hold up places
in LP.s Vega?,. The attempt in
the picture "Ocean's Eleven"
will explain, why no such at-
tempt has ever been made.
The female star in the film
is talented and shapely Angie
Dickinson, personally selected
for the part by Sinatra who, in-
cidentally produced the film.
wood at the invitation of Ralph
Edwards who produces the 30
minute television show. Robert
Stack, movie actor also makes
an appearance on the same pro-
gram.
On the program Mrs Mc-
Smith identifies pictures of her-
self at the age of 16, another in
a cap i.nd gown graduating from
Peterson To
Get Citation
And much of the settings and
background was "shot" in the
Sands Hotel Casino where Si-
natra owns a large piece of the
business.
TRIPLE POWER
In the modern lighthouse, the
equipment which supplies power
for the big lamps is installed
in triplicate as an extra insur-
ance against possible power
failures.
The Oscar Peterson Trio
opening at London House Tues-
day, July 12, will be highlighted
by the presentation of the
Downbeat Award for winning
the jazz magazine's annual
Readers Poll.
This will mark the seventh
time the noted pianist has won
the award
Other members of the trio
are Ray Brown, who has been
bass man with Peterson for
nine years and Ed Thigpen, who
learneo to play drums from his
father, a drummer with Andy
Kirk for 17 years.
New Songs In
Sinatra, Davis
Wiley College and one of Gov Film 'Eleven/
HOLLYWOOD — Dean Martin
will introduce a new song,
"Ain't That a Kick in the
views unfortunate experiences, Head." a title derived prom one
deaths in the family preceding of his favorite expressions, in
the highlight of her life when "Ocean's Eleven," which was
she became the first and only filmed on location at Las Vegas
Negro to serve in Alaska's law-
by Frank Sinatra's Dorchester
Productions for Warner Bros.
making body, release.
ernor William Egan of Alaska
who appointed her to the House
o f Representatives May 16,
1950. The moderator briefly re-
GLASS INGREDIENT
Magnesia is used sometimes
as a lime substitute in the man-
ufacture of certain kinds of glass
products.
MAY BRITT, the well-stack-
ed Swedish actress who's Sam-
my Davis, jr.'s wife-to-be, first
clicsed with American movie-
goerb as a sexy lass in "The
Blue Angel" and "The Young
Lions' movies. 'Murder, Inc."
is May's latest flick.
• • •
GAIL JONES, the pretty and
talented daughter of Lena
Horne, auditioned for a top role
in Sandy Wilsons coming
Broadway musical called 'Val-
mouth."
• • •
THE BALLETS AFRICA-
INES the sensational dancers
who stirred up much contro-
ve_sey over their naked bosoms
whet, last in the U.S.A., will
return for an encore engage-
ment early in September.
• • •
MRS WILLIAM McDONALD
of Panda Films based on a
nove: by Jemes Hadley Chase.
Travelling side by side with
LaJeune was the alluring Hel-
en Williams. a top high fashion
model from the Grace Del
Marco Model Agency in New
York. Helen made equall •
startling news by being offer-'
a modeling position in the f
mous house of Jean Desses o _
et the foremost couturiers
Paris -.and' movie offers fr.
one of the countries top
companies.
It is obvious that Ophelia
Vore is ever making great c.
tributions to society in her s
cessful efforts to bring reco:
tion to feminine beauty cult'
and talent regardless of ra
creed or color.
Exotic II e 1 e n William
known as "Miss Modess Loy
ly" was deemed the best dres
ed lady at the Festival. H.
European wardrobe was pe
sonally selected and coordinat:.
by Personal Products educ ,
tional director and consultan ,
Personal Products was so im
pressed by Helen that they s:
lected to have an educationa
movie-short filmed on her tri..
to Paris and Cannes, France
and titled it "Helen of Paris.'
La Home's Daughter,
Eartha Kitt Next For
Broadway Spotlight
By nAsco YOUNG (that's Eartha Kitt's married
name is a cinch for a leading
role in the coming Broadway
musical, "Widow Paris," which
is set for a fall opening.
• • *
JOE LOUIS, and the other
top fighters of the century, will
soon be seen in a half-hour TV
sports sho%, since films of all
major fights were purchas•
by Ed Gray for a reported mil-
lion dollars.
• • •
CLYDE McPHATTER, wh,
hasn" had a hit record in abou
two years. has finally quit th
MGM label and switched
Mercury Records.
• • •
EARL BOSTIC, the bandies.
•-•
er, who has an extensive coi.
collection, has been approac
ed to write about his coin co
lecting hobby by a nation
rilgazine
Belafonte Enterprises
Rated One
Belafonte Enterprises, Inc.,
the parent organization of Harry
Belafonte's varied professional
activities, which include, Har-
Bel, the independent motion pic-
ture producing firm: Clara, the
music publishing company, Bel-
afonte Presents, the television
and concert producing firm; an-
nounces the expansion of the
parent company in the develop-
ment of new concepts in music
Of Larges
for all media
Warren Ling, former m
ager of Artists and Copyri./
Contracts for RCA Victor, a
Bob Bollard, Artists and Re. -
toire Executive for RCA Vict.
will head the new program
the capacity of vice-president N'7'
Music Development and Dire'
tor of Music Projects, respec
Nebr.
I
• Furniture Fashion Forecast:
Yesterday Blends With Tomorrow For Exciting New Designs
• LUCKY IS THE BRIDE whose home planning be-
gins in 1960 for furniture and furnishings designers
have anticipated her every need . . . appreciated her
love of beauty ... remembered her budget limitations,
and catered to her flair for the dramatic and her un-
failing good taste. Continuing to develop the style
warmth of "yesterday" and the design vitality of
"tomorrow" with equal poise, designers introduced at
the 1960 Home Furnishings Market collections which
• DINING AREAS may be allotted the least square
footage in the house, but homemakers need not des-
pair when faced with storing the lovely china that
turns eating into dining. Birchcraft Custom Room
Plan buffets (top left) which come in many modular
widths, now include this pair of upper and lower stor-
age cabinets in a practical 40-inal width. Lower unit
& features doors, storage drawers for silver and linen;
"IF upper unit has adjustable shelves behind dust-proof
glass doors, two shallow drawers for flatware. Divans
featured every idea from functional tubular steel fur-
niture to the serene elegance of rich brocatelles and
downs-filled cushions. The results are exciting, stim-
ulating, imaginative — an opportunity for every girl's
and every homemaker's dream to come true with room
setting plans which unfold in beauty in the period
which she prefers and within her price range, what-
ever it may be. Here are just a few ideas from the
furniture fashion forecast for your admiring pleasure!
by day and commodious guest-beds by night put on an
attractive asymmetrical air when one bed tucks half-
way under the corner table. Featured in Sakura, an
exciting new collection of rattan furniture (upper
right) designed by John Wisner for the Ficks Reed
Company, one daybed (right or left) stretches its in-
viting 74-inch length out full, has a fully-supported
back, two bolsters. The other bed, exactly the same
length, slips partially under the corner table.
L 
• BEIGE LINEN, Schiffli-embroidered, is Harvey
Probber's (famous designer of interior arrangements)
choice for this contemporary lounge chair (left cen-
ter). Both chair and matching ottoman use foam seat
cushions and have mahogany legs. The chair has a
down back pillow. (Can't you just picture a happy
bridegroom bragging about this choice of the little
woman's?) Excellent for TV watching or just plain
relaxing. This pair of occasional chairs (left center),
executed with all the traditional grace of the 18th
• FORECAST FOR 1961 is that the "short" sofa
will replace the corner "sectional" — and this pair,of
compact sofas (bottom left) just introduced to the
Tailor-Made by Tomlinson collection seem destined to
take the fashion lead. Note the softly feminine dress-
maker detailing in the angled, buttoned back and chan-
nel-puffed arms, the simple tailoring of the one-piece
seat cushion and the slim line of the exposed wood
base. Superb comfort is assured with seat and back
.11&11101111414,111.1'. k414.
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Century, also captures the low, open look that makesit equally at home in more casual contemporary set-
tings. Just introduced to the Tailor-Made by Tomlin-
son custom-crafted upholstered collection. Fabric is
raw silk, cushioning is Tomlinson's exclusive "Delecta"
— soft as down yet resilient enough to hold the dis-
tinctive style silhouette at all times. Shaped seat andback cushions cradled by a charming minimum of
back framing.
cushioning of "Delecta." Elongated elegance takes
shape as an 88-inch sofa, focal point of this grouping
of Sakura (bottom center). The generous length is
dramatically emphasized by overscale center cushions
and strengthened by the gently arched stretchers.
Flanked by a pair of end tables with drawers for odds
and ends, the sofa is companion to the Kuri chair and
a gracious lounge chair. All of these exciting designs
will be available in the Fall.
1.
The merciless rays of Ole
'Sol have wilted all marinet
o'mice and men . . . and even
tax the wonders of our air con-
ditioning . . . the net result
creating lethargy where social
doings are concerned.
Thank goodness there was
the Fourth of July to liven
things up a bit . . . and to add
impetus to the casual pace
must, of necessity, abound this
sector.
News comes our way of sev-
eral interesting holiday gath-
erings given by hosts who dis-
courage the urge to just let the
day3 pass by!
CROSLEYS ENTERTAIN
Samuel and Mattie Crosley
de ided on a pre-Fourth party
to entertain a group of their
friends the Saturday before the
patriotic day . . . and with the
confines of their lovely Fay
Avenue home as the setting,
and the ingredients of cock-
tails, gourmet menu, including
barbecued venison, fried chick-
en, baked ham, potato salad,
baked beans, slaw and hot
rolls, interesting guests having
fun with games - the affair
was indeed lovely.
Sporting smart casual attire
and avowing "Twas a wonder-
ful party", were 0. L. and Deta
Brandon, the Robert Hebanes,
the George Robinsons, H. T.
and Wilhelmien Lockard, Mrs.
Utillis Philips and her sister
Mrs. A. T. Martin, Curtis and
Bennie Williams, the Elmo
Berkleys and June and May
Moon.
SUMMER PARTY
Gracous and tres chic Miss
Naomi Creswell-one of our fair
city's most beauteous ladies
and whose name is always
mentioncd in "best dressed
women" converations - decided
tha this was just the right
time to give a party-and with
her flair for style and arrange-
ments, her guests are singing
praises of the superb hospital-
ity ladled at her home at 689
certificate further guarantees
her admittance to Delta's Stew-
ardess school whe nshe is 21
years old. Isn't that a thrilling
future to look forward to! Mari.
ly . is now attending Westmin-
ister Camp at Angola-on-lake,
Angola, New York, run by the
British Embassy. Before being
admitted to the swank camp,
8 year old Marilyn visited her
aunt, Mrs. Stella Spencer.
CHIT CHAT
Donald C. Perry is in town,
visiting -his mother, Mrs. Rena
Perry and family, from his du-
ties at Fort Knox, Kentucky,
where he is a typist-clerk, at-
tached te Btry. C, 3rd Hw. Bn.
3rd Army.
A card from well-known Lil-
lian Neu man informs us that
she is vacationing in Detroit,
Michigan, visiting members of
her family who reside there, and
thoroughly enjoying side trips
to nearby points in Canada,
and the vacation spas of that
sector.
The National Convention of
Jack and Jill of America, Inc.,
convened at Boston, Mass. last
week, and Mrs. Melba Brisco,
outgoing president of the Mem-
phis Chapter and also the South
Central regional director, at-
tended the meeting as the Mem-
phis delegate. Following the
meeting, Melba has littered a
while in the East, stopping in
New York City and Philadel-
phia and other points along the
way.
• • •
James Boone, his lovely wife,
Delores and son are soaking
up intellectual atmosphere and
knowledge, while he attends the
University of Pennsylvania.
Columbia university was the
focal points for LeMoyne Col-
lege's Charles Phillips, who left
last Saturday just after his last
examination, accompanied by
wife Mary and their children.
The younger children, Valeria
and Barbara will stop off in
RIFIFIS — The Rififis
flounced Ree-fee-fee), a newly
organized social club, made
their formal debut with their
first affair, "A Night In
Red." It was staged at
Curry's club tropicana on July
I. The group is composed of
glamorous young business and
is buzzing with the Democratic
National Convention this week.
• * •
Get-well-wishes are extended
to genial - 1i A. Gilliam, who is
convalescing at home following
his recent bout with pneumonia
. . . and, ditto to Mrs. Charlie
Davis who has also been ill.
Another well-known Memphian
who has been "under the weath-
er" of late, is Dr. O. B. Braith-
waite, to whom we also extend
our best wishes for quick re-
covery.
• * •
STORKLINGS
Tri-State Defender's manag•
ing editor Burleigh Hines, was
prouder than a peacock thit
week, with the arrival of a
fine son, little Eric Hines, who
made his grand entrance at
Collins Chapel Hospital on July
6, weighing in at 5 lbs. 13 ozs.
Mrs. Hines and little Eric are
professional women and they
entertained a capacity crowd
with tremendous success.
From left to right are Mrs.
Majorie McFerren, president;
Mrs. Ann Norton, secretary;
Mrs. Greta Owen, Mrs. Dora
Robinson, chaplain; Mrs. Ann
Carrie Isom, treasurer; Mrs.
NEWS
Guests of Mrs. Maude Trotter
for a day last week were Mr.
both hale and hearty, and are
now at home.
Another addition to the Mem-
phis census is little Denise Wil-
liamson, born last month to
Mr. and Mrs. Webster William.
son, and by now, a definite cen-
ter of interest, and activity in
the Williamson household.
CARNATION
Edith . . including Mesdames Virginia with Mary's mother, 1
Val Martin, Hattie Myrick, Nel- while Betty and Charles, jr., I
lie Humes, Georgia Dancy, accompany their parents to
COOKING HINTS
Mollie Carter, Katie Powell, New York to live during Mr. ROSALIE
Luaile Rhine Wood, Mae D. Phillips summer session.
Figsgerald, Nettie Bonner, Bei% Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Plaxico
nice Palmer, Isabel Greenlee, are both doing advance gradu-
Susi Hightower, Lessye Sugar- ate work toward their doctorates
mon, Dorothy Toureaud, Attie& at Indiana university . . . and
Price and Rubye H. Gadison.
111-ASWELL-SMITH
All activities were not cen-
tered in the metropolitan area
. . . for scores of folk wended
their way to verdant rural
climes, where somehow the
flair and flavor of the country
captures the spirit of Ameri-
cana and its Fourth celebra-
tions in the early days of our
Natioi.. With this in mind . . .
The Houston Braswells and
brothers's family, the Lucien
Smith, entertained family and
friends at their family farm
at Hickorywithe, Tenn. For the
yaunger set, there was the
srecial treat to leaving the
city early the afternoon before
C-- big day . and they savor-
el the atmosphere of hickory
f that heaan roasting whole
1. Is the evening before—tend
e ht. long night by faithful
c — and well des your
S be remember the electric
e itement of such an occasion
—ar,th sleep practically ruled
cot — what with smelling the
a 'Alia of the succulent meat
'Mich wafted the air for miles
ar.und! Plans for their after-
no'-'n ano night in the country
in-luded fishing, swimming,
blrseback riding, a bon-fire
wiener roast, a wonderful
caontry hayrick, and the ex•
g -gged early samplings of the
barbecue.
all thir was the thrilling ex-
perience of Polk Puryear. Ed-
wa-d Harris. Theodore Pickett,
Tony Vb siker, Floyd Ch avers,
Arl Williams. Fred Jordan III,
Joan Hargraves, Michael Bras-
well, Janet Braswell, Linda
Hargraves, Jana Davis, Jeanne
Latting, Yvonne Jordan, Carol
Jones, Edward Cash, Barbara
Jeag Cash and Brian Boswell.
The next day, the rest of Mr.
Braskell's family, including his
wire Mary. Howard Cash and
wife Melvina and children, Mr
and Mrs Charles Flowers and
dagghter. all joined the group.
Going up with the youngsters
the day before as chaprones
were Mr and Mrs. Allan Har-
graves and Mr. and Mrs. Clin-
ton Ray
Mrs Marian Pride, who's
studying again at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. . .and Mrs.
Katherine Perry Thomas who
let or, the 4th for New York,
where she will study Spanish
under a National Defense Act
foreign laneuage scholarship at
Hofstra college at Hempstead,
Long Island.
• • •
Mrs. Florida Robinson. aunt
of the Samual Crosley's is via•
iting while on vacation from
Newellton, Louisiana. T h e
Crosley's are also busy making
plans to attend the annual Cen-
tral States Golf Association's
annual tournament, which will
be held ai Peoria. Ill., the lat-
ter park cg this month.
• • •
Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, TSD's
niroulatior manager has been
away on vacation, visiting her
sister. Mrs. Leslie Smith in
Washington and cousin, Mrs.1
Lorraine Gossin in New York '
City
And, looking simply ravishing
these days is Mrs. Ethel yen- r
son, whom we haven't seen in a
long time—seems she has just
returned from a circuitous trip
whicl kg+ her up the Eastern
Seaboard and over to Chicago, '
stopping at every major city
along the way, and reporting
'hat she had a marvelous time.
Charming recent visitors of
the Steinberg clan were their
soil and brother Milton Stein-
berg. jr . and daughter Milton-
ette. . .accompanied by his sis-
ter Mrs. Ernestine S. Moore
and he' lovely little daughter,
Connie, who all live in Detroit.
• • •
Mrs. Maxine McCain Lowe,
former Memphian now Living
In Berkeley, Calif., where she is
going to school and making her
home siree her marriage last
Decemboi to Lawrence Lowe,
wilt, graduates from law school
next year. Maxine is more
beautiful than ever, and beam-
ing with the pleasure of her
thr, week stay with her par-
ents, Mr and Mrs Ola McCain
and her sisters. She jetted from
AIRLINE STEWARDESS San Francisco to Dallas, and
Lovely little Miss Marilyn arrived via American alr-linrs
Carter, daughter of Mrs Mollie last week.
Carter, has received the dis- Mrs Plaggie Jordan has de
tinct honor of receiving a cer- serted ur for a while to visit
tificate from Delta Airlines. cer he, sister. Mrs. Linnie Donel.
!dying her to be an honorary son Pryce In Los Angeles, and
stewardess of the company be to visit with the score of her
cause of her achievement of former Memphis friends who
86 flight hour on that line. The liv't in that wainderful city that
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF 
I SCOTT
New ideas for summer patio meals are always welcome.
And if you like food with a touch of South-of-the-Border
flavor you're sure to like this different tamale casserole.
It's an all-in-one dish that needs just salad and dessert
to complete the menu. Carnation Evaporated Milk is
used to give this dish extra delicious flavor and light
texture. Dependable Carnation adds extra goodness to
all cooking and baking, and it's always so handy right
on the kitchen shelf.
SOUTH-Of-THE-BORDER CASSIROLE
(Makes 6 to 8 servIngs)
1/4 cup salad oil
1 pound ground beef
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 1/2 cups (12 ounce con)
whole kernel corn
1/2 cup sliced ripe olives
1 tablespoon chili powder
2 teaspoons solt
Heat oil in large frying pan. Add
ground beef and onions. Cook
until meat is lightly browned
and onions are transparent. Add
corn, olives, chili powder, salt,
tomato sauce and water. Mix
well. Remove from heat. Slowly
add cornmeal to the meat mix-
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Vi cup water
1 cup cornmeal
2 eggs
1 2/3 cups (large can) undoluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED
ture, stirring constantly. Cool
slightly. Beat eggs Add Carna-
tion. Mix well. Stir into meat
mixture. Pour into buttered
2-quart casserole. Bake in mod-
erate oven 1350' F ) about 45
minutes. Garnish with grated
cheese, if desired.
Marie Harris, business man-
ager; and Miss Ruby Walker.
The Rififis are fast proving
themselves to be one of the
most exclusive, well-known
clubs to be organized in the
Bluff City. Guests at the af-
fair Included members from
the LaRita Homemakers, the
Lovetts, the L & M Social
clubs and the Clayborne
Lodge No. 1474. The Rififis
are already planning ahead to
another big affair. Mrs.
Robinson, because of special
efforts was rewarded with a
beautiful gift and cniwned
queen of the year.
and Mrs. John Rhodes ot
Paducah, Ky. Mrs. Rhodes will
be • remembered by many
Jacksonians as Miss Tessie
Barnett, formerly of Jackson.
Your regular scribe, Mrs.
Cooke and her little daughter,
Elsie Louise are enjoying a
lovely vacation visiting rela-
tives and friends in St. Louis,
Mo. and Chicago, Ill. They were
accompanied to St. Louis by
Prof. J.A. Cooke who took in
the weekend games of the St.
Louis Cards against the Mil-
waukee Braves. While in St.
Louis, they were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Jones and
family. Mrs. Jones is sister of
your scribe.
Brownsville, Tenn. is the
vacation spot for the little
Shaws, Essie, Earline and
Stella. They are guests of their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Shaw of Brownsville
LANE COLLEGE
The summer school project
of Lane college was under the
direction of Mrs. E. M. Perry
its abled advisor and Sarah B
Medcalf, president of the sum-
mer school session.
The project was climaxed
with a coronation ceremony in
front of the J. K. Daniels Libr
'ministration Building at which
time "Miss Lane College
Twins," Ella Fowler and Mag-
gie Dukes marched graciously
with their attendants and Little
Miss Layitt Joan Cooper and
her attendant following.
Miss Mary Rose Rodgers, one
of the summer school students
gave a version on the "Italian
Street Song." Other partici.
pants included Ethel Deberry
Charles Jones, Phyllis and
Bertha Atwater, Mrs. Grady
Black, jr., Misses Roniona
Robinson, Ouida Vauex and
many others.
The young misses for the
Little Miss Lanite, included
"Our Queen," Joan Cooper,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Cooper of Memphis. Tenn. Her
excort was Joseph Wright,
the son of Mrs. Doris Wrieht
of Ghana, Africa. Cynthia
Barnett, JoYcelyn Stewart,
Raymond Davies.
The attendants to "Miss
Lanite" were: Geneva Currie,
Nancy Grimes. Pauline Murray,
Doris Hill, Mary Sims, Crisie
Fisher, Estella Pollard, Mildred
Cole, Beatrice Alton, Rose
Jones, Jouise Taylor, Bertha
Marshall, and Irma Jones.
It has been a session of sum-
mer school well enjoyed by all.
Ex-Promoter Dies
SALT LAKE CITY, — (UPI)
— Hardy K. Dqwning, 92, a re-
tireo prize fight promoter
credited with giving Jack Dem-
psey his first professional
fights, died, Saturday in a hosJ
oital after several strokes
You can have healthful In-
door cooling comfort all
summer long for only a few
cents a day with Carrier
Air Conditioning. Don't
postpone comfort.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
-Everybody Likes 'Err-
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds
Iwo Yea, Old Country Horns -----,....---....--
5,y Month Old Country Homo
Ono Yoe. Old Country Hems 
Throe Tow Old Country Homo $1 100er Lb
Reel Country Hickory Sill Ok •11 54/1/911111 (11 PIP 4 lb listosl. 514 per Lb
Loon Hiehorv Smoking Seem, 14 t• 10 Lb Siabl ear L6
Mood nom 11 21 end 111.1111 oar Lb
frtus POSTAGE)
WI SHIP COD OR SEND CMICK-----GUAIANTIPD 6000 ORM
Motel non* VI 2-0152. Business Phone, VI 2-5141
On Bypass 31W Route, 251 it, St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Residence Phones. VI 2-8152
Former 'Living Ad'
Wed In California
Social interest is centered on
the announcement by Mr. and
Mrs. Ola McCain of 2099 Lyon
of the marriage of their daugh.
ter, Miss Maxine Ann McCain
of Berkely, Calif., to Lawrence
C. Lowe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Byrd Lyons of San Francisco,
Calif.
The former Miss McCain is
the maternal grandaughter of
Mrs. Cora Alexander and the
late George Alexander. Her pa-
ternal grandparents are the late
Mr.and Mrs. Joe Will McCain
of Grenada, Miss.
The couple was married on
December 26, 1959, at St. Agnes
R. C. Cathedral in Berkely by
the Right Reverend Joseph An-
drews, before members of the
families and a few close friends.
MR. AND MRS. Lawrence C.
Lowe are seen together fol.
lowing their marriage of
December 26, 1959, in Berke-
ly, Calif. Announcement of
the wedding was made by
Mrs. Lowe is a graduate of
Manassas high school and at-
tends the University of San
Francisco where she is pursuing
a major in business administra-
tion. She was twice a J-U-G'S
Charity Ball living ad.
Mr. Lowe received the Bach-
elor of Science degree in polit-
ical science from San Francisco
State College, and is now a third
year student at the Hastings
School of Law of the University
of California. He is a member
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Mrs. Lowe arrived in Mem-
phis last week to spend a three
week visit with her parents,
family and friends.
Mr, and Mrs. Lowe are resi-
dents of Berkely, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Ola CcCain of
2099 Lyon. Mrs. Lowe is the
former Miss Maxine Ann Mc-
Cain. The couple reside in
Berkely, Calif.
Nothing covers the miles like your telephone!
Quickly, easily, personally you're there.
In town or out, night or day—your telephone
is always at your service. Make 1 local call or
100—it costs no more. Happy bargain,
your telephone.
Hi, we are glad that you can
pick up and read our latest
happenings. By the way, how
was the fourth with you,
CHURCH
Recently the "East Memphil
Soft Singers" celebrated their
third anniversary. Officers are
Sister M. Ilsygood, mangsger
Sister M. Gilmore, president;
Sister R. Davis, secretary. Out
standing members are Sisters
Mable Fleming, D. Taylor, J
Moody and E. Taylor. Advisors
are Deacon J. L. Turner and
Brother Manual Jamerson
e
Groups that appeared on pro-
gram were the Junior Caravans
the Gospel Harmonizers, the
Friendly Harmonizers and the
New Philadelphia Harmonizers
Bro. Sammy L. Ealey is pre
senting the Senior choir of the
N e w Philadelphia Baptist
church in a "Mammoth Music-
al" program Sunday night. July
31, 7:30 p. in. There will be
great choirs and singing groups
such as the Open Door Senior
choir, the Celestial Ensemble
and the Harris Singers of the
N e w Philadelphia Baptist
church. The Misteress of cere.
monies will be WLOK's Golden
Girl. Mrs. Joan Golden. Rev
B. T. Dumas is pastor, Bro
Sammy L. Ealey, promoter and
director and Sis. Ella Allen is
church clerk.
Recently the Junior Caravans
rendered a great musical pro.
"gram at the New Philadelphiaaptist church on behalf of the
Wiit'ien's Day program. The day
will be July 16, and will be
anonsored by Bro. C. Pointer.
COUPLES
Ora Hokes and L. J. Mitchell,
Willie Kearney and Robert
Walls, Ruth Patrick and Junior
Crawford, Leandrew Davis and
Louise ? ? 7 ?, Roy Bonnet
and Fannie Gaines. Matthews
Burkins and Carolyn Dukes,
Barbara Clark and Johnny
Faulkner, Majorie Crutcher and
Lawrence, Bobby Rutherford
and Doris Stout, Annie Faulkner
and / / 7 7
TOP BOYS
Charles Freeman, Arthur
Jones, John Garrett, Richard
Jamerson, Eddie Walls, H
Mitchell, Robert Walls, Carl
Smith and Percy Jones.
TOP GIRLS
Lorene Cotton, Mary Patrick,
Gloria Callaway, Joyce Harris,
Lydia Jackson, Verdell Bolden.
Beatrice Jamerson, Ora Hokes,
Doris Macklin and Mettle Gar
rett.
Recently the Stalionetts gave
a picnic at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Young of 4926 Wil-
liam Arnold rd. The occasion
was to honor their "Sweet-
heart" who Is Charles Freeman.
Ones seen having a good time
were Doris Macklin, Paul ? !,
Lawrence Woods, Majorie
Crutcher, John Coeer, Rebbecca
Davis, Robert Walls. Louise
Willett, Fannie Gaines, Roy
Bonner and a host of others.
CIVIC CLUB
See next week's paper.
Wait, spend a dime, save the
rest; And buy a Tri-State that
Is the best.
We'll see you next week. So
remember, be ever wonderful
Home Brew In
Woman's Kitchen
Problem To Coos
DECATUR. Ill. — (UPI) —
Police, finding a still and 24
quarts of home brew in the
kitchei. of Mrs. Stella Dale,
62, said Sunday they did not
know with what they could
charge her.
Decatur Police Chief James
May said it was the first
bootlegging incident strive re-
peal and he was not sure the
city had any laws to cover it.
EAST MEETS WESST —
Pausing recently at Los
Angeles, AME Bishop W. R.
SWilkes, Atlanta, Ga., greets%Inset Glenn, coca-Cola
Bottling company of Los
Angeles. Bishop Wilkes. was
In attendance at the 3gth
General Conference of the
African Methodist Episcopal
church when be took time out
from his busy program to
visit Refreshment Center for
Coca-Cola and pay respects to
a hometown product. The
Coca-Cola company, Atlanta,
was among a large number
of manufacturers of consumer
products which exhibits and
maintained sampling locations
in the important church con-
vention.
Straighten your hair
at HOME in
one easy application!
Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strata home method
gives you profossional-type results,. leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest,
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directioris, money-beck
guarantee in every package.
GENTLE ateenith for women and
children's lnnger, finer hair.
REGULAR itrength for nen's Ahore-
e0Orgier hair,
OIC Two OUNCE JAR
anti Nurtroll ter
CO11101•61 MOM Sit $1 N
REUNION — A family re-
union was held last week at
the home of Mrs. Lucille Sten-
son, 1579 Ragan st.Among the
family present were a great
grandmother, grandmother,
and several grand children.
Above, members of the family
are (I-r) Mrs. Lucille Stenson
of Memphis; Mrs. Cora Wil-
liams, holding son. Lamont
and Mrs. Bessie Williams and
little Cleo Williams, Jr., son
-
411**tikkksmk* -4
of Mrs. Cora Williams, all of
Chicago. Seated is Mrs. Liz-
zie McKinnon, who is a great
grandmother. Mrs. McKinnon
will be 75 her next birthday.
(Staff Photo by Billy Duncan)
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By CARLOTTA STEWART
Musing: Marriage • . .
Establish a partnership Most
marriages are like corpora-
tions, with majority and minor-
ity stockholders. Or businesses.
in which the relationship is that
of employer and employee.
Rarely do we find husband and
wife on absolutely equal terms
in their rights as well as re-
sponsibilities. The Tates J. P.
Morgan said lin explaining the
mechanics of -a joint bank ac-
count, "It is simple, it is an
account where' one person does
the depositing and the othe is
withdrawing . . . usually the
husband and wife."
In a successful marraiee one
takes care not to withdraw
more than one deposits. On the
other hand, one never cares
how much the other cashes. A
imarriage partnership based on
Ifaith Is not a fifty-fifty proposl
tion. Each may take on nothing
. . . and no questions asked.
Dear Carlotta: My husband
and I have very different views
concerning our baby. The
baby is only three months old
and cryes. He wants to let him
cry. He says I am moilinc him
and that the discipline should
start now. It makes Me very
nervous when T can't even see
what is 'Mine the baby. Whet
should I do? He insists the baby
must "learn." Mother
Dear Mother: This is correct
—the baby does have to learn
And discipline is important at
any age, even the youngest.
But the discipline of a very
young baby is often more s
discipline of handling, of Sche
dule. of surroundings, than a
matter of "making them learn."
The demands of the very youne
infant are strong, positive and
insistent. If he is hunery, he
cries, for food and usually con-
tinues to cry until he gets it.
Parents who used to bring
their babies up on the old strict
three-hour schedule have dis
covered that their babies did
not "learn" that they would
have to wait and thus give up
crying. So now in the earliest
months following a more adap
tive "self--demand schedule,'
many parents allow the child's
own needs to determine their
handling to quite an extent.
Later on. as baby grows older.
"self adjustment" will come
Into play and the baby will
learn little by little to "adpt."
Musing: Marriage: Develop
Common Interest. It is said it
easier for the lion and a lamb
to lie down together than a
husband and wife to live togeth-
er if their desires and dreams
are miles apart. Marriage
partners can be divided in back-
ground, but must be together in
the foreground of their future
They should strive to move for
ward as one, enjoying the
same pleasures taking pride ir
the same values, pursuing the
same ideals. Common interests
can be created where none
exist. Faith can move monu.
tame of discord and division.
Dear COUNSELOR: I am A
11-year-old eirl, I am worried
about a cute boy on the pia%
ernund. He was in my room al
schn-1 And while I was in the
room he used to eat paner and
erasers. My mother used to say
It was because he liked roe. She
says he was showing off. I am
afraid while on the play ground
he will start eating dirt, and
get sick. What can I do? Mary
Dear Mary: Pay no attention
to his strange diet. if he finds
out you are concerned he may
go drinking the water out of
the swimine pool. Just be
pleasant to him when he acts
normal and ignore the other
stunts. If you reward his odd
behavior by showing alarm, he
will keep it up forever . or
until he drops.
Your counselor.
Dear Counselor: This is my
problem. I am 25, divorced and
living with my mother. I have
a three year old son, and a
baby girl. My children mean a
great deal to me. This man I
'am going with says he is in
love with me. and I believe him
because he never goes with otie
er women. I know I love him
very much. The trouble is he
can't stand children. When ever
my son comes into the room he
says, "Tell him to go play
somewhere." I keep telling my-
self he is just not used to kids
and when we are married he
will change.
Please tell me if you think
this could work out. He has
asked me to set the date. but
I am afraid. I want a home of
my own badly, but I don't want
He is perfect except for this one
to make another bad marriage.
fault — Miserable, •
Dear Miserable: What do you
this one fault" This is like say
mean "he is perfect except for
'All Around Towne
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan
Buenos Dios amigos, beaming
In this session with the. latest
and the greatest.
COMING ATTRACTIONS:
Say, the Hunky Dory Fan
club is giving a lawn party and
platter session at 2344 Dexter,
from 7:00 until. Hunky Dory
will spin the platters. Tickets
35c in advance and 50c at the
door. Refreshments are free.
DATE JULY 15
Think it over, have you done
your good deed for today?
"Say you have, that's good."
NOW DIG THIS!
Holidays are strictly what's
happening and the fourth of
July was no exception. It seems
as if all the gang really swung
into the feel of the day. Relax
a while and let us tell you what
From Danger
To Comics In
Quick Leap
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. —
(UN) 
— The little lad made
history Saturday by living
through a 165
-foot plunge over
Niagara Falls on Saturday.
blithely reading comic books on
Sunday, and planning to resume
his first school vacation Mon-
day.
Roger Wood, blue-eyed and 70
pounds of adventurer, was due
out of hospital barely 48 hours
after becoming the first person
ever to survive an unintentional
dive over the Horseshoe Falls_
A feat that has cost many well-
cushioned stunt men their lives.
Roger was swept over the falls
Saturday after the outboard
motorboat in which he was rid-
ing capsized in the swift current
of the upper Niagara river.
Mg a person is in excellent
health, except for a small
cancer. If you think you're mis-
erable now, just go ahead
and marry a man who hates
children. After the honeymoon,
when the romance is no longer
shinty, you will have more
trouble than you dreamed was
possible,
things took place on that day
Okay?
Jackie, June, Tim, Thaderick,
Elizabeth really took over at
Fullers park, picnics galore
were all around. Joyce Berry
and Tommy Martin certainly
had their share of barbecue and
fun.
After finding all the parks
crowded what's better than an
old fashioned hay ride and
Mary Montgomery. Percy Ward
and others should be able to
answer that.
Sarah Jackson, Geraldine
Bernard. Veronica Walthalt
B. S., and their escorts found
the movies to he just the place
to get away from busy holiday
traffic, so they say. And what
could be better than sitting at
home with the Hi-Fi. the one
you love, and the best of eats?
Ask Marion Brown and his
girl G. N. they should know.
Joe Johnson took to the water
and did the natural thing, swim
you know. Drayton Bias didn't
go any place, hut get this, he
lay, next fourth of July he's
going to paint the town red,
white and blue. (way-out huh)?
"What did you do on the
Fourth?"
DEDICATIONS:
Tell the truth—Betty Cunnigan
and Carlos Harris a woman, a
over, a friend, Joe Johnson—
Boy of My Dreams for all the
secret admirers of C. S. and M.
B. Sticks and Stones—Margue-
rite and Robert — Eery-
thing about You—G. H. and
Marion.
A thousand cups of happiness
DEFENDER 11
Sat., July 16, 190
for Sarah Jackson, Henry
Mitchell.
TOP SENIORS
Joe Brown, David Porter,
John Garrett, Leslie McClora
and James Gross.
TOP SENIORETTAS
Margaret Sherrod, Clara
%Yaks and Tommie Kay Hayes.
Smith, George Hebron, Rita
Wilks and Tommie Kay Hayes.
Well we got a date Co hop a
freight and make it on south of
the boarder, so until then, Adios
Amigos, Cha cha and all that
stuff, you know?
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BYE to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing Gray
LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with $2.00
for fail results jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
8163 N.E. Itnd Ave.
Miami 38, Florida
 1
SLEEP 8 HOURS--
WAKE UP TIRED?
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic,
After a goed night's sleep, do you
still feel tired out? Often this
run-down feeling is due to "Iron.
Hungry Blood" (simple iron
deficiency anemia). Then it's
needless for most women to suffer
such awful weariness.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab-
lets, only iron tonic made espe-
cially for women. Rich in iron,
Pinkham Tablets start to
strengthen your blood within one
day! Thus quickly help build rich,
red blood. .. to restore strength
and energy so you feel tine again
fast! If your blood is so starved
for iron that you just drag
through the day, get wonderful
Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets from
any drug store today. Then just
see if you don't soon feel like a
"new" woman again.
FEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia IC. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miser-
able discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
SULLIVAN'S ANNUAL
SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE!
Beginning Thursday, July 14 thru Friday, Satur-
day and Monday. All quality nationally adver-
tised lines.
BIG VALUES
Good choice of sizes, styles and New Summer Col-
ors.
Ladies and Children Popular Dresses $8.98424.98
— 20% to one-third off.
.....
Ladies wash Patio Dresses. Regular $2.98-$3.98
2 for $5.00.
Ladies shorts regular $1.98-$2.98 - $1.00.
Men and Boys sport shirts 20% to one-third off.
Special group of boys shirts $1.98-$2.98 for $1.00.
BE SURE AND VISIT OUR BARGAIN COUNTER_
TRADE And SAVE Where PRICES Are RIGHT
And Customers Are Appreciated.
SULLIVAN'S DRY MOS STORE
763 E. McLemore At Mississippi
PHONE WH. 6-5692
Store Hours: Weak Days 9-6 p.m. — Sat. 9-7:30 p.m.
DON'T MISS
Your
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home Delivery Service
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
Fill in Application Now
_Application For
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service
(Date)
ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Department
Please send the Tri-State Defender
Name
by newsboy each week to:
Address
City
(Please Print)
State Phone
I understand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published *very Wednesday and costs only
15c per copy. Thank You.
(NOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Home Delivery Dept. c/o Tri-State
236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).
PHONE JA. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
Defender,
4
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Canadian Town In Fun-Frolic •
—A cross section of old veter-
ans and new faces will make
up O. cast Monday when the
All-Star baseball game makes
its debut in Kansas City's Mu-
nicipal Stadium.
For the first time in Kansas
City's Icing baseball history,
first as a high-ranking minor
league center and for the last
six yeses the home of t h e
American league athletics, the
game's top stars will gather
bee for the drama which draws
&scone, billing only to the world
aeries.
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Martin Hon. Hubert C. Fernandes, Marshall, Grand Commission-Johnson, secretary, New Eng- President, New England States er of health. Charles Jones,land States Elks association. Ms Association. Dr. Carter Past State President.
r
an
g 
On Back Of Car) Dtr: BALD 1st vice-president of the accompanied by other uniden-LIE WALKER ARCKI- New England States Auxiliary, tifield Officials.
(ERONTo CAPT'IN DON E.
SMITH of the Antler guard
Leading, Montreal VICTORY
LODGE Ma MARCHING
UNIT, through Crowded Seig-
neur street.
Youngsters, Vets
All-Star .Cas
man mound staff that would
have delighted any All-Star
manager ii‘er the 27-year his-
.ory of the game.
Although the' managers pick-
ed the pitchers and reserves
for the All-Star team, t h e
players themselves voted to se-
lect the starting lineup.
Roger Mans, 25-year-old'on this year's squad, hit a two-KANSAS CITY, Mo. — tuPI) More than 31,000 are expect- rightfielder for the New Yorkout, two-on home run in t h e,
Yankees, drew the most votes ninth Mining of the 1941 All-
in both leagues with 198, wii. Star Game to give the Ameri- 
Flee Smallpox Epidemiclie Mays, San Francisco's cen. can league a 7-5 victory over
A
(FRONT) BERNICE WHIMS
of Montreal at the head of a
column of junior ELKS.
CROWD LINING A DOWN-
TOWN STREET, to watch a
marching unit perform.
FIVE TIRED ELKS OF THE Haven, Connecticut getting aEAST ROCK Lodge, New rest on nearby door step, after-
the parade.
ad to see the game. Former
American league president Will
Harridge will throw out t h e
first ball Millions more will
watch it on nationwide televis-
ion.
The second All-Star Game, aninnovation which began last
year. will be played Wednesdayin New York.
Neither Amerii an leame
manager Al Lopez nor Nation-
al league manager Walt Alston,
who piloted last year's pennant
winners, has named his start
ing pitcher. But each has a 10
Baltimore shortstop Ron Han-
sen. at 22 the youngest player
in either starting lineup, was a
Isurpri Me choice on the Amer-ican league team The Orioles'
'rookie sensation drew ins votes
to 41 for Chicago's veteran Luis
Aparacio.
In contrasting ages, Hansen
was only 3 years old when Bos-ton's Ted Williams, a reserve
Montreal Mayor
Welcomes Group
International Civil Aviation
building, was the scene of one
of Montreal's most colorful af-
fairs when some 600 invited
guests attending the ew Eng-
land State Convention of Elks
danced into the early morning
hours in the main ballroom.
Over 3,500 visitors, many
from the United States, flocked
to this Canadian city to partici-
pate in the festivities which fea-
tured musical programs, busi-
ness sessions, parties and a huge
parade down Dorchester boule-
vard, through the heart of the
city.
Participating at a Sunday
morning worship service in
which the Rev. Este, pastor of
the Union United church, gave
the sermon, were the Rock-
Huntas singers, directed by
Joseph Peters and a choir from
New Haven, Conn.
Richard Peteway, minister of
music at the Congregational
church, Talladega, Ala., was or-
ganist for the occasion.
MAYOR SPEAKS
Greetings to the visiting dele-
gates and their friends were ex-
tended by Montreal Mayor Sarto
Fournier who, in quoting a line
from the late President Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt, declared that
the line that separates the Unit-
ed States and Canada was to
unite us rather than divide." It
MONTREAL, Caraida — The was believed the first time the
Mayor spoke to a Negro group.
The Mayor complimented the
Elks on choosing Montreal as
their convention site, noting that
there is no class distinction here.
He denounced those who thought
along the lines as Hitler did,
stating that 70 per cent of the
1,300,000 population were French
and that good will exists between
the different religions.
PARADE SPECTACLE
Thousands of Montrea 1-
ers watched the brilliant pa-
rade spectacle which stretched
for eight city blocks. The high
stepping gymnastics of girl
marching units from the Unit-
ed States won plaudits of the
crowd on many occasions.
Montreal Elkdoms own march-
ing unit in glittering splendor
stepped smartly along the pa-
rade route led by Captain Rose
Daniels, of Beaver Temple and
Capt. Donald E. Smith of Vic-
tory Lodge 1088.
Some of the dignitaries from
visiting lodges were Hubert C.
Fernanders, grand esquire, New
England S t a te $ and Eastern
Canada Elk Lodges; R. Jeanne
E. Kelly, president, Association
Auxiliary, and Dr. Carter Mar-
shall, grand health commission-
er.
W. T. Fraser, exalted ruler,
was general chairman of the
convention committee.
•
Attempt Cure For
Head fir Neck Cancer
NEW YORK CITY — Several
cancer patients in East Africa
are being treated by a new
method for head and neck can-
cers with a drug called Me-
thotrexate.
The method previously tried
out in two New York hospitals
is now being used in hospitals
in Kenya and Uganda, under
a $10,000 grant from the Amer-/ Wan Cancer Society.Scientists attending the re-
cent annual meeting of the
terfielder, was the leading 
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Rosiji In
Appeal To
UN Council
choice in the National league Williams, 41, will be making, Area; 8 Die In Nigeriawith 193. ihis 16th appearance in an All-
the Nationals.
Star game this year. Stan Mu-
vial. 39, of the St. Louis Card-
inals, is the only active player
1who has participated in more.
Musial will make his 17th itP'
pearance with the National
leagues stars here, more than
any other player in the h 5-
torY of the contest•
• 
• •
LAGOS, Nigeria —
A smallpox epidemic claimed
the lives et eight persons in
Onitsha Province in Eastern
Nigeria recently, health oi
ficials disclosed Tuesday.
Another 22 persons were he.
hag treated in a temporary iso-
lation camp, they said. More
than 5,000 persons fled the
Province when news ef the
epidemic spread.
Health teams have vaccinat-
ed 6,000 persons who did net
flee their homes in the swam-
py mangrove areas on the
banks ef the Niger River, of-
ficials reported.
•
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.—
Chief Ayotunde Rosiji of the
Federation of Nigeria has sug-
gested to the Trusteeship Coun-
cil of the Uuited Nations that
the proposed plebiscite in North-
ern Cameroons include a ques-
tion designed to postpone a de-
cision on the future of the terri-
tory.
He said his delegation felt
that the interim between Ni-
geria's projected independence
and the plebiscite itself—Octo-
ber 1, 1960 to February, 1961—
was too short a period for ade-
quate deliberation on the sub-ject. cancerous tissue. In order toAt the moment, the two
plebiscite questions permit a
choce only between joining the
Cameroons or remaining a part
of Nigeria. Chief Rosiji propos-
ed a third question indicating
possible "reference for a longer
time to consider that alterna-
tive or others.
MIGHT REMAIN
"It is premature now to say
whether or not a majority of
the people in Northern Cam-
eroon' want to remain a
part of the Federation of
Nigeria," Chief Rosiji said. He
suggested they might wish to
remain in the Federation as a
state or join with Southern
Cameroons, under British trus-
teeship, to form a state within
the Federation or establish a
state outside the Federation
with Southern Cameroons.
Chief Rosiji pointed out that
any one of the three courses
would confrom with results of
a plebiscite conducted by the
UN last November, wherein
only about one-third of those
voting expressed a desire to re-
main within the Northern
Region of Nigeria when the
Federation became independent.
Should a majority of those
voting request additional time
to consider the alternatives,
Chief Rositi proposed that the
UN assume administration of
the territory after Nigeria be-
comes independent until a final
plebiscite decides the future of
Northern Cameroon'.
Accompanying Chief Rosiji on
his mission to the UN were
Umaru Ardo Bubo Michika and
Abdullaki ewers° Kadu, both
of whom are fretn Northern
Cameroons and are members ofthe Federal Houle of Repre-
sentatives of Nigeria.
James Ewing Society at Me-
morial Center, N e w York,
heard a report on results at
the King George VI and Aga
Khan Hospitals in Nairobi,
Kenya, and at the Makerere
College Hospitto in Kampala,
Uganda.
PREPARE REPORT
The report was prepared by
Dr. Robert D. Sullivan and Dr.
Edward Miller, both of the
New York Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospital, and other as-
sociated physicians of Memo-
rial and James Ewing Hospi-
tals, Sloan • Kettering Insti-
tute, New York City, and the
King George VI and Aga }Chan
Hospitals in Nairobi.
Dr. Sullivan, who Is super-
vising the project, Is in East
Africa. The report was pre-
sented by Dr. Edward Miller.
He is a co-worker in the proj-
ect with Dr. Sullivan, and re-
cently returned from Nairobi.
Dr. Miller said that East
Africans ha,..'e a relativelylarge percentage of head and
neck cancers. In the United
States, cancers of this type are
rare, but are generally treatedby extensive surgery and by
radiation.
Encouraging results were
achieved by the slow, continu-
ous, 24-hour administration of
a drug called Methotrexate in-to the main artery supplyingthe head and neck over periods
up to 15 days. Methotrexate is
a cell poison which destroys
kill the cancer and save thepatient, an antidote was ad-
ministered at the same time.The antidote, citrovorum fac-tor, is a vitamin stimulant.
The American scientists were;molted to undertake their workin the East African Hospitalsby the African Research Foun-dation, an interracial organiza-tion devoted to improving thehealth of East Africans and tothe building up of medical fa-cilities and the training of EastAfrican physicians, by makingavailable to them the most ad-vanced Western skills.
Dr. Joseph H. Burchenal,
Chief of the Chemotherapy
Service at Memorial Hospitaltold newsman that the African
Research Foundation was "tre-
mendously helpful" in layingthe groundwork for the Meth°.trexate project He said that
the infusion technique h a s
great potential because it
might be used in treating any
Africa, but that many more
cancer that remains moderate-ly localized.
Chief Rosiji Ii deputy leaderof the Opposition in the Federalileum of Representatives anda former Federal Minister ofHealth. He has also served asa member of the board of theNigerian itailvray CorporaJonand the Education AdvisoryCommittee in the WesternRegion.
He is federat secretary of theAction Group Party which hehelped charter in 1951 and whichhas controlled the governmentsince winning elections in theWestern iegion in 1952.
•
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DR. WARMOTH T. GIBBS,
who will step down this sum-
mer as president of A&T Col-
lege in North Carolina, sees a
bright future for the Machin
tion.
Africa Rebels
tape Nuns In
Drunk Revolt
By GEORGE SIBERA
(United Press International)
LEOPOLDVILLE, Congo —
(UPI) — A Belgian territorial
administrator described Friday
how drunken African rebel sol-
diers desecrated a convent and
raped young white women and
nuns in strife-torn Thysville.
The administrator of the Ma-
dimba region, who took refuge
in the Belgian embassy here,
was among the first Europeans
to flee Thysvillc after African
"force publique" soldiers re-
volted and arrested white citi-
zens.
'The revolt in Thysville wast one incident in an outbursto violence throughout Africa.
. At least four persons were kill-
ed and many more injured when
rival political grotips battled
with swinging machetes in a
violent uprising at Shagamu In
Nigeria.
TEAR GAS
In Cholo, Nyasaland, police
fired tear-gas to break up a
march of 500 Africans on Cholo
police station. The marchers
were believed attempting to free
the leader of a sitdown strike
on Nyasaland's largest tea
planation.
The Madimba administrator,
who declined to give his name,
said he was awakened by Aft!-
can soldiers with news that a
volt had spread from the
p Hardy barracks in Thys-
e to outlying posts.
He said troops at Inkisi round-
ed up all European residents
and raped the wife of another
Belgian administrator "sever-
al times" before beginning a
house-to-house search for wea-
pons.
'A group of mutineers who
arrived from Madimba broke
into the convent of Mbanza-Bo-
ma where many European wom-
en had fled:' the official said.
''Women and nuns were raped
at gunpoint.''
RELEASE EUROPEANS
The administrator said Gas-
ton Diomi, vice • premier of the
Leopoldville province, arrived
and won the release of Europe-
ans but was unsuccessful in
persuading the rebels to give
up-
Later in the day, another band
mutineers arrived in a truck
the same convent and smash-
ed their way into the chapel
where the nuns were praying.
"They menaced them and
roughed them up before drag-
ging two screaming girls along,"
the administrator said. "Hours
later, the girls were found kilo-
meters away in the jungle where
they had been abandoned stark
naked."
CEMENT FACTORY
Groups of soldiers were re-
.5
Vow Other Means OF
Curbing Customers
NEW YORK — The petition
campaign conducted during
April and May by the Commit-
tee to Defend Martin Luther
King, jr., and the Southern
Christian Leadership Confer-
ence is being terminated by
July 15.
The Committee has made
known the results of its cam-
paign in a letter to the Board
of Directors of Woolworth's.
"Forty-five thousand people,"
wrote the Committee, "have,
as a result of this campaign,
pledged themaelves not to buy
from your stores until as a
matter of national policy, you
reverse and abandon the dis-
criminatory treatment of Negro
people in your Southern stores.
FULLY AWARE,
"We are confident that this
loss of customers from your
stores is only a beginning; we
promise that in the months to
come we shall continue our
work to inform the public as
to .he issues involved, and we
look forward confidently to an
even more massive loss of busi-
ness from your store as the
people become fully aware of
the nature of the discrimination
that you practice in the South
and of the ominous implications
of this policy for the future of
American democracy.
"We are confident that you
also wilt see not only that this
polio' is inherently undemo-
cratic but that it is econom-
ically unwise."
FULL EQUALITY
The support of the petition
campaign, the Committee con-
tinued, indicated a desire for
full equality "among all sec-
tions of our people and in all
sections cf our country." Signa-
tures on the petition, which
pledges the signer not to buy
from Woolworth's until it aban-
dons its discriminatory policies,
have come in from over thirty
states and the District of Co-
lumbia.
Thousands of signatures have
been gathered by trade union-
ists in plants and offices, thous-
ands more by students on the
cohege campuses and in high
schools. Settlement houses and
hospitals have contributed their
share. Jewish, Catholic and
Protestant groups have partici-
pated.
Outstanding work has been
done among the students in
the deep South, in New Eng-
land, New Jersey and New
York; in the Midwest, and in
California, Oregon and the
state of Washington.
Hails Return
Of 'Moonshine'
By JOYCE SCHULLER
(United Press International)
Fifty gallons of moonshine in
the makin' coursed through
Chicago's sewers last week, but
one of the city's busiest inter-
sections still smelled like a
backwoods brewery.
It all happened because a
squad of "revenooers" nabbed
six Virginia "moonshiners"
stewing their brew in the heart
of the city that once boasted
such.illegal liquor luminaries as
Al Capone.
The moonshine wasn't hard to
find. All the FBI men had to
huge cement factory at Lum-
bako near Thysville and forced
the European personnel to crawl
on all fours in front of the Afri-
can workers.
In Leopoldville, army mutin-
eers began obeying the orders
of their European officers yes-
terday, apparently satisfied
with Premier Patrice Lumum-
ba's promise they would all be
promoted one grade.
Lumumba went to Thysville
and met with mutineer leaders
who later released their Bel-
gian officers.
An armored column of loyal
troops which rushed 100 miles
to Thysville prevented the mu-
tineers from marching on :o
the capital.
PRISON RIOT
In another sector of the Con-
go, inmates of the Stanleyville
central prison revolted, broke
down the prison gates and rac-
ed through town yesterday shout-
ing "independence." Police were
called to round up the prison-
ers, but no word reached Leo-
poldville on how many escaped
or if any had been captured.
The Congo has been plagued
by internal strife since freedom
was won from Belgium June 30.
However, the Thysville mutiny
was by far the worse.
Although a Congo defense
ministry spokesman said the
mutineers released their white
officers and were now obeying
orders, a later Belgian radio
broadcast said the mutiny was
still in progress even though
ported to have broken into a the officers were freed.
do was follow their noses.
The six bearded Virginians
showed up with their own still,
mounted on a 1911 Ford, for the
43rd annual convention of Lions
International.
CROWD CHEERS
The men — all prominent citi-
zens of Norton, Va. — ivied
zens of Norton, Va. — rolled
opening-day parade and began
to publicly distill the awful-
smelling mash to the cheers of
onlookers.
Nobody seemed to mind ex-
cept the government. The rev.
enooers were a-waiting at the
hotel when parade was over
with orders to get rid of the
mountain dew.
I "Sure, it's illegal," conven-
tioneer Clem Daniels protested,
"but we got away with it in
San Francisco, Miami and New
York. We made the parade real
educational. There's kids here
who've never seen a still."
But the Feds were firm and
the mountaineers sorrowfully
poured all 50 gallons down the
drain.
"If we'd been in the woods,
they'd never caught us," John
(Uncle Herman) Harmon satd.
"Why, that stuff was all ready
to make 'White Lightnin' for to-
night."
The mountaineers had one
consolation. There's no law —
national or local — to prevent
them from carrying out their
second nose-curdling vow — not
to take off their red long Johns
or take a bath until Saturday.
Hillard At Camp To
Get .Army Training
CAMP McCOY, Wis.—George
Hillard, 25, 4047 W. Arthington,
Sunday began his annual active
duty for training here with Co.
I., 335th Regt. (BCT), a compo-
nent of the XI U.S. Army Corps
and the 85th Division.
Hillard, the son of Mrs.
Beatrice Hillard will participate
in individual and unit field
training. Fundamentals of field
operations and leadership will
be stressed.
Hillard is employed by Wal-
green's Drug company.
FAMU PROFESSORS GET
DOCTOR'S DEGREES —
Florida A & M University pro-
.
bettors getting deetor of phi-
Issophy degrees recently were
Herbert Jones (left) and Leon-
ard Spearman, both from the
University of Michigan, and
Harold Rose from Ohio State
University. Dr. Jones is is
physics, Dr. Spearman is in
psychology, and Dr. Rase is
in geography. ( A&M itaff
photo by Horace Jones Jr.)
WHEN K. G. FRANCIS (left)
graduated recently at A&T
College, his brothers and sis-
ters traveled far to witness
the ceremony. They are from
(left to right): Miss Maybe
Francis, Antigue, BWI; Miss
N. 0. Francis. Jamaica, N.
Y.: N. A. Francis, a New York
City civil engineer; Miss Blain
dina Francis, New York City
and Attorney Claude E. Fran-
cis, Antigue, BWI,
Chief Asks UN Delay
Action On Cameroons
UNITED NATIONS, N, Y. —
Chief Ayotunde Rosiji of the
Federation of Nigeria has sug-
gested to the Trusteeship Coun-
cil of the United Nations that
the proposed plebiscite in North-
ern Cameroon' include a ques-
tion designed to postpone a de-
cision on the future of the ter-
ritory.
He said his delegation felt
that the interim between Nig-
eria's projected independence
and the plebiscite itself — Oc-
tober 1, 1960, to February, 1961
—was too short a period for
adequate deliberation on the
subject.
At the moment, the two pleb-
iscite questions permit a
choice only between joining the
Cameroons or remaining a part
of Nigeria. Chief Rosiji proposed
a third question Indicating pos-
sible preference for a longer
Um, to consider that alterna-
tive or others.
PR EMATI TRE
"It is premature now to say
whether or not a majority of
the people in Northern Came-
roons want to remain a part
of he Federation of Nigeria,"
Chief Rosiji said.
He suggested they might wish
to remain in the Federation as
a state or join with Southern
Cameroon:, under British trus-
teesliip, to form a state within
the Federation or establish a
state outside the Federation
with Southern Cameroons.
Chief Rosiji pointed out that
any one of the three courses
would conform with results of
a plebiscite conducted by the
UN last November, wherein
only about one-third of those
voting expressed a desire to
remain within the Northern
Region of Nigeria when the
Federation became indepen-
dent.
UN ADMINISTRATION
Should a majority of those
voting request additional time
to 'consiaer the alternatives,
Chief Rosiji proposed that the
UN assume administration of
the territory after Nigeria be-
comes independent until a final
plebiscite decided the future of
Northerr. Cameroons.
Accompanying Chief Rosiji on
his mission to the UN were
Umaru Ardo Buba Michika and
Abdullahi Ywarso Kadu, both
of whom are from Northen
Cameroons and are members
of the Federal House of Repre-
sentatives of Nigeria.
Chief Rosiji is deputy leader
of the Opposition in the Federal
House of Representatives and
a former Federal Minister of
Health He also has served as
a .nember of the board of the
Negro Out To Snare
Industry For Miss.
By LEROY POPE
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
crusading young Negro from
Mississippi is pressing a cam-
paign to have Negroes lift
themselves by their bootstraps
by raising money to lure indus-
tries into the backwaters of the
deep South.
John Oakes of Yazoo City,
Miss., started out with a proj-
ect to raise 9100,000 in his
hometown to get a factory to
locate there that would employ
mostly Negro workers.
"Where the South is growing
and prospering, the Negro
shares in the prosperity,"
Oakes told United Press Inter-
national. "But there are many
backwaters in the South where
both the whites and Negroes
are being squeezed hard by
changing conditions.
"My home town is one of
those," he said. "California and
other Western states can grow
two bales of cotton to the acre
to our one, se our traditional
farming system is dying. As a
Iowa
KEOKUK
By M. CULPEPPER
Miss Edna Sellers and Miss
Buckner were In Des Moines a
few days last week to attend a
school convention. Each re-
ported having a wonderful
time.
Mrs. White and family recent-
ly visited in St. Louis.
Father's Day services were
well attended in the church.
The Rev. James of Ft. Madison
delivered the sermon at Pilgrim
Rest Baptist church.
Miss Ella Gray spent 2
weeks in the hospital in Quincy.
She is doing fine at this writ-
ing.
Mrs. Mae Ashbly is improv-
ing at, her home.
Mrs. E. Harris of Fulton St.
is not too well.
Mother Galbrieth had a fall
last week in her home. She is
one of the oldest mothers In
Lee county.
result, 70 per cent of the young
white people and 90 per cent of
the young Negroes must leave
to find work."
Oakes said the Negroes also
are hit because of the declining
use of household help.
Oakes said he was sure the
Yazoo City Negroes would raise
the $100,000 "The Chamber of
Commerce and the white com-
munity is contributing too," he
said. He is in the North now
talking to a number of big com-
panies about the possibility of
getting other small plants lo-
cated in Mississippi's backwat-
ers.
He already has an offer from
First Mississippi Corp., of Jack-
son to put a small industry in
Yazoo City. providing one job
fo: each 81,000 capital raised
locally. First Mississippi would
invest about $I million in the
plant.
Ninety-three Negro churches
are pressing the drive to raise
the $100 009 and $40-a-week saw-
mill workers have asked their
employers to make payroll de-
ductions to cover their contri-
butions.
Slate August
Pastors' Meet
ATLANTA — Pre - registra-
tions indicate a record number
of pastors will attend the 41st
annual session of the Interde-
nominational School for Rural
and City Pastors to be held in
Atl a n ft: ss--•
The School, sponsored for the
last 40 years by Gammon Theo-
logical hut now by the Interde-
nominational Theological Cen-
ter. has already passed the
halfway mark in enrollment.
Each day's mail brings in ad-
ditional registrations and in-
quiries.
Those wishing further infor-
mation should write immediate-
ly to Dr. U. Z. McKinnon, Box
6563, Interdenominationil Theo-
logical Center, Atlanta 15, Ga.
Nigerian railway Corporation
and the Education Advisory
Committee in the Western Re-
gion
He is federal secretary of the
Action Group Party whieh he
helped charter in 1951 and
which has controlled the gov-
ernment since winning elec-
tions in the Western Region in
1952.
Chief Rosiji currently is on a
U. S. tout.
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND RHEA
Mrs. Minnie Carson, 68, died
May 31, after being in declining
health for some time. Final
rites were held at St. Paul
AME Zion Church on June 3,
with Rev. W. R. Williams offici-
ating. The deceased was a mem-
ber of St. Paul AME Zion
church. She is survived by a
husband Edward Carson, three
daughters, Mrs. Ruth Nichols of
this city, Miss Jessie M. Car-
son, of Knoxville, and M r s.
Edith Williams of Toledo, Ohio;
three sisters, Mrs. 011ie M.
Rhea, Welbourne at. of this
city, Mrs. Delia Grimer, of Los
Angeles, Calif. and other rela-
tives. Intermen occurred in
West Lawn Cemetery with J.
D. Ledford burial director.
Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Kilgore
have returned. from Chicago,
Ill., where they attended a den-
tal confab. •
Mrs. Helen Day has returned
to San Francisco, Calif. after
attending the graduation exer-
cise at Langston High school.
Miss J. N. Henkol has return-
ed to Louisville, Kentucky, after
spending several days in t h e
city as houseguest of M r s. El
berta Jackson.
Mrs. Ethel Steen, from Atlan-
tic City, N. J., was in the city
for -the funeral of her sister-In-
law. Mrs. Minnie Carson, re-
cently.
.The men's club of Bethesda
Presbyterian church sponsored
a musical program.
Final rites for Mrs. Hattie C.
Crawford, who died at Freed-
man's hospital in Washington.
D. C., on June 7, were held
at West Main St. Christian
church on the afternoon of June
14, with Rev. W. R. Williams
officiating.
The deceased was a member
of West Main Street Christian
church. She was a worthy ma-
tron for five years. She was
also a member of the Household
of Ruth lodge No. 440, which
she served as an officer over
the Juvenile Denertment. and
also treasurer of the district.
She is survived by seven daugh-
ters. Mrs. Cordelia Hearlev, of
this city: Mrs. Willie M. Jones
New York. N. Y.: Mrs. Mary
Magores. Dott. N. C. Mrs.
Hattie F. Dorsey. Mrs. Clara A.
Jordan. Mrs. Cornelia Cole and
Mrs Verlyno West. all of
Washin C two sons,
nevid And Robei4 C. Craw-
ford. Washington, D. C.: 23
ormnd children. 14 (Treat grand
children and two nieeee. 7nter-
inent occurred in West Lawn
cemetery. with J. D. nerfford,
f‘mtral director. in charge.
• • •
BOLIVAR
Mrs. Alice Pirtle and Mrs.
Maggie Johnson have returned
after spending the weekend in
St. Loots visitinn relatives.
Roy F Perron. Misses Cora
Lee and Tanice ere in St. Louie
visiting Mr. end Mrs. James
Teener and Mike. .
Fimeral serviees fnr
Young were held at St. Paul
CMF, church
Mrs. M F Mosley has re-
turned home for a short time
Baton
iNIMINOMMIL
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
We are very glad to have at
a visitor this week, lovely,
scholarly Miss Teryl A. Lewis,
our niece from McComb, Miss.
Although .soung, and yet in
school, Miss Lewis is meeting
and favorably impressing many
of the pupils and teachers in
our city while visiting us. She
has beer, to the Anna T. Jordon
park, and enjoyed the different
activities there.
We regretted not being well
enough ,to accompany them as
we would have seen to it that
she met the Misses Jordon.
Both teach in our schools and
both know her mother, but Mrs.
Eula C Hall and daughters saw
to it that she met many of her
mother's friends. Her mother is
the former Miss Ora M. Nance,
former supervisor of schools
near here.
Mrs Mabel Bryant, though
not fully recuperated, is well
enough to be allowed to come
home from the hospital. We do
hope she will obey nurse and
doctor's orders and soon be
able to get up, and to get
around the house. Especially
also, to get out into that beau-
tifnl, shady flower garden.
Also, tome from the same
hospital is Mrs. Estelle Benja-
min, Cotton. We, with their
families, are happy over their
improved condition, since we
were so frightened at first. Not
only are the afternoon groups
of youth3 profiting through the
lessons in physical culture, sew-
ing, music etc. being given
them in the M. N. Ringgold
Y'VCA, but several adults are
expressing a desire for similar
classes,
IN SYMPATHY
We are in sympathy with the
relatives of two of our former
neighbors who passed last week.
They were Mrs. Nellie Jackson
and Mrs W. J, Gant. Both were
outstandine Christians — Both
were good neighbors. We are
urging theft families to realize
that "God knows best" in these,
conditions
1Ve are glad to congratulate
Mr. and Mrs. Chiles Washing-
ton of Houston, Texas on the
graduation of their daughter,
little Miss Carolyn Washington,
it seems that just a few days
ago she was a little girl be-
ginning school.
We are also surprised to re-
ceive an invitation from Mrs.
Doretha A. Cambre inviting us
to the marriage of her daugh-
ter, Doretha Alice to Mr. Ralph
Lc Morris, jr., of Akron, Ohio.
Having known the bride-to-be
when she was a little girl, it
does not seem reasonable that
she is big enough to get mar-
ried.
Having been ill the greater
part of this year, it did not
seem reasonable for us to be
up and attending a meeting held
in the Maggie Nance Ringgold
Rouge
asamommo...winomme
YWCA this or last week rather,
but we did. And did we and the
others enjoy it.
FEW LINES
Though not well, we just feel
thE getting a few lines of Baton
Rouge news to the press will
let readers know what our city
is doing Or some of the many
activities being carried out
here, and thus encourage our
youth, als(.
It does seem strange to see
such late risers as Mrs. I. N. G.
and a few others now getting
up and leaving for church serv-
ices as early as eight thirty
eacs Sunday morning. It seems
that their pastor feels that ear-
ly services, Sunday morning
mean more comfort for many
members. Especially for those
living some distance across the
city. It is cooler in early morn-
ing hours.
We are glad to find Miss
Addie Mitchell so adjusted to
the hot summer weather since
she is home from being hos-
pitalized. She is looking better
and seems so cheerful, although
being confined to the house
such a long time.
I A letter from our sister in
New Orleans states that she is
better but is still indoors. Al-
though we are not well, we
could be of more service to her
if she would come here until
she is stronger, even if not
quite well.
EX
-CLASSMATES
The former classmates of the
former Miss Edith Purnell Bal-
ton are doing their bit to assist
in making her stay here pleas-
ant and of a long duration.
We know that Dr. Balton would
like for her to "come on home,"
but he must learn to share her
with the many relatives, class-
mates and friends down here,
Our Administrators met in
the M. N. Ringgold YWCA Sat-
urday evening. They held a
very helpful planning meeting,
then, instead of coming directly
home. stayed to chat with the
out-of-town visitors, and to show
them through the buildings. All
enjoyed the visit and the meet-
ing in. Y workers and other
visitors. Naturally, Mrs. Mor-
gan, the sister of Director,
Mrs. Ramsey, "stayed over,"
so all enjoyed a pleasant after-
meeting get-together. In fact,
all of us get pleasure over
meeting and greeting friends
in the YWCA. Some times we
meet helpful, willing workers,
who are anxious to help guide
and direct our youth.
Mr Arthur Hall and his son
Kenneth Hall of San Francisco,
Calif., are visiting his mother
In our city this week. (We know
that Mrs Angrum, his mother)
Is indeed happy to welcome
him. Mr. Hall will be kindly re-
membered here as "Buster"
during his elementary and High
School days.
HIGH POINT IN the annual
State Conference of Farmers
and Homemakers held each
year at A&T College is the
presentation of the attendance
trophy. Mrs. Carrie Atkinson,
president of the Johnston
County Home Demonstration
Clubs, accepts permanent pos-
session of the trophy for hav-
ing brought from her county
from St. Louis, Mo.
NEWBERN
By ARCHIE WOODS
Rev. G. H. Doaks of Trenton,
Tenn., preached at St. James
CCP church last Sunday night.
He was accompanied by Rev.
W. C. Harris also of Trenton.
Charles R. Hamilton of Long
Beach, Calif. who has been
visiting with his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hamilton,
Sr. and Mrs. Maggie Flake
has left for Chicago and Gary,
Ind., where he will visit with
his mother. Mrs. Florentene
Moore, and his father, Isaac
Hamilton, jr,
Miss Barbara A. Woods and
brother, James Elmer Woods
will spend their vacation in
Chicago.
James Barnhill is now em-
ployed in Detroit and residing
with his sister. Mies Valle
Mei Barnhill
Mrs. Rosa Whitfield and chil-
dren of Paducah visited with
her parents.
Mrs. Francis Ann Kindle and
the largest delegation to the
meet for three consecutive
years. R. E. Jones, state
agent, in charge of the A&T
College Extension Service,
sponsor of the conference, pre.
seats the trophy as Mrs. Es-
telle A. Smith, Palmyra, presi-
dent of the farmer-homemak-
er group looks on from center.
•••••11
daughter Marzella left last
Saturday for Detroit to visit
with her brother.
Jessie Ellis and Grandchil-
dren, Bettye, Sonnye, Christine
and Danny Tyce spent Sunday
afternoon in Ridgely.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Haskin
Wyatt has returned to her borne
in Indianapolis after visiting
here with his mother, Mrs.
Gracie Wyatt. Miss Mildren
Ann and brother Robert Jets.
sic Wyatt accompanied them
here.
Mrs. Maggie Flake, Mrs,
Ludia Graham. Jr. left last
Saturday for Muncie to attend
the funeral of their son, nephew
and father, Adam Graham, sr.,
who died of a heart attack.
WATER CONTENT
Each 100 gallons of ilea water
contain about one pound of mag-
nesium.
DEFENDER
Sat., July 16, 1960
Tenn. Captures NAAU Track Crown
WILMA RUDOLPH, 19 year
old junior at Tennessee State
University, breaks the string
and sets a new world's record
In the 200 meter run with a
time of 22.9 at the National
Women's AAU track and field
meet at Corpus Christi. Wil-
ma broke the old record of
23.2 set by Betty Cuthbert of
Australia in the 1956 Olyrn•
pies. (UPI Telephoto)
Street Campaign
Proves Success
WASHINGTON, D. C. - Mur-
phy Street, one of three Balti-
more-Washington area qualifiers
for the U. S. Public Links Golf
Tournament is Honolulu headed
.--thanks to a successful cam-
paign spearheaded by the East-
ern Golf Association.
Young Street. former Morgan
State College student and prod-
uct of the Baltimore public
schools, will leave Balt;more's
Friendship Airport on July 7
via United Airlines for the Lip
to the Hawaiian Islands. The
public links tourney will be play-
ed July 13-16 over the beauti-
ful Ala Wai course in Honolulu
Defending champion for this
Important United States Golf
Association tournament is Bill
Wright, Seattle, Washington,
college student, who last year
became the first Negro in his-
tory to win the event. In addi-
tion to Wright and Street. at
least one other Negro golfer,
Gleming Cody. 46-year-old St.
Louis shotmaker, will be en-
tered.
The EGA campaign to raise
funds for Stieet's trip to 1-1311-
julu got started only a week be-
fore the deadline date on which
the 24-year-old lad had to pro-
duce underwriting monies for
the Hawaiian trip.' A Street-to-
Honolulu Committee comprised
of Mrs. Paris Brown, PRman
?doss H. Kendrix, Washington,
and Maxwell Stanword, EGA
president, Philadelphia, guided
the campaign.
Mrs. Brown. United Golfers
Association and EGA tourna-
ment director, was chairman of
the committee, with youth golf-
er Alan Kendrix, UGA under-
14. runner-up and son of the
well-known public relations man,
was honorary chairman of the
committee. Concurrently with
the Washington campaign
launching, Mr. Stanford issued
appeals to EGA local clubs from
his headquarters in Philadel-
ph i a
The successful drive was
spurred by three EGA units in
Washington-Wake Robin, Ar-
lington Divots and Royal, and
three EGA clubs in Baltimore-
Colonial, Monumental and Pitch
and Putt. Two other EGA lo-
cals, Fairview and Greens' La-
dies, Philadelphia, and Ameri-
can Trophies. Inc., of Washing-
ton, D. C., responded to be
quick appeal, while a number
of individual contributions were
received.
Commenting on the campaign,
Hrs. Brown and Mr. Stanford,
In a joint statement compliment-
ed the "wonderful support giv-
en the project to sponsor onej
of our most promising young
golfers-one of whom we will
be proud, win, lose or draw at
Honolulu."
Joining the above leaders, Mr.
Kendrix added that ''it is -def-
inite that other E G A clubs
would have participated in this
drive had time permitted."
USGA permits financial drives
to support entries in the Pub-
linx tournament.
RAFER JOHNSON shows
tremendous effort as he
heaves the discus during
the A A U National de-
cathlon championship
meet at Eugene, Ore. John-
son, after a layoff of two
years captured the decath-
lon with a record total of
8,683 points. (UPI Tele-
photo)
Baltimore Signs
Johnny Unitas
BALTIMORE. Md (UPI)
- John Unitas. first-string
quarterback for the Baltimore
Colts professional football team.
has agreed to terms for the
1960 season.
Unitas, who set a new NFL
record of 32 scoring passes in
one season, will be playing his
fifth season with the Colts.
The former University of
Louisville player also has com-
pleted at least one scoring toss
in 37 consecutive games for
another record.
' Last year Unitas carried the
ball 29 times for a total of 145
yards and two thouchdowne.
Take Sixth Straight
NationalChampionship
CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex. -
(UPI) - Long-legged Wilma
Rudolph galloped to anew
world record in the 200 meter
run and seven more meet or na-
tional marks fell in the open
division shf the National Wom-
en's AAU track and field meet.
The 54001 it inch speedster
from Tennessee State Univer-
sit., one of 18 children, estab-
lished herself as the most like-
ly olympic gold medal candi-
date among U.S. *omen.
Miss Rudolph set the n e w
world standard of 22.9 seconds
in the 200 meters, established a
meet record of 11.6 seconds in
the 100 meters and anchored a
record-setting 400-yard relay
team to score 25 points as Ten-
nessee State won its sixth
straight AAU title with 93
points.
National or American records
came also in the 800 and 400
meters, while AAU meet marks
were toppled in the shot, discus
and the 800 meter relay.
The 19-year-old Clarksville,
Tenn., Negro was a good five
yards in front of Lacey O'Neal
of Chicago at the finish of the
most exciting race of the nation-
al women's AAU track a n d
field championships.
The old world record was
23.42 seconds set by Betty Cuth-
bert of Australia in the 1 9 5 6
Olympics.
The old 100 meter dash mark
Youth Features
New England
Net Tourney
NEW HAVEN, Conn. - The
35th aonnual New England tour-
nament held here over the 4th
of July weekend was a beauty.
The large crowd saw the birth
of a new A.T.A. They saw a
group of youngsters still teen-
agers cut down age and experi-
ence without losing a set, until
the two met each other in the
finals.
Arthur Ashe was never in
trouble allowing no one to win
over three (3) games in a set
and then he wouuld win the
second set at love. Imagine
Ashe beating the veteran ten-
nis wise New England Cham-
pion, Van Beverhaudt, with
a U.S.L.T.A. New England
rating of 28 6-3: 6-0 in t h e
semi-finals, and in the finals,
Horace "Red" Cunningham
(once his master) was beaten
6-2: 6-0 in a match that por-
trayed Ashes precision and
concentration. After the sin-
gles, Ashe and Cunningham
won the men's doubles crown
defeating John Mann and Jim
Kennedy of Phila., Pa. by
scores of 6-4: 7-5. Bessie Ann
Stockard. Nashville, Tenn.-
Lynchburg won over Eileen
Mclntyne 6,2: 6-2. Margaret
Brummer 6-1: 6-0: Gloria Wan
ters 6-0: 6-2 and lost in the
semi-final round to Mini Kat.-
narek 6-2. 6-1.
In the girls singles, Carolyn
Williams, Portsmouth, Va., lost
to Janice Kozen after losing five
(5) match points 3-6: 9-7: 6-3.
Carolyn Archie of Winston-
Salem. N. C., won over Alivia
Cole, New York, 6-0: 6-0; Pat
Holmes GA: 6-1: 6-1; and lost to
Janice Kozen 6-4: 10-8.
Edith Gill. Phila., Pa., won
her first round match by de-
fault over Barbars Johnson. She
later deleated Hope Young 6-1:
6-0; Pat Holmes 6-1: 6-1 and lost
in the finals to Janice Kozen
6-4: 10-8. In the Junior division,
Charles Berry. Washington, D.
C., won over Eric Alleyne 9-7:
7-5. Stanley Bailey 6-2: 9-7 and
defeated Bobby Davis. New
York. N. Y. (the brother oil
Billy Davis our Nadonal Cham-
pion) by scores of 6-3: 2-6: 6-3.
Lendward Simpson, Wilmington,
N. C.-Lynchburg, defeated John
Frede 6-2: 6-3, , Roger Cauthem
6-1: 6-2 and lost to Lewis Glass,,
New York, N: Y., 7-5: 6-3.
Edith Gill and Lendward
Simpson teamed to play in
the Junior mixed doubles and
defeated Micheal leaning and
parhara Andrews 6-0: 6-0;
Illope Young and Stanley Bai-
ley 6-2: 6-3 and lost in the
finals to their team mates
Charles Berry and Carolyn
Archie 6-0: 6-4. Berry and
Archie were successful in de-
feating Janice Wiggins and
Bobby Davis 6-2. 6-3; Olivia
Cole and Renard Davis CI:
1.2 and Edith Gill and Lend -
ward Simpson for the cham•
pionehip 11-4.
John McGill, Louisville. Ken-
tucky-Lynchburg. Va., teamed
with Mini Karnarek and won the
mixed doubles crown defeating
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mitchell
New York, N. Y. 6-4. 7-5.
was 11.6 held jointly by Helen
Stephens and Stella Walsh.
Eariene Brown, a L98 Angeles
housewife, also broke a meet
4-kilo shot put record with a 49
feet 81/2 inch toss. She set the
previous distance of 47-11 in
preliminaries.
Pat Daniels, a lanky blonde
16-year-old from San Mateo,
Calif., lee all the way in the
on,' in 57 6 anu Ruth Brand of
Prescott, Ariz., tnird in 59 flat
to tie the old meet record.
The 80-meter hurdles crown
went to Jo Anne Terry of Ten-
nessee State, with a winning
time of 11.4 seconds.
Olga Connolly, who won t h •
discus throw for Czechoslovakia
in the 195e Olympics, celebrat-
ed her new' U. S. citizenship
by winning the discus with a
meet record toss of 159 feet 6 3-4
inches. In preliminaries, the Los
Angeles medical student set an
earlie. mark of 155-6.
Tenn. State swept two wins
In both the 400 and 800 meters
relays, with Miss Rudolph
stretching her 5-11 frame to an-
chor the first baton brigade in
a meet, record time of 46.1 sec-
onds.
800 meter run to install a new
American standard or 2:17.5.
The winning time by Miss Dan-
iels bettered tht 2:18.6 by Lil-
lian Green in 1958 and a meet
mark of 2-20.1 set jointly in the
trials.
Irene Robertson, a 28-year-old
California (El Camino) art stu-
dent, ran a 57.1 second 400 me-
ters around the Buccaneer
Stadium track for a new Ameri-
can record,
Miss Robertson broke the
58.3 mark set by Rose Love-
lace in qualifying. Miss Love-
lace, of Cleveland, finished sec-
onnolly Airs
Discrimination
At AAU Meet
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas -
(UPI) - Olga Fikotova Con-
nolly, one of this country's
brightest Olympic hopes, de-
nounced the Corpus Christi
weather, Texas hospitality, seg-
regation and the National AAU.
These were some of her cri-
ticisms:
Segregation - "The Negro
girls are not being served
downtown. Earlene Brown (of
Los Angeles, who set new
shot put record) has had to
eat out of cans. We have
found one lunch counter
downtown that will serve us
(whites and Negroes togeth-
er) in a separate room."
Weather - "This weather is
terribly hot. It is very unfortu-
nate to put the track meet here.
in Texas."
Texas hospitality - "We had
to sleep in barracks without air
conditioning. There are six of
us in one room and one is sleep-
ing on the floor. There is only
cold water. The food is not the
kind for athletes."
The AAU - "The national
AAU is a charity organization
and- people should know how it
is being run. The women's and
men's track committees are not
organized well and don't coop-
erate with each other. There
are a lot of blunders."
Mrs. Connolly is better off
than most of the 200 other ath-
letes at the Corpus Christi
meet, half of whom are Negro.
"I feel it is my duty as a new
citizen to speak out," she said.
"We have just as many big
girls and talented athletes as
Russia and the Communists
have but not enough is being
done to encourage them,"
She said that at Corpus Chris-
ti, the stadium where the meet
was held is 11 miles from town
and there are no regular trans-
portation facilities, like chart-
ered buses, so the women can't'
practice as much as they want
to.
"It is honestly heart-break-
ing," she said. "This is as bad
as any meet I have ever attend-
ed. The track is good but the
throwing circles are grass and
too slippery.
She does not like the A A U
rule that an amateur athlete
can't write about his sport, even
for nominal payment. If ama-
teur athletes could write about
their sports, and get paid, she
said, it would encourage others
to become amateur athletes.
Mrs. Connolly said the same
thing applies to the rule that
forbids amateur athletes to ap-
pear on televsion for pay.
"If we could appear on tele-
vision." she said, "it would
show American women that all
womer athletes aren't b i g
horses."
She said the AAU's rules are
too-old fashioned and in this re-
gard cited rules for dress. The
AAU prescribed long-sleeved
blouses and skirts for women
athletes, she said,
She said she would also like
to see amateur athletes have
a greater voice in the way
meets are run. This could be
accomplished, she said, by hav-
ing more meet officials elected
and few appointed.
Havana Club May
Shift To N.J.
BUFFALO, N. Y. - Havana
may shift its International Lea-
gue franchise to Jersey City,
N. J., "Within the next 10
days" and set up the possibil-
ity of three major league teams
in the New York metropolitan
area again, according to the
Buffalo Evening News. Cy
Kritzer, who covers the Buf-
falo Bisons for the Evening
News, said a shift of Havana's
International League franchise
to Roosevelt stadium was in
the making and "could take
place within ten days."
The move would probably
"be dicated by the Cincinnati
Redlegs who have a heavy in-
vestment in baseball talent on
the Havana Roster," Kritzer
said.
According to Kritzer the mov-
ing would be just a preliminary
which would see a major re-
shuffling of international League
gue franchises in an effort to
form a third major league.
"This would mean the shift
of the Miami club into New
York, Richmond into Hous-
ton and one other I. L.
franchise into Minneapolis.
Dallas also figures in the
plans," Kritzer said.
The writer quoted "an
authoritative source" as say-
ing that there would be "au
Immediate move within the
International League to go
Major League" if the Con-
tinental League does not get
off the ground.
"It may be some months be-
fore the organizers are willing
to show their identities,"
.Kritzer quoted his unidentified
source, "but let it be said, they
have not only the know-how
but the where-with all, too."
Kritzer said plans for a third
Major League were being quiet-
ly made by a faction within
the International League and
indicated that Major League
support may be forthcoming.
He noted that Harry Sim-
mons, secretary-treasurer sf
the International League, "long
has had a third Major-League
plan in his files." Simmons was
by-passed when Frank Horton
of Rochester was elected execu-
tive -lice president of the lea-
gue, Kritzer further noted.
"The New York Yankees,
through Jack White, the gen-
eral manager of their Rich-
mond club, are strongly op-
posing the Continental League
coming into New York,"
Kritzer said. "And no doubt
would hurry any plans to
fashion a third Major League
out of the present internation-
al."
The New York City area was
,once regarded as the mecca of
Major League baseball before
the New York Giants and the
Brooklyn Dodgers moved to the
iWest Coast. leaving the thickly
populated area to the New York
Yankees,
JOHNNY TEMPLE, Cleve-
land Indians second base-
man, rides Chicago White
Sox outfielder Roy Siev-
ers piggyback after force-
out play at second base in
the seventh inning of the
Indians- White Sox game
at Comiskey Park. The Sox
won their fourth straight
over the Indians, 874. (UPI
Telephoto)
FEVER MACHINES
More than 2,500 American
hospitals have one or more
electronically - powered ma-
chines to produce fevers.
FORMER ALL-STAI out-
fielder Del Ennis (tester)
wears Philadelphia Mk cap
as he watches boxers Garnet
'Sugar' Hart (left) 'and 'Bony
Paret square oa. nulls
Is Hart's second and Paret
wears headgear that Hart
would like to owa - the wel-
terweight crown. Hart and
Paret meet in a non title
bout at New York Wednesday.
(UPI Telephoto)
RAFER JOIfNSON af the Cal-
ifornia Striders is shown
finishing first in the 100 meter
dash with a time of 10.6. John-
son captured the National
AAU decathlon champion-
ship with a record-breaking
total of 8.683 points to beat
the old record held by Vasily
Kuznetsov of Russia. Refer
needed only the first nine
events in the grueling test to
top the Russian's record.
(UPI Telephoto)
Johnson Breaks
Decathlon Mark
EUGENE, Ore. - (UPI) -
Scholarly Refer (Ray) Johnson,
turning in the greatest one-
man performance in the history
of sports, scored 8,683 points in
the decathlon to crumble by 326
points the old record held by
Russian Vasily Kuznetsov.
Johnson, 24-year-old graduate
student at UCLA, needed only
the first nine of the 10
events to break the old mark of
8,357 points. And when he tos-
sed the javelin 233 feet 3 inche 7
on his first try to completely
obliterate the old mark, he
broke into tears of joy.
A crowd of 5,000 at the Na-
tional A/W decathlon in the
University of Oregon Stadium
then tendered him a twos
minute standing ovation.
The victory and the not-so-
incidental world record bought
Rafer a ticket to Rome; a
place in the 1960 Olympic
games-and a chance to atone
Laud Williams for the defeat that cost hima gold medal in the 1956 Gamesr at Melbourne.
C. K. Yang, of the Republic
Track Stars of China, who won the crownlast year when Johnson hadto sit out competition due to in-
juries, finished second.
By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON
GRAMBLING, La. - (Spec-
ial) - Southwestern Conference
coaches and writers tipped their
toppers to coach Tom Williams
and his prized Grambling Col-
lege prouucts - Charles Lewis
and Store Johnson - for the
national track recognition a n d
prestige they earned for the
SWAC.
Williams, an affable a n d
skillfui coach, was cited for ex-
horting Johnson to a world's
record in the 200 meters and
for developing Lewis into t h e
south'i best high jumper.
Johnson holds the world's rec-
ord for 200 meters around t h e
turn. He is the,first SWAC ath-
lete to ever make the Olympic
track and field team.
Lewi- won the NAIA title and
drew hosannahs all season by
collecting the Drake Relays,
Gulf Coast'•AAU and SWAC
crowns. He jumped 6-10 in the
Olympic trials to demonstrate
that Grambling's "s mall
college" classification repre-
sents the size of the school, not
the quality of its athletes.
The quiet senior missed mak-
ing the Olympic squad by one-
inch.
Writers who cover Sout h-
western Conference schools
lauded the talented sprinter and
high jumper as "Track-Ath-
letes-of-the-Year."
They helped improve the de-
pressed track situation a n d
brought joy to the hearts of
Tiger fans who had grown
weary of a perennial have-not
statue.
The intra-family show of re-
,pect and appreciation by con-
ference coaches found Williams
accepting congratula-
tions speechless for the fi rst
time in his life.
"It's wonderful," he mused,
"just wonderful."
Johnson w a s completely
drained of all emotion whe
he finished the 1,500-mete
11.1/1.
"Gentlemen, I'm tired," were
his first words as he met the
press. "I hadn't planned on
going for a world mark when I
entered this meet. But It want-
ed to get to Rome and win a
gold medal. I'm sure I can de-
feat Kuzretsov there. Of course
he probably thinks he can do
the same thing to me." •
Johnson ran up 8.403 points
in the first nine events. Then
when he picked up 280 more in
the final event, the 1,500 meter
run, it was just frosting on the
cake. It took two days of gruel-
ing muscle stretching effort for
Rafer -to win back the crown
he held in 1958. He had trained
long and faithfully for it and
when the chips were down ha-
led all of the other 25 competi
tors in four events; the 11.1
meter dash with a clocking
10.6 second; the discus with a
throw of 170 feet 61/2 inches;
the shotput with a heave of 52
feet; and the javelin with a
toss of 230 feet 3 inches.
Johnson's best decathlon re-
cord before was 8,302 points
which set a world record when
he beat Kuznetsov in a dual
meet in Russia in 1958..
Accompanying Johnson to
Rome as members of the U.S.
Olympic team *ill be Dave Ed-
strom, of the University of Ore-
gon, and Phil Mulkey, of the
Memphis, Tenn., track club.
Words of the Wise
Push right to the extreme
and it becomes wrong; press
all the juice from an orange
and it becomes bitter.
-(Baltasar Grecian)
•Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town Sat., July 16 125
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
INSURANCE AGENCIES
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
teal FSI&tO 
Misc. For Sale 11-SPECIAL SERVICES
AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE
Regardless To Past
Accident Record!
L II your Driving License tag
been revoked
IL If your Iruuranco has been
cancelled
IL If your asylication has been
reNteted
Cal/ Adkins insurance Agency-
JA 6-5385 A Representative will
call at your home with full details
11 NOW AVAILABLE FORTHE FIRST TIME!
CASE TALES!
WILL PAY CASH for property or
•aeant lot. If Priced right
BR 3-1340 EL 1-7723
I. O GODWIN • COMPANY
1340 Monne A 
MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
"U. II conga Boomer-
Bend Coins, Will Sand Chock. Not Pleased.
Return Check.
Souglit
COINS Sold aertous tbs. invited
Appraised
PAVATA'S COIN EXCHANGE
43-44 155th St., Plualiing IL L.L. N T.
Member A.N.A.
BUICK - 1954
ROADMASTER-RIVIERA
Air Cord-power equip New paint-cug
luxury ear for friction of coot
$TUN
lit a. KEITH-PH. MU 3-2157
Services
H. & R.
HENRY REEL)
Auto Repairs -
Sod) and Fender
147 Linden Ave. -
Boa. IA. it-141141
GARAGE
PROP P11101
Brake Service
Work - Painting
tatimphis, Teen.
Rea. A. 4-3007
BEAUTICIAN
WANTED
At Nancy's Beauty Salon
305 No. 12th West Memphis,
Ark. Call RE. 5-1111 or Come
by. Prefer girl in Memphis or
West Memphis.
Memphis Business
t, Service Directory 
REMODELING ADDITIONS
1202 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
di WARMTH
111,1 Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile Body
Work and Painting
Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden Ave. IA 7-0329
lasOU WANT TO BE BRAITTITUL 
uer
....
PRTENDLT BEAUTY SHOP 130
. . Addle Groot Iler - Glad.
r,  Operator
NUICELLANEOUS FOR SALE
▪ m. SALE - 1 COCA OOLA VENDING
darhine A-I condition - Orisinal CMS
▪ 1.00. Trade or Cash $111.00.
J R Arnold - Telephone U. S-300$
SITUATIoN WANTED
RELIABLE WOMAN DESIRES Inv'days a week as maid in home, office.
IMants shoo. etc. Call - WE. 8-1151.
ELROD AND SON
SERVICE STATION
$43 Miss. at Crump Blvd.
Day & Night Service
Experienced Mechanics
JUNE SALE - BIG REDUCTION
ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES
For a geed tire sale ask for Creel.
TELEPHONE JA. $-94112
Get Yeti? Next Car Here!!
ot orar,
go"
"THE TRUTH' IS THE LIGHT"
From Your Dear Friends
Bill Walker and
Pop Shelton
Corner 270 East S.
AT LINDEN
Fine Cars - Also Working
Folks Cars. We'll Listen To
Any Proposition - GOOD,
BAD OR NO CREDIT.
TELEPHONE
BR. 5-9671
IMIPIL0011 wwwwW1M11 1.••••••-11.111..„
ill.% BUICK HARDTOP - Will
trade fee boat Sr car. 110 110
mo. See Poo Shelton, 210 East
St. BR. a-04111.
116$ CADILLAC - Dr. - $0
Special. Baby Blue Set Of with
whits tires. Fully enutP0ecl
with Air Cond. Must Sell. See
P. Shelton. T70 East St. Tel.-
phone BR, SW71.
RINI FORD - Must Soli. Take Old
Car and $41.60 sae. See Shel-
ton, $10 East It. BR. 1-94171
WANTED TO RENT
I BEDROOM HOUSE IN NICE NEIGH-
borhood Or will buy Dame. can JAcksIM
11-11397.
From Your Dear Friend,
ION CUNNINGHAM MOTORS435 Monroe at Lauderdale
Phone ,JA '7-0131
The working mans friend We have heits-
ell more people get their credit back
than anyone in the world. Bankrupt -
Wage Earners - Repo 
fortune - We are .pen for nr0130elUolla
of any kind
aood - lad - or-no - Credit!
HELP WANTED mut. FEMALE
SALES PERSONNEL - NEAT IN Ap-
pearance Over la years of age No
=Vence needed Barn from NO to 1100Lb Great Opportunities for ad-
tenement Call for appointment.
JO, 6-3/42 -- 1'30 a. M tit 1 D. M.
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines 
 30c
3 lines 
 45c
4 lines  60c
5 lines .75c
51/2 PT SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME RATS ss
lieu «diem type.
10 pt.
18 PT.
24 PT.
SAME RATE es 4
Boss sidinse. type
SAME RATE AS
S lines adman
 -
Fine
36 PT.
HOSPITAL AND &crumbs IN-
SURANCE FOR PEOPLE WHO
HAVE HAD CANCER. DIABETES,
HEART DISEASE AND OTHER
SRIOUS ILLNESS.
FOR MORE DETILES CALL
ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
GENERAL AGENT -
ITT DIV. - CONTINENTAL CAS-
UALTY CO 734 VANCE AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN
PHONE - JA. 6-5316
SAMS
ELATE Al
/ Mow
**Moan
Cancellations of want-ads •can
be given irntil 12 noon Satur
day. Copy cancelled after 12
seas Saturday will be billed
It regular rates
IIMMOMMENIMMIIMM
DEADLIN ES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice
Tri-State Defender box num
bers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.
The In-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad,
certifiers mail received ad
dressed to our address, but
the slices. postage Is to be
cbarged to the advertiser.
SHOP AT BOB'S
FOR THE BEST IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS
LAYETTES $7.95
DIAPERS $1.57 Doz.
THIS AD WORTH $1 .00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MOPE.
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 W Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
$em swops With Purchase
1 Ot.1 NAME It ADDRESS LABELS 51 00
Pocket Rubber Stamp
SRC Bonk Coin Deny Box Mo 3313
Nashville 3, Tenn.
DEAR JANE. DM TOO KNOW THAT
you can got a Summer dress for $1 25,
children's dresses for 75c nnd Men's suits
foe $2 N. WHERE? At the Junior League
Thrift Shop 4 North Front. Hurry! Hur-
ry! Bargains Galore!
2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNMES
BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED bitrOgn•
ture of tigereen, amethyst, obsidittm.
agate other 43 91 pound Postpaid. V.
Brubaker 631$ W L-13, Lancaster. Calif.
JAIAERSON'S BARBER SHOP
3355 Park Avenue
PA 4-9144
LOIS 'PACT! SHOP
23$$ rare Avenue
ereetemert re. 4-91411
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
1381 So. Third St. EX 7-0525
000D PRACTICE PIANOS EU
$1.50 down and Easy Terms
IX, 74730 Rites • Sundays
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LtQAt Prtnted Porms, GUARANTEED!
Any State Names Dates, Omitted Used
as Ord•Lialo Duplicate, tondos or gifts.
en each tthrtel $5 Prompt Confidential
postpaid Service
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Flo.
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOFING, roofs repaired Stop any
leak Carper .er work, floors leveled.
Chimneys trotters cleaned, repaired.
stucco, concrete, plaster do MY Wini work
Pre* set Reasonable pries.
T I Spencer SR 414643. 114990.
4-SPECIAL SERVICE
AUTO LIABILITY NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL
$114 and up 1-3 down with 8 months
to pay - Telephone
JA 6-5319
utnoto.as wsterun AREA FIRE AND
burglar alarm system Efficient and ID.
Witionaive For home and business Shelton
=
bating Co. 11•9 Linden Office No. 111.
BE. 6-3An4.
" ' ••
:.'"<
rftdi tt 2 Op_. .-I641"-tcliar" 1"1.17A4
G 9il Gabrielli TO. -4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World ist Volvos"
• AUTO SCHUSS,. rt.,R1“
,DVERTISTNO SPECIALTIES
• PRINTLNG MIMICOGRAPHINO
• RUBBER AMPS SEALS
• DECALS CALENDARS
790 Yonkers Ave.
/Plow Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
hewing Machines NO Service charge
lu sits. All Work Guaranteed Call
RAH Home Service
1057 Lamar Avenue
BR 4-1050
13 Instruction
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
Lle Linden Ave. JA 9-4751
• Accounting
* Secretarial
* Office Machine
• Refresher Course
• Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS.
Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
11 Special Services
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
U Years In Ilan° Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER JAckson 12834
.70
1000 Embossed Bushman Gerd*
et $3.99
Op I tineoi color (BUS or Won
Business Cards • nowt. Cares
Personal Cards
$7110 value at the new low price of
$3./0 per I 000
Write me for sample cards and style
chart BuSINFSS CARD SPECIALIST
GEORGE PALINKUS
1627-TR1 East „Urd St Lorain. ON°
INSTRUCTIONS
•••••••••
Distinctively serving Its. Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Reporting Courses
Since '1940
Off ieJ Imhof Cisme
\ Rehabil 
Veterans Approved
itation Students Welcomed
Out-of-town Students Invit•d
Cstalli mu ripest I
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JES-6161
4446 Washington St Louis 6, Mo.
TAIWOR
STOP SUFFERING! ! !
Post 51 00 NOW Reply envelope brings
POSITIVE PROOF! Health Center. Ade-laide Road. Dublin, Ireland ci hour. Air-
man!
TROUBLE' LOVE? MONEY PROBLEMS"
Solution available Don't give up WriteDixie - P 0 Box isse Ocala, Florida.
TILE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
Inctueing Secret INSWIllf Cede, F WeNuMbern and Days - Cos.Mnatie. Cages.3 Dint Figures. etc. Pries 1481.
VICTORY
MIA Clyde Ave Mears 49, III
ART LOVIRS, NOW 1111 YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLIE(' I UNUSUAL POSTCARDS. ItFOR 11.06 START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW SING' E CARD 211 CENTS P. 0.
BOX 43, eveumse STATION N. r Ell
N. Y
FREE IN' OuRSTiON • ANSWERS TO
pass written test for driver, license inNEW YORK STATE Send 53 cent. to
cover cost of mailing and handling -
odus estf oderessed & stamped en•velope.
BIT _ P PRODUTS CO. BOX tsstis woo STATION. NEW YORE 13,
N. V.
We will aloe Include frog of charge the
Mokosed License Nelda* with every ord.,
fterrived. RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
$1.00 R,erundable Sd Rumbola. Pleasant
Dale Nebraska.
I.
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week-
ly NUMBER Cord. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA. RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS & BONDS.
Balite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Nome And Your Favorite Method
Of Ploy (No Checks Please).
VICTORY SERVICE
77261 So. Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49. III.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take New RUIATOREK And Enjoy Life A
dietary preparation RIJMTOREX takes up
Where nature 1 eaves oft A PRYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $300 for • 2-week otts-
ply Money-back It not satiated •fre, 3
bottle Send DO D Chock or Money
Order NOW'
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 f. I I Sth St. - Box 17
NEW YORK 29, N Y.
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
TRAUS MAGIC BATTERY POWER
AND MOTOR ru NEVIN
Instant start in any weather tem)
batteries Fully cnarged in 60 below zero
gold touli ploy your radio all
winter etch :ear of battery fat,ure More
winter miles per gallon on gas Blazing
new power, pep BIG PROFITS FOR
AGENTS! Bend siva for sample an0 SC-
tails And get PREZ 30 day supply
of THA1,313 (Hi Potency Tableul A Men-
tal and Pep Stimulant the very beat.
Theu - 4920 Vernon Chicago Ti Ill.
HOW TO WIN, LOVE, MONEY, ETC
Send birthd ite and dime for InformaUon
sealed, SIM& 13104th Ava Chicago
Heights Ili
Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
MOSES
SINAI
CHRIST
ZION
FOR BLESSED Admix?, YELP MONEY.
UNCROSSED RUSH 52,00 DONATION
NOW, JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE Wit
LOVE $O MUCH. CHICAGO 13, ILL.
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
ELECTRONIC HYPNOTIZER 814.10 -
Transistor :tadicy !le 95 Pocket ear GasGun - 911 - Extra 311 caliber shell's
earn Radlo Wilkie - Talkie
119.95 - Any Radio TV Tube 11 00 eachTrallsworid sieErrriev - Poet Office Scot
ISO - Indio California
SPIRITUAL HELP
Aro you worrivd over money matters,Strange unna.ural evil influences* Ai, YouWO In,, write Bishop Baker Enclose$1.00 'eve offering There is belP for nwrtroub'ed soul, You min be sucneasful. Write
BISHOP BAKER
3922 Prospect Ant
Suite 100
Cleteland, Ohio
For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Tom •Ity eels nead or tails as you
eboese'-Any rein! An; tie' Any Plano,
-A .taroiss statement. a no less start-111•0 serforlosnce Thie ea.ng nuateeeoftoennigue Is a copyriehted manual seatyea immediately fee $1 AFRO-FLIPCRAVE' Sae 1161-0. isrleisetosell I. Conn.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1 .00 - 10 tor $200
Foster Series - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion. Michigan
Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialize in goo) used pianos
$10 down will put • piano in your
home. FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
lift Linden 
- 
BR 5-0358 Also
Nights • Sundays.
BR 5-0358
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
2I2. Hernando
Orierislizes tn Hair Styles Of
All Kind
Tinting Bleaching
Booths PM Rent
A soon business in downtown to-
ca 'LOU
Sushi Walker J S-910117
R•indent - PA ebtioa
12 Business Opportunities
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitarl!ims. lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
YOU do is send them to as . .
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $ 1 . s
a nom*. No delay. Write to-
shy,
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Piekwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
VALUES GALORE' Sales Bono 38, Ile
fundable with coupon
ALTON WAYSSAtil 61, PA
WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT ROME
where to bur material and now to
manufacture cheaply Seno $1.00 Manu-
facturing Soecialttes N J
11*
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This to her INN office at the tIieqtitppl
State Line MADAM BELI 0 back after a
long dose of being away and at last she 0
back to etay ne her new Rome
Are yew Otanatnifted with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband. site or sweetheart? Are vos
I e bad beano? Itro TOO discouraged? If any of these are vow
problems. cem• let MADAM BP.1.1. advise Tor at note the
11411 read the to you just as she would read an opea hunk
Tell you erhy vont kirb or hosisese is not a success If you have
failed ti the rest come see MADAM 8E1.1 at once
'Averted on Highway Si South, lust over Mississippi %tete
Line on lb. way to Hernando Her home is s blocks below
where she used jet stay right aside the DeSoto Motel Be sure
to look for the RED BRIiit ROUSE and you'll find her there
at all Omer. tSbo sever bad air attics to West Memphis
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehsven RIM' tine and got
off at Sta.. Line and walk I blocks and seo MADAM BELL'S
HAND 4i4es4
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
goitre 9 a Ili to I p ne
Reading, Daily Odes ow Sunday*
I don't maki any home calls or answer any otters flo sure
to look h the right sign end di. right name
PHONES jAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS
MISCELLANEOUS
NAN AMAZING 'RAU P01141 GUN
,411.11111.11111101611P9
Preto(-ilea Yea carry ia Toot PumaStartle ml distract In0a Lei I. wuud-bt attackers with this cleverly de.
signed Sall Poi:. t
Gun. rind -22 Cali-
ber blanko with et-
tr• loud report. C•..
be heard for nnies ti et
around. No permit 0-T•
needed. Airmailed postpaid
rompletely assembled from our to.:••tot y in Europe. Send 54I0 Cats.(11011P1' order or th..:k to..
HOLLYWOOD IMPOIRY CO,
2439 west Peterson - TR2
Chicago 45, Illinois
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage. •111,11d,quick. easy Details either one 42Box 506 Tuuana BC Mexico 1514
AMAZING LISTED for life for 25co. Stoppaying cut dimes. quarters. dollars for
one time listing Your name in our files
should keep your box full of interegtIngoffers free samples, big mail. etc Torlife. Detail. for self-addressed atomised
envelope Andy's Trading Post. Route 3-T,
Bryson City N C 01111
FOR SALE, JACKS. TOOLS, AND COM.pie,. enuipment to run a garage Will
rent building to tellable parson Jackson11-0208
1.000 000 BOOKS lOt, Each? Tree Cato-logo Mallway Box 124-T NYC-9
BEER 5c A QUART
Make tt yourself We show you NW.Save N per sent on each $1.00 Complete
easy Instructions 81 00 FREE With order,
carload of other interagUng offers. Wil-
Bate Brown, Cross Country Publications,300 East EXA St.. New York 16, N T
RIDICITLT I 5.10 electric typewriter still
In factory crate $70.00 Guaranteed.
Southoid* Printing. Box 5491, DT Hunt-
ington 3. West Va.
BAROAIN MERCHANDISE CATALOG.
Huge discounts Low wholesale prices.
Big eisoney saving catalog 26c (refund.
&blot. II • J Co Box 434. Levittown I.
Pa
ADULTS. INTERESTING MAIL, Earnings.Photos, booklets, catalogs 41 refunded
tk ci.n with order Alvin - Box354- TdD. Hicksville, Long Island. N. T.
WE NEED aunts. Will Pay YOU 25c per
name for obtaining them for our mail-
ing list Complete instructions sent for
$1.00. Harry Pd POUXII, 117 Broad Street.
Bristol, Tonneaus
^Amethyst pendants, earrings, bracelet..$1.25 each item, postpaid. V Brubaker.
W L-12, Lancaster, Calif."
KF : 
ANTIQUE
MADE
U • REFINISHED
• RESTYLED
N RESTORED
• REPAIRED
T SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
R PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
C YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
NAUGAHYDE
Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.
FA 7-0744 1576 Gotwoll
go LOANS & MORTGAGES
NEED CASH?
-Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like Our codr-
Nous treatment and desire to
h:0o1 P :?: uThursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturday,tF114A,4c o9:00er r: 00o
Home owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
'We like to say yes to, youi
loan reonest"
El/mined and Supervised by the
State Department of Insurance a ,d
Nanking
2 LOCATIONS
IC S. Main JA. 3-1351
151 Madison la 5-7511
32 Furnished Rooms
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport. Depot, Bus Station. Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Madero Restaurant
▪ Harry Holmes, Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
Room for rent furnishiodih unturnigh-
ea WHItehail A-8216 1342 am Street
Cal, Inc 3.30 or before 100 4. II
Eard-Cerry Many Conveniences Suitable
tor Prof woman
Can GL. 4-1441 After 4 p.ot.
AINEmork
TO PLACE YOUR
WANT AD
CALL
"MISS
RESULTS"
JA, 6-8391
NI111=1111=1111r
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PRONE 3A. 6-51111
30 Moving & Hauling
M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911
Low Rates - Insured Moving
.••••••••••••
MOVING
For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597 JA. 7-2597
W. P. SHELTON
Lowest Flat Rates In City
Insured Moving
GL. 2-9507 GL 2-5474
Bost Deal In Town
CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 • BR 4-4551
Local And Long Distance
Female Help Wanted
WONit.N SEW EASY READY-CUT
Wray-A-Round Aprons Home. sera$3810 Dozen-Spare Time Write -
ACCURATE MPORIS
REEPORT, NEW YORE
MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guaranteed
lobs, best working conditions. FREE
room, board, uniform!. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency. I00A Main St., Hempstead,
Long Island, N
HELP WANTED, Male, Female
Men, Women, 18--55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
NO ICI1Cesummit
school education usually sufficient.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours Men pay, advancements. Send
name address, phone number and
liii, home. Tri-State Defend, P 0.
Box 311,
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN II $ $
For Refir•cl Women • Presenting Beauty
Counselor A nationally known Prodtle$
for care of Milady's Skin.
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"
Write Mitchell. P 0 Box 311, Memphis
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
110.5 TO UM WEEKLY
Classified Jobs In Cincinnati. Nornern
Es' Male or Female. Classified list
It If. Other large cities on request $2.10
WOMEN $65.00 WEEKLY AND UP
Must have telephone Pleasant votes.
Detail 10c full information $1.10
CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
$13 Armory - Cincinnati 14. Ohio
- - -
NEED EXTRA MONK!
Men or Women Age 31-70 - Sell Family
Group Hospital Insurance Make Use N
Your mntarts
W A Adkino-District Mgr
Continental Casualty Company
JA 4-5355
Specials
Apts For Rent
"OR RENT
.1584 Sunott-Douglas Sub-division One
side of Duplex 3 rms. S bath-hot-cold
water Oar, heater in front room. Pries:
$35 month
Ph-ine FA. 4-0872
15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mail out dropship catalog Keep 60 oer
cent from orders Proven sellers. De-
tails sample! catalog $1 00 Palinkus, 16311
TED C 33rd Lorain. Ohio
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHERE 1011(5 1.1K1 Y OU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE
Correspoodence Club
BIGOEST MAILS you ever got List Tont
name I year 35c World's Mail Trades
76 W 40tb Radio city NI PS T a.
Dept IS
LONELY? FIND Happiness,
send two 4c stamps for list of
members and details, HEZE
KIAH CLUB, 1310 Fifth, Chi-
cago Hts.,
For Better Automobile Service Stop At
CONWAY'S AMOCO SERVICE STATION
Gasoline - Oil - U. S. Royal Tires - Gen•ra/ Repairs
559 Linden at Louil•rdole, Memphis Tenn.
Telephone JA. 6-9729
16 DEFENDER
Sat., July 16, 1960
StorkStops
BORN AT E. H. CRUMP
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
JUNE 24
Son, Winston, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Bobo of 3473 Cook rd.
Daughter, Phylliernise, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph A. Newsom of
380 Hollwell.
Son, Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Jackson of 1023 W.
Holmes rd.
JUNE 25
Son, Lish, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lish Burgess of 1396 S. Orleans.
JUNE 27
Son. Dank!, to Mr. and Mrs
Clmaliel Black of 1475 Demp-
ster,
Son, Rooerick, to Mr.
Yrs. Walter Blount of
Alta.
JUNE 28
Son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs.
Grant Allen of 2851 Yale.
PTV 2
Dlughter, Carnalla. to Mr
a^d Mrs. R. D. Bland of 1096
Daughter, Natalie, to Mr
Mrs. Mervin Williams of 274 E
Tr; el.
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
3-1'n Alford of 191 Rowe.
Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
10,s. 011ie Williams of 2335
B‘ st a.
'laughter, Renea, to Mr. and
Mrs. Allred Clinton of 1428
and
3206
Zeme Great for
Minor Burns, Cuts
Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
sr ointment, soothes, helpa0
minor burns, cute, bruises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot Stops scratching, 10
aids faster healing For stubborn
cases. get Extra Strength Zama.
1 
...........
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
ZtcW e_Liy "
Emerson.
Daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Hudson of 1616
Humber.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvvin Reese of 1178
Marble.
Daughter, Gail, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Andreson of 669
Grenada.
JULY 3
Son, Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs
Sylvester Mackey of 1567 Alcy
Son, Luke, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Woodard of 587 King.
Son, Anthony. to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Anderson of 1226
Louisville.
Son, Antonio, to Mr. and Mrs
Nathaniel T. Harvey of 3053
Johnson.
Twins, boy' and girl, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Pleasant of
5071/2
 Hampton.
Son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander Deloach of 401 Leath.
Daughter. Wendy, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Wilkins of 2350
Verdon cove.
Daurtter. Carolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ingter Branch of 1224
N. Evergreen.
RTLY 4
Daughter. Chloe. to Mr. and
Mrs. Ulysses Gillon of 1328
Vollentine.
Daudhter, Paula, to Mr. and
Mrs Floyd Bryantley of 180
W. Mallory.
Son. Allan. to Mr. and Mrs
Isadore Rankin of 822 LeMoyne
park.
Daughter. Oretta, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Smith of 1488 Pil-
low.
Dauahter, Cerelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Adams of 219 Till-
man.
Son. Alonzo, to Mrs. and Mrs.
David Williams of 1950 Jeffer-
son
Dauffhter. Genevieve, to Mr
and Mrs. Robert Smith of 83 1W Illinois.
Son. Jude to Mr. and Mrs
Thin Bond of 249 vollentine.
Son. Terry. to Mr. and Mrs
. Seri Gonn of 2544 Walnut.
Son. Herbert. to Mr and Mrs\Herbert Greene of 236 Pauliner7ir. E.Daughter. Debra. to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Brookins of 1468
Rodeers.
JULY 5
Deuehter. Althea, to Mr. and
Mrs James Burkett of 852 N
Main.
Daudhter, Andriann. to Mr
and Mrs. Clancy Wallace of
"g1
Dautditer. Marv. to Mr. and
Mee James chew of 399 Jones
Son, Freddie. to Mr. and
Mrs Jerry McGhee of 276
Gothrie
. Son. James. to Mr. and M's
T ,tke,t of 4cs No. F'oth
Son. • to M. 11T1A • f
RAnnett Coleman of 7366 Mc-
Vay.
Son. .Tulius. to Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd BaTIVR of Po N. Decatur.
Son. to Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Parham of 1518 S Third.
Daughter, Donna, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Merritt of 747
Orange.
Son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs.
Narah Stuckey of 926 Weaver
Son, Derek, to Mr. and Mrs
Albert Rivers of 850 Shamrock
alley.
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr
and Mrs. Curtis Taylor of 3032
Parker.
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Lockett of 2234
Eldridge.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs
Robert Garrett, of 2291 Lena
Lane.
Son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Veasey of 3530 Ashford.
Daughter, Donna. to Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Griffin of 1661
James.
Daughter. Marietta, to Mr.
and Mrs. Cortez Brown of 3253
Rochester.
Son, Frankton, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy McGhee of 2145
Sparks.
Son, Warren, to Mr. and Mrs
Warren Bland of 801 B. Le
Moyne park.
Son. Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Marshall of 954 Tenn.
Son, Danny, to Mr. and Mrs
John Sutton of 407 Tillman.
Son, Frank. to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Mitchell of 56 East Mc-
Lemore.
Son. Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs
Burl Ford of 273 Kirk, apt. 4-A.
Son. Jessie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Riohard Hite of 981 Driver.
Son, Reginald. to Mr. and
Mrs Tommy Shields of 3015
Calvert.
Son, Jeffery, to Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Becton of 1444 Min-
nie.
Son. Fredrick, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Coleman of 292 N.
Manassas.
Datiotter, Anna, to Mr. and
Mrs Rofus Broom of 189 Keel.
JULY 8
Son, Wade. to Mr. and Mrs
Wade Jackson of 1057 Shaw.
Son. Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs
Alfred Norris of 771 Alma.
Son, Bob. to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Mitchell of 957 Ford.
Daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
Mrs Willie Williams of 929 N.
Seventh.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs
Hardy Seymore of 252 Ayers.
Dauahter, Cynthia. to Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Carpenter of 223 W.
Pauline eir.
Son. Marvin. to Mr. and Mrs.
John Watford of 233 W. Per.
son.
Datiechter. Bridgitt. to Mr
and Mrs. Leon Darnice of 14343
Pillow.
Datoihter. Dannette to Mr
and Mrs. Dan Barbee of 131
're mole.
Danehter. Rosa, to Mr and
Mrs m,fthew Loverson of 9M
S Fntirth
So n. 17-qvliTyy. to Mr aro
mrs Robert Cleggs of 3806
Firer.
FOR ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS
ORIOLE DRUGS
Prescriptions — Cosmetics — Sundries — Soda Pountein
PROMPT FREE DELIVERY
George W. Irving, Pharmacist—Miss. & Walker, WH. 2-1721
TOO HOT TO COOK? THEN -
DRIVE OUT TO
ALLEN & ANNA'S DRIVE INN
2180 SOUTH BELLEVUE (51 Hi-Way South)
Delicious Barbecue - Malt . Milk Shakes
Curb Service or Take Home Peck
ANDREW JACKSON
great 'hero of the
plain people'
47'1.
TASTE THE
GREATNESS
of historic
D
C ROW
America's
preferred
bourbon
Light • Mild • 90 Proof
KFNTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
OLD CROW DiSTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY., DISTR. BY NATIONAL 01ST. PROD. CO.
Mick W"`••:
everts Caii
Is All A Mist3ke
LOS ANGST ES — (UPT) —
The authoritative voice on the
other end of the phone in-
formed the Democratic CCM.
vention Publicity Committee
that the "mass immersion at
the ROO converts will take
place this afternoon."
"Are we bantlying Demo-
crats?" asked the amazed
com mitteem an.
"Oh heavens." apologized the
voice. "I thought this was tbe
Jehovah's Witnesses convert-
tioa."
TIMETILIVISION
rosimillillimeemeemseemesose 
iS.441
/OA/ THAT 'Soar A WASHING MACHINE!°
elPOO•eoosse.4•44so-me-A-••••••
WREC
Highlights
t•••••••• ••••• ********4
FRIDAY, JULY 15
7 to 8 a.m., GOOD MORNING
FROM MEMPHIS — Featuring
News, weather, music, guests
and ALMANAC: "Exchange
Visit of U.S. and Russia Farm-
ers-1955".
8:15 to 9:00 a.m., CAPTAIN
KANGAROO — T h e Captain
shows a film showing the won-
derful things that happen to a
seed when its planted, and its
transformation into a beautiful
flower will be shown.
4:00 to 5:30, THE EARLY
MOVIE WITH KITTY KELLY—
"Love and Learn" with Jack
Carson and Janis Paige. Poor
song writer makes a hit with
girl who has a million.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE—"In-
eident of the Day of the Dead"
with Eric Fleming, Clint East.
wood and guest star Viveca
Lindfors. When Rowdy rescues
a runaway horse, a scheming
woman decides he's just the one
to help her break a black stal-
lion.
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA- 1
REE—"Sundance and the Kid
from Nowhere" with Earl Moth-
man. Sundance captures an ar•
rogant young gunslinger who
boldly admits having beaten and I
robbed an old miner.
8:00 to 10:00, DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL CONVENTION —
From Los Angeles.
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE
—"Tartan and His Mate" with
Johnny Weismuller and M a u-
reen O'Sullivan. White hunters
try to get Jane to convince Tar-
tan he should lead them to the
Elephant grave yard for a for-
tune in ivory.
SAT., JULY 16
10:00 to 10:30 a.m., L 0 N E
RANGER—"Six Gun Artist." kn
attractive girl posing as an art.
ist turns out to be the leader of
a gang of stage robbers.
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING—
"Designing Woman" with Kir-
by Grant and Gloria Winters.
A lady in distress flags down a
passing plane, and Sky King
finds himself in an exciting ad-
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets
Call: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor
12:25 to 3:30, SAT. B A S E-I
BALL GAME OF THE WEEK-1
Baltimore at Chicago.
4:00 to 6:00, EARLY MOVIE
"Tartan and His Mate" with
Johnny Weismuller and Mau-
reen O'Sullivan. White Hunters
want to find the Elephants
graveyard ... try to u a e Jaw
to force Tarzan to show them
the way.
6:00 to 6:30, COURT OF LAST
RESORT—"The Tho m a s
Mendoza Case". Young man
convicted of killing a police-
man is befriended by the prison
Chaplain who asks the court of
last resort to look further into
the case. Lyle Bettger stars.
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON
—"The Case of the Long-Legged
Models" with Raymond Burr
and Barbara Hale. Mason's
case begins in a lush Las Vegas
gambling hall and ends in the
I morgue. Evidence in the crimes
compiled by the D.A. points to
Mason's client, resulting in a
tense courtroom drama.
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE—Starring Steve Mc-
Queen. A young deputy sheriff
joins partners with Josh
Randall, by proving his ability.
Wright King is featured.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY—
Starring John Vivyan, A rack.
eteer pressures a comedian en
tertsining at Mr. Lucky's float.
lag supper club into giving him
the last laugh.
IWMCT Channel 5Highlights
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE G U N.
WILL TRAVEL—Starring Rich-
ard Boone. Paladin is hired by
an English woman to guide her
to her brother's ranch in the
Southwest country.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE—
A bully gunman who escapes
justice because of his quick
draw learns a new kind of jus-
tice, not served thru the courts,
but just as deadly. Matt Dillon
stars.
9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
SLADE—An eye witness to a
bank robbery planning draws
a charcoal sketch of the guilty
men. His life is in langer be-
fore he finishes the sketch be-
cause the third man's picture
is one known by all. Shotgun
Slade keeps the artist alive long
enough to complete the drawing
in "The Charcoal bullet." Scott
Brady stars.
10:00 to 11:30,MILLI0N
DOLLAR PLAYHOUSE—"The
Sea Wolf" with Edward G. Rob-
inson, John Garfield, Alexander
Knox, Ida Lupino. Brutal heart-
less sea captain tries to de-
story everything aroung him
when he learns he is going
blind.
Jail Pastor On
Girl's Charge
SUNDAY, JULY 17
10:00 a. m. Television Chapel
—First Congregational church,
Reverend Lincoln B. Wirt, pas.
tor.
11:00 a. in Gold Award
Theatre — "Tulsa," starring
Susan Hayward and Robert
Preston
12:25 p. m. Major League
Baseball — New York at De•
trolt.
4:00-5 p. m. to be announced
10:05 p. m. Nitewatch —
"Fighting O'Flynn," starring
Douglas Fairbank, jr. and Rich'
ard Greene.
MONDAY. JULY 18
Regular Programming Monday
Friday
12:30 The Life of Riley
1:00 Queen for a Day
1:30 Loretta Young Th.
2:00 Young Dr. Malone
2.30 From These Roots
3:00 Comedy Playhouse
530 Woody Woodpecker
6:00 News Picture
1310 Weatherscope
6:15 Huntley-Brunkley Report
6:14) Riverboat
730 Wells Fargo
R•no Peter Gunn
8:30 Goodyear Theater —
"The Tielret." starring
Franchot Tone
9:00 Project 20 — "The
Innocent Years"
TUESDAY. JULY 19
no schedule chances
WEDNESDAY, JULY 20
10:45 a. m. delete All-Star
Baseball Game
REGULAR PROGRAMMING:
11:00 Troth or Consequences
11:30 It Could Be You—Color
12:00 Midday News Picture
12:0O Mici-sooth Today
12:30 Life of Riley
1:00 Oueen for a Day
1:30 Loretta Ynong. Theatre
2:01 Young Dr. Malone
2.34) From These Roots
3:4)0 Comedy Playhouse
3•111 Adventure Time
6:00 n. m. Wagon Train —
"F.stahan Zamora Story,"
starring rrnest norenine
9.00 p. m. This Is Your Life
—(Nat Kin,' Cole)
THURSDAY. JULY 21
No schedule. changes
FPMAY, JUIN 22
6:30 o. m. Cim a rron City —
"Runaway Train"
SATURDAY. JUIN 23
11:55 a. m. Maior League
Baseball 
—Cleveland at
Boston
6:30 p. m. Bonanza — COLOR
—"Desert Justice"
8:30-9:30 p m. Project Poll•
tics — Preview of Repub-
lican Convention
10.05 p. m. Gold Award
Theatre — "Notorious,"
MILWAUKEE. — (UPI) —
A 33-year-old Baptist Minister
Monday began a six months
jail term here on a charge of
cortributing to the delinquency
of a minor.
The Rev William C. Yancey,
pastor of True Vine Baptist
church on this city's north side,
drew the sentence in district
cou
• Id venture. A 17-Near-old girl to po ice
that the clergyman had molest-
ed her. The minister claimed
he had gone to the girl's house
to discuss church services.
Camel! Read, 20, also drew
a sente,...e in the same case
24th Ready To
Fly To Congo
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Defense Department said
Monday that two companies of
troops from the 24th Division in ,
Germany were on standby to be
flown to the Congo to help evac- ,
uate civilians from that riot-
torn area if needed.
They would be flown from
Furstenfeldbruck Air Base, near I
Munich, where a number of Air
Force C-130 turboprop high
speed transports also w ere
standing by.
holuitimonmonimutuunmmmormonno
A GUIDE TO GOOD
EATING
GRACE WILL I AMS
moinimminiounuummutuniumintsnmor
Are you one of the fortunate
women who can boast of owning
a home freezer? Can you also
boast of being a good freezes
manager? Freezers are k e
work schedules and budgets,
they must be managed if you
are to make the most of your
investment.
Many homemakers prefer to
use most of their freezer space
for basic foods such as meat,
vegetables and fruits. This
makes a well balanced meal
easy and quick to prepare. How-
ever, there are others w h o
would rather fill their freezer
with baked goods, cooked or
ready-to-cook main dishes and
desserts. This plan saves time
in the kitchen and is especial.
ly good for the city girl who
combines homemaking with a
career.
When cooking regular meals,
you can easily double or triple
the recipes and freeze the ex-
cess — or spend an occasional
day cooking for the freezer.
Many prepared main dishes and
pre-cooked foods freeze satis-
factorily. Frozen prepared main
dishes are primarily time sav-
ers rather than money savers.
For the homemaker with out-
side responsibilities, freezing
these foods is economy.
A few of the main dishes that
freeze well are meat loaves,
pot roast of beef with vege-
tables, beef or veal stew, hash,
stuffed peppers, meat Wills in
sauce, mast chicken or turkey
slices in gravy and Spanish
rice.
Most soups freeze well, b-lt
use rice instead of potatoes in
soups to be frozen.
With a home freezer unex-
pected guests need catch you
unprepared — a delicious meal
is as near as your freezer on
short order. One thing to re-
member is to label each pack-
HOW TO LOVE AND
BE LOVED
Send 51.00 — ANN JONES
Box 7762 Chicago, 80
age carefully telling the am
in the package, date stored
how item is frozen.
Test yourself to see if you are
a good freezer manager: If you
can answer "yes" to the foi.
lowing questions your score is
100.
Does your freezer help you to.
1. Serve well balanced meals
the year round?
2. Save food dollars whet
prices are high?
3. Save time in the kitchen?
4. Cut do wn on shopping
trips?
5. Serve delicious meals°
short order?
You made a perfect score?
Good—now you are ready to
freeze some eggs while the
prices are low. Here's how.
STEPS IN FREEZING EGGS:
1. Break eggs.
2. Mix white and yolks thor.
oughly.
3. Add 1 T. of sugar or corn
syrup to each cupful of
mixed eggs.
4. Egg whites may be frozen
alone.
5. Freeze eggs in freezer care
tons like the ones used fee
fruits.
S. If yolks are
arately, mix
and add 2 T.
corn syrup to
Use frozen eggs
to cook and bake.
for 8 to 10 months.
T. yolk-1 egg yolk
2 T. white • 1 egg white
1 cup whole eggs • 5 eggs
frozen sep-
thoroughly
of sugar or
each cup
to sera'
Store ill,.
"33 Ways To
Meet WomenIf
A folio chock full of prac.
tical ideas. Have "dates"
every day!
SEND $1.00
ANN JONES
Box 7762 - Chicago, IlL
;hrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surger.
;tops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the first time science has found
a new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place, Most
amazing of all— results were so thor-
augh that sufferers made astonishing
tatements like "Piles have ceased ti
e a problem!" The secret is a new
ealing substance (Bio-Dynetb)—dia
overy of a world-famous reuse*
nstituta.This substance is now ava
ibis in suppository or ointment to
ailed Preparation 1.1). At all d
.onnters — money back guarantee.
FACTORY ADJUSTED TIRES
750x14
800x14
850x14
900x14
950x14
600x16
640x1
{95 UP 670x15
710x15
760x15
800x15
820x15
NO FEDERAL
EXCISE TAX
PLENTY OF WHITEWALLS
50% OR BETTER
TREAD STILL ON TIRE
G AND M TIRE CO.
315 Washington JA. 6-5934
CALLING ALL
NEWSBOYS
6
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tti-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
HAVE YOU VISITED
LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB?
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL_EX 8-3223 or EX 8-1967
OR TALK WITH ANY OF OUR MEMBERS
•
HERE ARE SOME OF OUR OUTSTANDING FEATURES! I
• DINING & DANCING
• LAKE FOR BOATING and FISHING
• FULL TIME RECREATIONAL DIRECTOR • CROQUET
• BADMINTON • HORSESHOES • VOLLEY BALL
• LIVE MUSIC • DRIVING & PUTTING RANGE
• DANCING INSTRUCTOR • DELICIOUS FOOD
• WELL ROUNDED PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
